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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
Radiocarbon Dates (b.p., b.c., a.d.)
Lower case letters are used for abbreviations following 
uncalibrated radiocarbon dates.
b.p. Before present; i.e. before 1950 A.D. calculated 
on the basis of the half life of being 5568 years.
+ This prefixes the error on a mean date at one 
standard deviation.
Calendar Dates (B.P., B.C., A.D.)
Upper case letters are used for abbreviations following 
calibrated radiocarbon dates (after Clark 1975), or 
calendar dates given in the archaeological or historical 
literature.
Pollen Analysis
The pollen types identified in this work are generally 
named following the key in Faegri and Iversen (1975), 
but see p. 25. The depths of samples are given as 
the measurement from the top of the profile to the base 
of the sample (usually 1 cm thick) in cm, unless 
otherwise stated.
AP Arboreal pollen.
NAP Non-arboreal pollen.
TPS Total pollen and spores.
TLP Total land pollen i.e., excluding pollen of aquatics 
and spores.
Plant Nomenclature
The nomenclature for vascular plants, including the 
English name, follows Clapham, Tutin and Warburg (1981). 
In Chapters 2 and 3 the English name is given to a 
species or higher order at its first occurrence in the 
text, but not in the Sections describing the zonation 
of the diagrams or sediment description. The 
nomenclature for mosses follows Smith (1979).
Other Chronological and Stratigraphical Nomenclature
The term 'Post-glacial' refers to the period from
c. 10,000 b.p. until now, the equivalent of the 
Flandrian, which succeeds the 'Late-glacial', being 
the latest part of the last glaciation (the Devensian, 
formerly Weichselian, cf. Fig. 1).
A.O.D. Above Ordnance Datum.
bunnAKr
The results of pollen and macrofossil analyses of peat
deposits at two s ites  in West Scotland are presented in two
chapters following an introduction and a chapter describing the
methods used in the investigations .
The Introduction broadly outlines how the research was funded, 
i ts  p rinc ipa l aim and p a r t ic u la r  d i f f i c u l t i e s  associated with the 
investigations at each s i te .
In Chapter 1 an account is given of the main assumptions of 
the techniques employed and aspects of th e ir  previous app lication  
to  archaeological in te rp re ta t io n  are considered. Some of the
l i te r a tu r e  bearing on the in te rp re ta t io n  of the pollen record from 
a s i te  is reviewed so as to provide both a background fo r  the 
inferences made from sequences from the two regions of SW and NW 
Scotland and for the two sequences of th is  study.
Chapters 2 and 3 are set out with roughly the same format, in 
sections, which may be subdivided (see Contents). The two chapters 
are not related in the sense that any conclusions from one s i te  
a ffe c t  the conclusions from the other, and are two separate 
accounts. In each, the in ferred  vegetational history of the s i te  
is in terpreted in terms of the known local archaeological record, 
but th is  necessarily e n ta i ls  explanations in which the history is 
perhaps only in d ire c t ly  the result of man's a c t iv i t ie s  in the 
areas, or p rim arily  due to other causes.
INTRODUCTION ,
The Central Excavation Unit was set up within the Scottish  
Development Department (Ancient Monuments) in 1977 to serve the 
cause of 'rescue archaeology' in Scotland. As part of i ts  
programme ,  two s ites in the west of Scotland have recently been 
surveyed p r io r  to lim ited excavations. Pollen and macrofossil 
analyses of peat near to one s i t e ,  Torrs Warren, Luce Bay, 
Wigtownshire and at Sheshader, Eye Peninsula, Is le  of Lewis, have 
been carried out in an attempt to reconstruct the vegetation a t ,  or 
around, the s ites during various periods.
Both investigations have presented p a r t ic u la r  problems in 
re la t in g  the in fe rred  vegetational history to  the a c t iv i t y  
represented by the local archaeological record. In the f i r s t  case, 
the period to which the recently excavated finds belong is  e a r l ie r  
than that covered by the pollen sequence; in the second, there is  
the d i f f i c u l t y  of determining the exact s tra tig rap h ica l  position of 
a preh is toric  stone wall within the pollen record obtained from 
peat close to the w a ll .
There is no specific  archaeological problem that is common to  
both s i te s ,  so the results from each are not compared and are 
discussed separately . That there is no such common aim is due to  
the manner in which the work arose. This is outlined fo r  the 
ind iv idual s ites  in the sections headed 'Background'.
CHAPTER 1
METHODS
I  H is to r ic a l  Introduction to  Methods and • General Approach 
Adopted fo r  th is  Study
Pollen Analysis
Pollen that is id e n t i f ia b le  to d i f fe re n t  taxonomic levels may 
be preserved in a s t r a t i f ie d  deposit fo r  thousands of years. Since 
the communities of plants contributing to the pollen rain vary due 
to a number of in te rre la ted  factors  (&g. clim ate, s o i ls ,  impact of 
man, disease etc.), the record of th is  v a r ia t io n  was seen early  on 
by von Post (1916) as p o te n t ia l ly  forming the basis of a method by 
which past d is tr ib u tio n s  of vegetation (and hence c lim atic  change) 
could be in ferred  on the p r inc ip le  of 'u n ifo rm ita r ian ism '. With 
extended research p a ra l le l  changes within certa in  geographical 
areas came to be recognised and the charac te r is t ic  vegetation types 
were eventually defined by pollen zones. Whilst in von Post's view 
pollen analysis was mainly 'designed to serve as a means of 
determining geological t im e ' ,  to be fixed via the varve. chronology 
of de Geer, i t s  application of the study of vegetational succession 
remained one of i ts  aims and was considered to give the best record 
of climatic change (von Post 1946). Used in conjunction with the 
evidence of peat stratigraphy and finds of fo s s i l  p lants , i t  
provided a more detailed  record than the former two alone, which 
had been the main evidence for past climates as summarized in the 
scheme of B ly t t  and Sernander. A general account of the 
development and app lication of pollen analysis and re lated studies 
is given by Godwin (1975,25-33).
Many of the methodological problems of the technique were 
understood by the early  workers, eg. von Post (1916) in Sweden, and 
Godwin (1934a) in B r i ta in .  Since then, research has made some 
progress in substantiating the i n i t i a l  hopes for pollen analysis. 
A selection of th is  is  b r ie f ly  reviewed below, where the topics 
have been chosen as a preface to the discussion of the two sites  
investigated. The following is an ou tline  of developments re la t in g  
to the application of pollen analysis to archaeological 
in te rp re ta t io n ,  p a r t ic u la r ly  in Scotland.
Archaeology and Vegetational History
Tansley (1939,147-170) had based his history of the 
P ost-g lac ia l vegetation on the same scheme (as yet unzoned) as that  
described, together with pollen evidence, by Godwin(1934b). An 
early  application of pollen analys is , contributing to  a p icture of 
the natural background fo r  the a c t iv i t ie s  of preh is toric  man is  
found in Clark's Mesolithic Settlement of Northern Europe (1936).
Once a scheme of pollen zonation had been established for  
England and Wales, although the d is tr ib u t io n  of s ites  was uneven, 
favouring the north and west with l i t t l e  work in Scotland (Godwin 
1940), th is  was to be the basis of the description of broad 
vegetational change during the Late and P ost-g lac ia l periods 
(Godwin 1956, 1975 see Fig. 1 ) .  I t  thus became the main framework 
for in te rp re ting  the archaeological record of e a r l ie r  people in an 
environmental sett ing . I t  could also be used as a means of dating  
(e.g. Durno 1961-2; 1962-3; 1963-4; 1965; 1970; for Scottish
s i t e s ) .
With the introduction of radiocarbon dating , zone boundaries 
were determined in radiocarbon years. The many more dates tha t  
have now been obtained from a d iv e rs ity  of s ites  allows the
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Fig. 1. Correlation table showing the main events of the Late Devensian 
(Late Weichselian) and Flandrian periods in the British Isles.
From Godwin (1975).
dynamics of the changes in the dominant vegetation to  be bette r  
understood (e.g. Smith 1965, Smith and P ilcher 1973, Huntley and 
Bi rks 1983).
The fu rthe r  d e f in i t io n  of the term 'po llen  zone' has made i t  
easier to use the concept for ind iv idual s ites  whose pollen record 
is  perhaps not typ ica l of the general scheme for England and Wales. 
West (1970) proposed the hierarchy : Stage, Chronozone, Regional
Pollen Assemblage Zone and Local Pollen Assemblage Zone. The last  
is  l ik e ly  to be most appropriate for subdividing the pollen record 
re la t in g  to an archaeological investigation  and is the term 
employed below.
In Scotland, the increased knowledge of the present day 
vegetation and ecology, and also the number of pollen sequences, 
has made i t  possible for Birks (1977) to write a prelim inary  
history of the vegetation, using the d is tr ib u t io n  of dominant 
vegetation types deduced by McVean and R a tc l i f fe  (1962) as a 
s ta rt in g  point (see Fig. 2 ) .  With these and other s ites  a s im ila r  
description fo r  the B r it ish  Is les  as a whole has been attempted. 
I t  is  based on isopoll maps and p rinc ipa l component analysis (Birks  
et a l .  1975). The history given is that before c. 5000 b .p . ,
when human disturbance of the natural vegetation was u n lik e ly  to  
have been appreciable and so not read ily  detected in a regional 
pollen diagram.
The extent to which pollen analysis has aided in 
reconstructing the environment of the B r i t is h  Is le s ,  esp ec ia lly  
during the prehistoric  period (before and a f te r  c. 5000 b . p . ) ,  is 
shown by the surveys of Evans (1975), Bradley (1978) and Simmons 
and Tooley (1981).
The approach that has been taken in investigating  the s ites  of 
Torrs Warren and Sheshader is that of try ing  to  gain as much useful
Predominant Pine Forest 
with Birch and Oak
Fig. 2. Map showing the zones of the predominant trees of the forest
as reconstructed assuming no interference by man and a climate such 
as prevails today in Scotland. From McVean and Ratcliffe (1962) .
information within a given time from samples taken as a consquence 
of 'rescue' excavation and survey of threatened s ite s .  This may be 
generally true of such work carried out at the Somerset Levels (e.g. 
Coles 1 97 5 -) ,  Shaugh MoorCBalaam et a l .  1982), BeaghmoreCPiIcher 
1969), or B a lly n a g il ly  (P ilcher and Smith 1979), although i t  has 
been possible to do much more deta iled  research at these s ite s .
This approach may be summarized as: f i r s t l y ,  to produce an
outline  diagram to discover the general trends of the pollen  
sequence; then to count levels at closer spacing where more d e ta i l  
would aid in in te rp re ta t io n .  A basal radiocarbon date and 
additional determinations indicated the period to which the
sequence belonged. In te rp re ta t io n s  were then made which were based 
both on the current knowledge of the regional history of the 
vegetation as described in  the l i t e r a t u r e ,  and on the basis of more 
local ecological considerations. There is no attempt made to 
discuss any wider implications of the results  beyond the immediate 
area of the s ites  or to in tegrate  them in to  the context of the 
prehistory or history of the region. This would hardly be possible 
in the case of Torrs Warren, and i t  would be premature for the 
results from Sheshader.
I I  Considerations Affecting the In te rp re ta t io n  of a Pollen  
Sequence -  Selective L ite ra tu re  Review
Relative Pollen Productiv ity  and Dispersal
Two factors determining the amount of pollen a rr iv in g  at a
s ite  are the production of pollen by the various contributing  
plants and the method of d ispersa l. The results  of the work by 
Pohl (1937) may contain inaccuracies, according to Birks and Birks 
(1980), but the order of decreasing pollen production of the
important forest trees is given as : Pi.nus s y lv e s tr is ,  Alnus
glu tinosa, Corylus avelLana, Betula pendula, Quereus robur, Picea 
abies, Pogulus canadensis, T i l i a  cordata, Fagus sy lv a t ic a ,  Aesculus 
hlCDScastanuQj. Wind-pollinated plants w i l l  tend to have th e ir  
pollen much more widely dispersed than those pollinated by insects 
(eg. most Compositae); and in s e l f -p o l l in a te d  plants the minimum of 
dispersal would be expected (eg. ce re a ls ) .  A proportion of any 
pollen record may be the result of long-distance transport (e.g. 
Ty Idesley 1973a, 1973b, 1973c).
A knowledge of the approximate re la t iv e  magnitude of pollen  
production and the agent of d ispersa l,  may be considered in  
re la t io n  to the type of model for pollen transport to a s i te  
devised by Tauber (1965). I t  may be possible to derive correction  
factors fo r the pollen percentages on a given diagram. Such were 
used by Iversen (1964) fo r  in te rp re tin g  the forest h istory at 
Draved, also by Andersen(1973) for Eldrup Forest, both in Denmark. 
However, numerical factors are not used in the discussions that  
fo llo w , rather the various considerations are borne in mind when 
making p a r t ic u la r  in te rp re ta t io n s .
Pollen Catchment
In order to assess the importance of man as an influence on 
the vegetation (and how widespread th is  was, in p a r t ic u la r ) ,  the 
l ik e ly  sources of the pollen rain have to be in fe rred . Two lines  
of evidence help towards th is :  the understanding of re la t iv e
pollen produ ctiv ity ,  types of dispersal and overa ll  transport,  
combined with an understanding of the probable habitats of the 
contributing plants w ithin the topographical setting  of the s i te ;  
and the method of obtaining surface sample spectra from locations  
at known distances from a selected vegetation type.
a.
Local
^ Regional
/  "background" pollen rain
Distance
Fig. 3. Tentative model of pollen transfer in a forested area 
(Cr = rainout component, Cc = canopy component, Ct = trunk space 
component); and idealised relation between pollen rain and distance 
from pollen source. From Tauber (1965) and Janssen (1966).
The model for pollen transport to a s i te  postulated by Tauber 
(1965) is i l lu s t r a te d  in Fig. 3 . I t  takes in to  account the l ik e ly  
impedence of the pollen rain by the surrounding vegetation , which 
was given fu rther  a tten tion  (Tauber 1967) with regard to the 
possible f i l t e r in g  e f fe c t  of common sallow (S a lix  c in e rea ) . 
Janssen (1966) distinguished a ' l o c a l ' ,  'e x t ra lo c a l '  and 're g io n a l'  
pollen ra in ,  and in these terms the regional rain is  probably made 
up from Tauber's 'canopy' and ' ra in -o u t '  components; the 
extra loca l from the 'trunk space' component. As defined, the 
extra loca l rain is  not so susceptible to change with distance from 
^the vegetation as the lo c a l ,  but i t  makes a greater contribution  
than the regional (see Fig. 3 ) .
Surface sample analyses have demonstrated the change in the
amount of pollen a rr iv in g  at a s i te  as a function of distance. The
findings fo r three B r it is h  studies are summarized by Edwards (1982)
in a discussion of th e i r  implications fo r in te rp re tin g  the
influence of early a c t iv i t y .  The e a r l ie s t  of these examined the
pollen spectra from points along two 500m transects from a
p lantation  (on Cameron's Moss, Ayrshire) of mainly Elnus
s y Iv e s tr is ,  with some Betula pendula and Sgrbus aucuparia, across
an area of open bog without fu r th e r  planted trees (Turner 1964).
A fter showing that the Betula pollen from the p lan tation  was not
a ffec ting  the percentages of Pinus when the ca lcu la tion  sum of
to ta l  tree  pollen (AP) was used, these percentages were p lotted
against the distances of the samples to the p lantation  on both
cxtransects. An exponential decay curve ( of the form y = a + be ) 
was f i t t e d  to these points and the maximum component of Pinus
pollen deriving from the p lantation  found to be 49% AP, the 
constant b; with a maximum value for y of between 80 -  90% AP.
Another transect at Bloak Moss, Ayrshire from a larger pine
plantation  showed that th is  component was not dependent on the size  
or shape of the woodland and is mainly derived from the woodland 
edge. Expressed as percentages of to ta l  land pollen (TLP), the 
maximum pine component, the constant b, is only 18% or 10% on the 
respective transects, reducing to  5% and 2% within a distance of 
100m. I f  the open grassland of today's landscape was covered by 
trees and assuming that these produced an amount of pollen  
comparable to the open hab itat p lants , the component deriving from 
the trees would have been about 10% to 18% of the to ta l  tree  
pollen , in contrast to the 50% at present. Thus in in te rp re t in g  
the extent of clearance evidenced in a pollen diagram, i t  would 
seem that only i f  a clearance was made w ithin approximately 100m of 
a coring s i te  would i t  be detected. Most of the diagrams prepared 
from bogs of larger dimensions are therefore recording the 
cumulative e ffec t  of a number of clearances in the landscape,
accepting tha t  other tree  pollen grains would not have tra v e lle d  as 
fa r  as those of pine. Work has been carried out at Bloak Moss to  
produce 'three-dimensional' pollen diagrams so as to t ry  and locate  
the areas of clearance as previously recorded in a 're g io n a l'
diagram (Turner 1965, 1970, 1975).
The study by Tinsley and Smith (1974) was in part concerned 
with the dispersal of oak, birch and alder pollen over a va r ie ty  of 
heathland communities from oak (Quercus getraea) dominated woodland 
on the Nidderdale Moors, West Yorkshire. The results  from the 
randomly selected s ites on an area of predominately Calluna and 
Vaccigium heath w i l l  be referred to in Chapter 3 below. The
woodland was of f a i r l y  open canopy and the average tree  pollen
value of 51% TLP re f lec ts  th is .  The reduction in o vera ll  t ree  
pollen was seen to be mainly that of oak po llen , and i t  was the 
trees on the edge of the woodland ( in  th is  case oak) th a t
contributed to the decreasing values of tree pollen plotted against 
distance along the transects. The equation f i t t e d  to the decay in 
each case, was of the form y = a + b /x . The curves are le v e l l in g
o f f  by 100m, with the greatest rate of reduction in tree  pollen
occurring near to the woodland edge. The birch was growing in the 
in te r io r  of the wood and the percentages of birch pollen were not 
observed to decrease in th is  way, being approximately constant in 
two transects at c. 5% TLP. The representation of alder pollen
was e r r a t ic ,  with peaks of c. 10—15% TLP being recorded at various 
distances to beyond 500m from the wood. On the basis of the 
figures obtained i t  was thought that for th is  type of s i t e ,  
percentages of over 50% (TLP) of tree  pollen probably ind icate  
woodland w ithin 100m of the s i te ;  percentages of between 25% and 
50% as being derived e ith e r  from a woodland edge, or a s i te
surrounded by dispersed trees .
Caseldine (1981) s im ila r ly  based the percentage calculations  
of his results from Bankhead Moss, F i fe ,  on to ta l  land pollen.  
Here i t  was the change in birch pollen percentages as recorded at  
10m in te rva ls  from a birch wood that was a principal object of the 
investiga tion . The woodland surrounded a small open bog (c . 200m x 
50m) and included an element of Pinus s y lves tr is  planted along most 
of one side. The woodland was in turn surrounded by a var ie ty  of 
vegetation types (more planted pine; £li2B§D£!yl§ carr ,  some with 
Saljx and long grass) which separated i t  from open farmland. The 
graph chosen to f i t  the decline of pollen values with distance was 
of the form log y = a -  b log x. Two of the three transects from 
the centre of the bog outwards provided s u f f ic ie n t  points fo r  th is ,  
although the pattern of the percentages le v e l l in g  o f f  at 30m and 
only gradually reducing during the next 50m or more, was a feature  
of a l l  three. I t  is suggested that i t  may be the choice of
equation that is  showing a more ' ra p id 1 le ve ll in g  o f f  of the birch  
values, than the rate determined fo r those of oak by Tinsley and 
Smith (1974). The reduction of birch pollen percentages was from
c. 25-60% to 5%; 45-90% to 10%; and 50-80% to 10% over 30m.
The point made by Edwards (1982) from these studies and 
already alluded to by Turner (1964) is that unless the sampling 
s i te  is  comparatively close to the edge of woodland being cleared  
(w ith in  100m and possibly even w ith in  30m) an ind iv idual clearance 
may not be detected.
Absolute Pollen Analysis
Another factor a ffec ting  the pollen record, as i t  is  usually
presented, is the percentage ca lcu la tion  fo r  the values at each
le v e l .  I f  the representation of one type is increased, then other 
values must decrease as a function of the ca lcu la t io n , since the 
amount of a taxon appears both in the numerator and the denominator 
(1) .
(1) Level 1 No. of grains of A = 100, of B = 400
%age of A = 100 x 100 = 20%
100 + 400
Level 2 No. of grains of A = 400, of B = 400
%age of A = 400 x 100 = 50%
400 + 400
From the percentage figures i t  might appear s u p e r f ic ia l ly  that  
the amount of A in Level 2 has increased by 2.5 compared to Level 
1. The absolute increase, however, assuming a constant density and
volume of sediment,is by 4 .0 ;  B has remained the same on th is  
assumption, though the percentage of B has fa l le n  from 80% to 50%.
The method of absolute pollen analysis in attempting to 
overcome th is  e ffe c t  has a known physical quantity as the 
denominator: e i th e r  weight or volume of sediment. The results  are
then expressed as the amount of a taxon/unit volume or weight. 
Exotic pollen of known q u an tity ,  w ithin s t a t is t ic a l  l im i ts ,  is 
added to the preparation of known volume or weight, thus (2 ):
(2) No. of fo s s i l  g ra in s /u n it  of sediment = Nf
No. of exotic g ra ins /un it  of sediment = Ne
No. of fo s s i l  grains counted = cNf
No. of exotic grains counted = cNe
Since Nf cNf_ ,
Ne cNe
the no. of fo s s il  g ra in s /u n it  of sediment = cNf
 x Ne.
cNe
I f  a time-scale for the rate of deposition of the sediment has been 
derived, then the pollen in f lu x  may be expressed as the number of 
grains/cmZ/year .
The main d i f f i c u l t y  of the method is the uncertainty of 
whether the absolute basis of volume or weight ac tu a lly  applies.  
I t  is most suited to lake sediments of a uniform composition, 
though i t  has been used by Beckett (1979) for two peat deposits 
(one mainly Sghaggum peat; the other mainly Sphagnum and Cladiurn 
pea t) .  I t  was considered that the results were s u f f ic ie n t ly  va lid  
to  aid in  the in te rp re ta t io n  of the sequences. Absolute counts 
have been made at certain levels at both of the s ites  discussed 
below. Some other d i f f i c u l t i e s  of the method and the preparation  
technique are given in Section I I I .
Soil Pollen Analysis
There are two main problems associated with the pollen  
analysis of so i ls .  The best conditions fo r  the preservation of 
pollen are seldom met with in a mineral so il  p r o f i l e ,  which may be 
a lka lin e  in reaction , and comparatively dry and so aerobic. 
Secondly, the a c t iv i ty  of earthworms sorting the so il by ingestion  
and excretion and possible movement of the pollen grains by 
percolating water give rise to the question of how t ru ly  s t r a t i f ie d  
the pollen is in re la t io n  to i t s  o r ig in a l order of deposition.
The f i r s t  of these problems has been the subject of research 
by Havinga (e.g. 1964, 1967, 1971). In the e a r l ie s t  paper the order 
of s u s c e p t ib i l i ty  to corrosion (caused other than by oxidation  
experiments) was tabulated on the basis of previously published 
work by other authors. The order is  given in Table 1 . This 
correlated well with the order obtained from Havinga's (1964) 
experiments designed to observe the e ffe c t  of oxidation on the 
corrosion of spores and grains. I t  was concluded tha t oxidation  
s u s c e p t ib il i ty  was a good ind ication  of corrosion s u s c e p t ib i l i ty .  
This was in turn apparently related to  the sporopollenin content of 
pollen and spores, see Table 1. Exines that were eas ily  oxidised  
were more l ia b le  to attack by micro-organisms ( in these 
experiments, both bacteria  and yeasts). In natural conditions,  
especially  in a well aerated s o i l ,  autoxidation might also be 
related to the sporopollenin content of the exine w a lls ,  as was 
suggested by a fu rther  experiment to compare the e ffec ts  of 
oxidation on Lycogodiurn,and Pinus and P icea(affected a f te r  two and 
a ha lf  years) le f t  exposed to l ig h t  in an exsiccator.
The type of corrosion was not described in d e t a i l ,  although 
reference was made to the phenomenon of perforation  corrosion as 
reported by Andersen. The other two papers (Havinga 1967, 1971)
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are more concerned with corrosion types and give the results of an 
experiment in which known proportions of pollen and spores were 
enclosed in nylon pouches and buried in  f iv e  d i f fe re n t  so il types: 
Sghagrjum peat, Carex peat, podsolised sand, r iv e r  clay and leaf  
mould in a greenhouse. The pollen and spores in the peaty so ils  
were subject to aerobic conditions fo r  some of the year. Only the 
r iv e r  clay and leaf mould had intense b io log ica l a c t iv i ty  and only 
in these was there a s ig n if ic a n t  decline from the or ig ina l  
percentages of uncorroded exines a f te r  20 months. Alnus and 
Corylus had declined in number, which was not to be expected from 
the orders of s u s c e p t ib i l i ty  published e a r l ie r  and although i t  had 
been considered possible to separate Corylus and Myrica at the 
s ta r t  of the experiment, th is  became more d i f f i c u l t .  A l l  three  
types contributed to the indeterminable pollen category. 
Perforation-type corrosion was observed in many of the id e n t if ie d  
grains of Corylus, Myrica and Alnus, as i t  was to a lesser extent 
in other species. The e f fe c t  was not seen in Lycgggdium clavatum, 
PglyggdiuQ) and Jaraxac urn of f  ic i  nale. The perforation-type  
corrosion is not expected in a podsol unless corroded pollen from 
another, peaty s o il  has l a t t e r ly  been incorporated. The usual 
corrosion type is a thinning of the exine w a ll .  The nylon pouches 
were l e f t  fo r a longer period. From the results obtained from 
those buried in the r iv e r  clay so il  and leaf mould, a general 
sequence of increasing s u s c e p t ib i l i ty  was drawn up, bearing in mind 
the arithm etica l manipulation used to express the degree of decay; 
see Table 1 . A rough c la s s if ic a t io n  of the degree of corrosion was 
given under three headings: unaffected, interm ediately a ffec ted ,
and severely affected. A more comprehensive system has been 
devised by Cushing (1967), which is fu r th e r  discussed below (pp. 
16-17).
The second of the problems may be summarized as one resul t ing
(
from the processes of so i l  formation. Writ ing at a time when soi l  
pollen analysis was not recieving much a t ten t ion ,  Dimbleby (1961a) 
sought to emphasize the value of such work. He maintained that in 
cases where a soi l  is s u f f ic ie n t l y  acidic to preserve pollen and 
i n h ib i t  earthworm a c t i v i t y ,  the s t r a t i f i e d  pollen record can give 
information about the general vegetation types during the sequence, 
provided that  the in te rp re ta t io n  is  based on an understanding that  
the spectra have been obtained from a soi l  and not a bog peat.  The 
presence of pollen s t r a t i f i c a t i o n  in a soi l  argues against mixing 
and is  therefore a suitable  record fo r  making deductions about the 
past vegetation (cf. Dimbleby 1957) .  However, there may be l i t t l e  
indicat ion of the time-span that  the sequence represents.
Dimbleby's observation that  pollen is  bound in aggregates in  
the soi l  is supported by Munaut (1967, 138) ,  which evidence is  
cited by Havinga (1974) in summarizing the prevail ing theories as 
to how pollen is incorporated in to  a mineral s o i l .  Downwash of 
individual grains of pollen is not thought to be the mechanism of 
incorporation. Rather, two processes are at work: the
homogenisation of b io lo g ica l ly  active mull s o i l ,  which may be 
followed by the downwash of freed grains or even aggregates a f te r  
mixing has decreased due to the increased ac id i ty  of the s o i l .  
Downwashing w i l l  depend to an extent on the pa r t ic le  and pore size  
of the mineral s o i l ,  but a r e la t i v e ly  clear  passage through the 
soi l  can allow th is  process to take place.
Keatinge (1983) suggested from this and other resul ts  ( G u i l l e t  
1971, Stockmarr 1975, Andersen 1979a) that  the faunal mixing is  the 
most important mechanism in giving rise to the pollen s tra t igraphy,  
with downwashing a less important fac to r .  He demonstrated that  the 
d is t r ibu t io n  of soi l  p a r t ic le  sizes was related to the changes in
pollen spectra and frequency in four p r o f i l e s ,  and therefore to 
earthworm a c t i v i t y .  I f  his in te rp re ta t ion  that the pollen 
strat igraphy,  indicat ing a change from forest to heath vegetation,  
is to be explained by the change in the depth to which groups of 
earthworms burrow, then the stratigraphy is not formed so as to 
produce a direct  re lationship between depth and t ime.
Pollen Id e n t i f ic a t io n
In spite of the number of available  pollen i d e n t i f ic a t io n  keys 
and photographs that  may be used in conjunction with modern 
reference m ater ia l ,  there s t i l l  remain d i f f i c u l t i e s  in 
i d e n t i f ic a t io n .  Of relevance to the discussion below are grains in  
a poor state of preservation, which may accentuate the problem of 
separating Betula from Coryloid type. Within the Coryloid type,  
even i f  well  preserved, there is uncertainty in assigning any grain  
to e i ther  Myrica or Corylus. Pollen of the Gramineae presents a 
problem of distinguishing types of gra in ,  even i f  they are in a 
good state of preservation, and various measurements of grains have 
been used to iden t i fy  cul t ivated grasses (cereals) as opposed wild 
grasses.
Cushing (1967) defined six categories of pollen preservation:  
corroded, degraded, crumpled and exine thinned, crumpled but exine 
normal, broken and weli iereserved. There was also a category for  
indeterminable pollen that was concealed. In corroded grains the 
exines were 'affected by a d is t in c t iv e  etching or p i t t i n g ' ;  in 
degradgd, the exines 'appear to have undergone a structura l  
rearrangement, so that sculptural and structura l  de ta i ls  are 
resolved only with d i f f i c u l t y ' .  Rather than combine categories,  
Cushing had a hierarchy whereby i f  more than one category was 
applicable,  the one highest up the order was the single term used;
the six categories were applied to the condition of every grain 
encountered during routine analysis,  whether determinable or not. 
(See below, pp. 24-25 , for  procedure adopted here. )
That i t  may be hard to distinguish Betula from Coryloid was 
noted by Godwin (1934a),  as was also the d is t in c t io n  between Myrica 
and Corylus. A recent experiment by Edwards (1981) i l l u s t r a t e s  the 
uncertainty of the l a t t e r ,  although various workers have separated 
the Coryloid type, for instance in the experiments by Havinga 
discussed above, or by Dimbleby (1961b).  Moore and Webb (1978) 
have a Myrica type in th e i r  key, whereas Faegri and Iversen (1975) 
do not.
In a study of wild grass and cereal pollen Andersen (1979b) 
summarizes the pr incipal character is t ics that  have been used to 
describe these: 1) pollen s ize ,  2) annulus and pore diameter, 3)
thickness or protrudence and de l im i ta t ion  of the annulus, 4)surface  
sculpturing.
I t  may be p a r t ic u la r ly  s ign i f ican t  i f  i t  can be* shown when 
cereals f i r s t  appear in any pollen diagram. The presence of a 
comparatively large size of grass pollen grain is at  least
ind icat ive  of th is .  However, in practice the grains tend to 
crumple and the measurement may only be approximate. The
preparation technique may cause the average sizes of grains to  
vary: especia l ly  a f te r  a period, i f  the mounting medium is
glycerol .  I t  is more practicable to measure the annulus diameter 
than the pore diameter with a normal l ight  microscope having a 
grat icu le  d iv is ion of about 1pm, since the pore diameter is only of 
the order of a few microns. The annulus thickness can only be 
measured when grains are suitably or ientated.  To id en t i fy  surface 
sculpturing requires phase contrast ,  or scanning electron
microscopy for deta i led study, as wel l  as good preservation of the
grains.
Thus measurements were made of the largest diameter of a grain  
and at r ight  angles to that ;  and the average of these taken as the 
'pollen s i z e 1,  even i f  the foss i l  material  is crumpled (Andersen 
1979b, 72; 84) .  Since Corylus grain size has been shown to vary
s im i la r ly  with other pollen types, a l l  the preparations of modern 
pollen were made with Corylus mixed in and the sizes of the grass 
grains adjusted to the var ia t ion  in Corylus from the standard size  
(24.5pm). Annulus diameter was the preferred c r i t e r io n  for  
characterizing the pore, since i t  is not affected by crumpling and 
is  large enough for measurement. Because of the natural va r ia t ion  
in pollen s ize ,  100 grains of each co l lect ion  of grass pollen (80 
species) were counted.
There are two general points of in terest  from th is  for  the 
in te rp re ta t ion  of the pollen diagrams presented below. F i r s t l y ,  
unless there is an adequate number of large grass grains, the 
ranges of t h e i r  sizes in  nature prohibi t  d e f in i te  id e n t i f i c a t io n  on 
the basis of size alone, since the pollen size ranges of some wild  
grasses overlap with those of cer tain cereals.  Table 2 l i s t s  
measurements of grass and cereal pollen selected from the data 
published by Andersen (1979b),  Beug (1961) and Andrew (1980).  The 
mounting medium used is  given in the table and the d e f in i t io n  of 
pollen size in the case of Andersen's f igures.  Secondly, some of 
the large wild grass pollen (e.g. Ammoghila arenaria,  Elymus farctus  
and Leymus arenarius are plants found on sand dunes, the 
environment of Torrs Warren; also Elymus regens is  a common grass 
of waste places and f ie lds  and so a l i k e ly  contributor to the 
pollen rain in any area cleared for  agr icu l tu re .
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I l l  Experimental Methods
Introduct ion
Where the above considerations re la t ing  to certain problems 
and assumptions of pollen analysis are relevant to the 
in te rp re ta t ion  of the pollen diagrams from e i ther  of the two s i te s ,  
these w i l t  be referred to within the individual  accounts. The 
methods outl ined here mainly concern the laboratory procedures 
used.
Sample Preparation
Standard method -  Alt  samples were prepared for  pollen analysis by 
essent ia l ly  the same method (cf„ Birks and Birks 1980, 157).  After  
t rea t ing  c. 1-2 ml of sediment with 10% NaOH, the tubes being l e f t  
in a boil ing water bath for c. 3 minutes, the deflocculated peat 
was sieved whilst s t i r r in g  and washing the debris with a j e t  of 
d i s t i l l e d  water. Whatever was retained on the sieve was washed 
in to  a Petri  dish to be examined la te r ;  any s ign i f ican t  mineral 
component was removed by treatment with cold (usually) or hot 40% 
HF and hot 10% HCl. The pollen and other plant material  was then 
acetolysed for  c. 3 minutes. After  washing in g lac ia l  acetic acid,  
and t ransferr ing the preparation in d i s t i l l e d  water to 15 ml 
centrifuge tubes and centr i fugat ion ,  a few drops of 10% NaOH and 
c. 10 ml of d i s t i l l e d  water were added to t ry  to neutra l ize  the 
preparation (not always achieved) pr ior  to staining with aqueous 
safranin. The preparation was washed in d i s t i l l e d  water and then 
t reated with c. 10ml te r t ia ry -b u ty  I alcohol.  Following 
centr i fugat ion ,  the alcohol was decanted and the residue s t i r red  
before adding a fur ther  amount of alcohol so that  the preparation
could be transferred by p ipet te  to a small v i a l .  This was gently
centrifuged and the supernatant drawn o f f  by p ipet te .  The residue
was s t i r red  and then an approximately equal volume of s i l icone o i l  
(v iscosity  70% 500 c/s and 30% 12500 c/s v/v) was added. The
preparation was mixed and l e f t  in an oven at 50° C ,  at least
overnight, to drive o f f  the remaining alcohol.  The sl ides were 
id e a l ly  made up by spreading a suitable amount of the preparation
over an area s l ig h t ly  less than that  of the coverslip (22 x 22 mm, 
No. 0 or 1) before i t  was put in place. Occasionally small a i r  
bubbles were trapped in the preparation but th is  is  not thought to 
introduce error due to movement of grains because of the larger
spacing of the counting traverses.
Absolute method -  When absolute counts were required tab le ts  of
e i th e r  Lycopodium or Eucalyptus were added to a measured volume of 
sediment. The measurement was made by the displacement of 
d i s t i l l e d  water in a measuring cyl inder.  Two cylinders were used
at various t imes. The volumes of sediment from Torrs Warren were
obtained from a 12mm diameter cy l inder ,  graduated in 0.2 ml 
divisions ( for  a temperature of 20°C, BS 604).  I t  was possible to 
read the level at the bottom of the meniscus to a precision of^+ 
0.1 ml. The other cy l inder ,  used for  the Sheshader samples, was 
graduated in 0.1 ml d iv is ions,  but having a smaller diameter (11 
mm), i t  was s l ig h t ly  less convenient. The precision in reading the 
volume was estimated to be<+ 0.1 ml.
The volume of sediment was flushed out of the measuring 
cylinder into  a centrifuge tube so that  a f te r  cen tr i fugat ion ,  most 
of the d i s t i l l e d  water could be poured o f f  without loss of 
sediment. A number of tablets  were then added to the sediment. 
When the order of magnitude of the pollen concentration was known,
the number of tablets  added was that  expected to give a preparation  
having about twice as many foss i l  grains as exotic grains or 
spores. This is the r a t io  making the pollen analysis most 
e f f i c i e n t  for  a reasonable precision in the counting s t a t is t i c s  
(Maher 1981).  The tab lets  were dissolved in the centrifuge tube by 
10% HCl; they were added two at  a time to keep the rate of 
effervescence under control.  Occasionally a squirt  of acetone was 
needed to prevent the mixture r is ing above the top of the tube. A 
250 ml beaker was used for  some of the Torrs Warren samples when a 
large number of tablets  produced much effervescence. In the 
preparation of two of these samples ( levels  24 and 185cm), a small 
amount of the mixture was lo s t .  The mixture was frequently s t i r re d  
and so how great an error was introduced would depend on the extent  
to which the tablets  had dissolved (and thus on the number of 
exotics present in the s p i l t  mixture, compared to the fo ss i l  
pol len);  however, i t  is un l ike ly  to be greater than a few percent.  
The mixture was then washed and therea f te r  the procedure followed 
the standard preparation.
The main pract ica l  sources of error in the method are in the 
measurement of the volume and the possible deformation of the 
sediment a l te r ing  i t s  volume or density,  as i t  is removed from the 
core. I t  is assumed that the fo s s i l  and exotic pollen or spores 
are completely mixed so that  any losses during the preparation are 
not s ign i f ican t .
There are,  however, the s t a t i s t i c a l  uncertainties inherent in 
the method. These are dealt  with in some d e ta i l  by Bonny (1972) 
and Maher (1981),  both of whom indicate the magnitude of the errors  
associated with the technique, in which only a small sample of the 
to ta l  foss i l  grains are counted (usually a minimum of 500) and of 
these, certa in taxa appear r e la t i v e ly  infrequent ly .  Also, the
number of exotics is known only within the l im i ts  as specif ied by 
the supplier;  and the overa ll  ra t io  of foss i l  grains to exotics 
s ig n i f ic a n t ly  af fects  the l im i ts  within which the f in a l  f igure  of 
grains/ml may be set.  Here the f igures plotted (see Appendix 2) 
use the mean number of exotics quoted by the supplier and no 
calculat ion of possible error  is attempted, th is being considered 
much less than the magnitude of the overa ll  range of values for  
each s i te .
Surface samples -  Three surface samples from Torrs Warren were 
analyzed for  th e i r  pollen content. Moss from a 5 x 5m quadrat was 
collected in polythene bags. The collect ions were made from a 
number of places so as to minimize the chance of co l lect ing  a 
disproportionate quantity of one type by the inclusion of any 
anthers (c-f. Birks 1973, 283) .  The vegetation cover of the quadrat 
and some nearby plants were recorded (see Appendix 1 ) .
In the laboratory the moss was f i r s t  treated with 10% NaOH in 
a large (11) beaker placed in a boi l ing water bath for  5 minutes. 
The mixture was s t i r red  well  and next sieved before treatment with 
cold HF. The standard preparation was then fol lowed.
Sediment Description
The method of Troels-Smith (1955) was used to describe the 
sediments from the two s i tes .  I t  was intended as a method fo r  
describing sediments in the f i e l d ,  but was used here with the 
knowledge obtained from examining the sieve washings and a f te r  the 
cores or monolith samples had been stored for  a considerable period 
(3 and 5 years respect ive ly ) .
The amount of sediment recovered by a Russian corer is small 
( the diameter of the approximately semi-c ircular  cross-section is
c. 5cm) and i t  was conceiveable that fur ther  work might be carried  
out on the core, which came from a deposit that is now destroyed.  
Thus, having cleaned the surface of the peat and judged i t s  colour 
by reference to the Munsell soi l  colour chart,  the physical  
properties were assessed a f te r  removing a s l ice of peat from the 
edge of the core along i t s  length so that  at least a small amount 
of the peat could be handled. The composition of the peat was 
described a f te r  visual examination, but also by breaking up some of 
the removed peat in water in order to iden t i fy  i t s  components under 
low magnification.
Since there was more sediment available  from Sheshader, larger  
amounts could be removed. Most of the levels contained burnt plant  
remains but no deta i led study was made of t h e i r  concentration 
throughout the peat,  which might have been made, perhaps a f te r  
taking contiguous samples.
Loss on Ignition
Samples taken from the peat from Sheshader were oven dried (at  
c. 70°C) for  a minimum of 24 hours and then the sediment ground in 
a mortar pestle .  The samples were returned to the oven (c.  70°C) 
for a minimum of 12 hours. They were removed to a desiccator and 
when cool the crucible and dried samples were weighed.
The samples were then combusted in  an oven at c. 550°C for  9 
hours. The residues were placed in  a desiccator and a f te r  cooling 
these and the crucibles were weighed. The loss on ig n i t io n  was 
calculated a f te r  the weights of the crucibles had been ascertained:
( Is  + C) -  (Fs + C)   x 100% .
( Is  + C) -  C
where Is = I n i t i a l  weight of sample,
Fs = Final weight of sample,
C = Weight of cruc ible .
Pollen and Macrofossil Analyses
The routine pollen analysis was carried out at a magnif ication  
of 500 (Reichert microscope) or x 520 (Vickers Patholux).  The o i l  
immersion lenses, giving a magnif ication of x 1250 and x 1300 
respect ive ly ,  were used fo r  more c r i t i c a l  id e n t i f ic a t io n s .  Whole 
traverses were counted and l a t t e r l y  these were spaced to cover the 
slide approximately evenly. A pollen sum (TLP) of over 500 grains
was obtained at most levels; at some, counting was stopped at  less
than th is  i f  the trend of the pollen spectra seemed clear  from the 
levels analysed above and below the one being counted; or i f  the 
preservation was very poor.
The key in Faegri and Iversen (1975) was followed for  the 
i n i t i a l  i d e n t i f ic a t io n s ,  as well  as the key in Moore and Webb 
(1978) and Andrew's (1980) pollen f i l e .  Reference was also made to 
slides of modern pollen.
The diagrams below show the indeterminable grains
(' indeterminable (de te r io ra ted ) ' )  without specifying the nature of 
the poor preservation. During the analyses a record of th is  was 
kept for the indeterminable grains under the headings of:  
'crumpled', 'broken',  'crumpled and broken',  'corroded';  in 
addit ion,  fur ther  categories prefixed by 'corroded and' added to 
those above, gave more d e ta i l  about the state of the grains. A 
record was made of obscured grains and of those too heavily  
stained, which are shown on the diagram under the heading
' indeterminable (concealed)' .  States defined by Cushing (1967) as 
corroded, thinned or degraded were a l l  encompassed in the term 
' corroded' .
The most convenient method of estimating the r e la t iv e  
abundances of the macrofossils was found to be by scanning a square 
transparent p last ic  dish with a grid of sixteen squares drawn on 
the base so that one grid square was approximately covered by the 
f i e l d  of view at a magnification of x 6 (the maximum magnification  
used was x25>. The abundances were estimated on the f iv e  point  
scale: absent, rare,  occasional,  frequent,  abundant.
Some macrofossils (e.g. Juncus seeds, Glyceria f lu i ta n s  f r u i t s ,  
moss fragments) were mounted in gum chloral  on microscope sl ides so 
that a higher magnif ication could be used to examine them.
Presentation of Results
The pollen types of Faegri and Iversen's (1975) key general ly  
describe those iden t i f ied  and form the headings on the pollen  
diagrams. Exceptions to th is  are the Campanulaceae type, which is 
subdivided into  Campanula and Jasione by Faegri and Iversen,  though 
not by Moore and Webb (1978),  who have a Campanula type only; and 
Rumex crispus-type which is defined by Birks (1973).  Cereal ia-type  
is a Gramineae grain large enough to be considered a possible 
cereal pollen (see Table 2 and above pp. 17-18 ) .
The thickness of the l ines at each level is proportional to 
the 1 cm thickness of the s l ice  of peat usually taken. At the 31cm 
level on the Torrs Warren diagram, the s l ice  was only 0.5 cm th ic k ,  
but is drawn as being 1 cm th ick.  The same procedure is followed 
for the diagrams showing the macrofossil abundances.
The diagrams have been divided in to  zones solely on the basis 
of changes in the pollen stratigraphy (c f .  West 1970).  Following
Aaby (1979),  a s impli f ied notation for the sediment description  
(Troels-Smith 1955) has been used.
Radiocarbon Dating
Radiocarbon dates were obtained from the peat from both s i tes .  
The small amount of peat from Torrs Warren representing a given 
time-span meant that in order to have an adequate weight of peat 
a f te r  pretreatment,  c. 11cm of peat, which may have accumulated 
over 190 calendar years, had to be submitted. The larger  samples 
of peat from Sheshader meant that  a thickness of between 1 and 2.5 
cm, representing perhaps up to 100 calendar years, was pretreated.  
The thickness of the peat submitted is  shown to scale on the pollen  
di agrams.
The pretreatment method used by the Glasgow University  
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory has been devised to minimize the 
amount of carbon derived from plants of a l a te r  date than the peat 
at  the level being assayed. In the f i r s t  place, the peat is 
examined under a low power microscope and extraneous roots or plant  
material  picked out. A chemical pretreatment fol lows,  in which 
fu lv ic  acids and the more soluble acids are removed ‘ (Stenhouse 
1981).  At each stage the solution is passed through a f ine  mesh 
sieve.
In calculat ing a t ime-scale for the sequences at both s i te s ,  
the radiocarbon dates have been converted to calendar dates a f t e r  
the method of Clark (1975);  and the graduations on the scale
evenly divide the number of calendar years between the calibrated  
mean dates, assuming a constant deposition rate .  Due to the error  
attached to the mean calibrated date, which for the uncalibrated  
date is probably an underestimate (Clark 1975, 253; cf.
International  Study Group 1982),  the deposition rate per calendar
year is uncertain. Also the compression of the peat towards the 
base is l i k e ly  to give an apparently slower rate of accumulation 
through th is  part of the p r o f i l e .  The radiocarbon dates have been 
converted to calendar dates, p ar t ly  because the sequences are to a 
large extent with in h is to r ica l  time (although the di fference in any 
age as judged from the t ime-scale compared to the radiocarbon age 
is not s ign i f ican t  for th is period);  and par t ly  because a 
deposition rate per radiocarbon year means 'per radiocarbon year 
within two dates' ( in  any given per iod) .  S t r i c t l y ,  there is no
constant radiocarbon year,  as the attempt at ca l ib ra t ion  
demonstrates.
CHAPTER 2
POLLEN STRATIGRAPHY OF A DUNE-SLACK DEPOSIT AT TORRS WARREN, LUCE 
BAY, WIGTOWNSHIRE, IN RELATION TO THE FORMER LAND USE OF THE DUNES.
I  Background
The work to be described below arose as a result  of the 
archaeological excavations undertaken by T G Cowie. In view of the 
proposed damage to the semi-natural habitat in that area and more 
extensively within the s t r ip  of the dunes to be developed, i t  was 
decided to extract a peat core from the large slack deposit nearby 
for pollen analysis (Cowie, in preparation) .  This was carried out 
by D E Robinson and T G Cowie in August 1979, while leve l l ing  of 
the dunes by contractors was in progress (see Photo.1).  The 
archaeological record from Torrs Warren is well-known, but the 
f inds are largely u n s t ra t i f ie d .  I t  was hoped that the vegetational  
history of the area to be inferred from the analysis would provide 
an environmental sett ing in which the archaeological evidence for  
the former a c t i v i t y  of man might be bet te r  understood.
I I  The Site
i )  Posit ion, Strat igraphical  Context,  Consideration of Chronology
The posit ion of the sampling s i te  (NX 132541) within the dune 
system of Torrs Warren is shown on the accompanying map (Map 1 ) .  
The stratigraphy and chronology of the Luce Bay coastal deposits 
are not well  understood to date,  but may be summarized as fol lows.
The transect (section a-a on the map) i l l u s t r a te s  the 
topography of the older dunes, slack and foredunes. The older  
dunes have been b u i l t  on arcuate ridges of beach gravel and th is
»ifj_ _
Map 1. Simplified solid and drift geology of Torrs Warren and its 
environs; the coring site and archaeological sites are also shown. 
Insert map shows sites of previous pollen analytical investigations 
in SW Scotland (Little Lochans is on the larger map) and a transect 
illustrates the topography of the dunes of the Warren.
(Sources: 0.S.1:2500. 1st.Series. Sheets NX05, NX15, NXL6.
I.G.S.1:63,360. Scotland. Sheets 3 and 4 (solid and drift editions). 
Soil Survey Scotland. 1:63,360. Sheets 1,2,3,4 and part 7. Transect 
from DOE (1975)). The area of recent archaeological excavations is 
indicated by a rectangle on the transect line a-a.
process may have begun a f te r  the sea receded froms i t s  Post-g lac ia l  
maximum leve l ,  when the raised-beach gravels were probably 
deposited. Marine regression eventually exposed the area on which 
the foredunes subsequently became s tab i l i zed  (see Mather 1979, 
325-329) .  The slack may owe i t s  posit ion to a trough in e a r l i e r  
foredunes and this perhaps re f lec ts  an undulating surface of 
gravels beneath.
The edge of the 25* raised beach is recorded at the SW of Luce 
Bay, and also between Pi l tanton Burn and the Water of Luce to the 
NE of the Bay (Geological Survey, Scotland, Sheet 3 ,  Solid and 
D r i f t  ed i t io n ,  1966; see Map 1 ) .
Raised beaches at about th is  height are associated with the 
main Post-glacia l  marine transgression. In the eastern part of the 
Solway F i r th ,  th is  has been approximately dated to 5630 + 116 b.p.  
(Birm-220) in a recent summary and synthesis of the evidence 
(Jardine 1980, 52 ) .  At the head of Wigtown Bay, peat accumulation 
began at c. 4700 b . p . ,  from which i t  was concluded that  the main
marine transgression ended there at c. 5000 b . p . ,  a temporary halt  
to the ensuing regression occurring at 2150 b.p. (Jardine and 
Morrison 1976, 184; 186) .  This in terrupt ion  in marine regression
is suggested by the break in slope at between 5-6m A.O.D. in open 
bay sediments and shell  ridges at Wigtown Bay, and by a 'low 
discontinuous terrace '  in the eastern Solway Fir th  area (Jardine  
1975, 186; 187; 195).
Mather (1979, 326-327) has described a 2m c l i f f ,  the top of 
which is at c. 4m A.O.D. cut in to  beach gravels between Pi l tanton  
Burn and the Water of Luce at Luce Bay. I t  has not been 
investigated whether this feature relates to the temporary halt  
referred to above.
The position of the 'few f l i n t s  . . . .  which appear to be of
Mesolithic type' from Luce Sands is not accurately recorded (Coles 
1964, 67 -68 ) .  Even i f  i t  was, however, the i n s t a b i l i t y  of the 
dunes would not allow such f inds to be used to date any ear ly  
a c t iv i t y  on the dunes themselves, or as a terminus ante guem for  
the i n f i l l i n g  of the bay by sand, unless they belonged to an 
exceptionally well  s t r a t i f i e d  assemblage. The usual location of 
Mesolithic si tes in this region is on the terrace above the '25'  
beach1 deposits (e.g. Jardine and Morrison 1976, 188) .
In conclusion, i t  seems l i k e ly  from what is known of the 
coastal deposits at Luce Bay and in the Solway to the east,  that  
the raised-beach gravels were laid down during the maximum
Post-glacia l  marine transgression, about 5000 radiocarbon years
(
ago. The regression from this time may have been in terrupted ,  with 
a temporary halt  occurring at c. 2000 years b . p . ,  although there is 
no clear  evidence for this in the Bay.
The greatest depth of peat found during engineers'  
investigat ions at the slack from which the cores were la te r  taken,  
was approximately 3.5m. A hand auger was used to obtain th is  depth 
and the peat was thought to  be overlying sand (DOE 1975).
The results of the pollen and macrofossil analyses, described 
below, do not indicate any plant community typ ica l  of a sal ine
habitat .  On the basis of the radiocarbon date from the basal
sample, and given that peat had begun to accumulate, i t  may be
inferred that  some time before 2850 b.p. the dune system was 
r e la t iv e ly  stable at the sampling s i te  and separated from any 
direct  influence of the sea. s
i i )  Climate
Torrs Warren l ies  in the region typ i f ied  as being 'warm rather  
dry lowland', 'exposed with extremely mild w in te rs ' .  The winds are
predominantly (c.  60%) from the west, though winds from a l l
directions are well  represented in spring and frequently from the 
east in winter.  The data from West Freugh (1960-71) show a range 
of mean monthly temperatures from 3.9°C (January) to 14.3°C (July) 
and a i r  f rost  occurred on average 54 days/year from 1960-68. The 
coast is p a r t ic u la r ly  sunny in an area where the average da i ly  
duration of bright sunshine is 3 .5 -4  hours. For the period
1916-1950 the mean annual r a i n f a l l  recorded at West Freugh was 
1015mm (Bown and Heslop 1979, 13-30 ) .
i i i )  Present-Day Vegetation
The dominant vegetation of the slack deposit in the area 
sampled is a Molinia-Myrica (purple moor grass -  bog myrtle)  
association, with sallows (Sa l ix  cinerea /S .  aur i ta )  growing on the 
seaward side where drainage is very poor, and, in land, a bracken 
(Pterdiurn aguilinum) invaded heath which extends in to  the high
dunes (see Photo.1 ) .  There are d r i e r ,  bracken-covered ridges 
within the marshy area. The in terest  of the vegetation cover today 
for the in te rpre ta t ion  of the pollen analysis,  l ies in i t s
d is t r ibu t io n  of types roughly p a ra l le l  to the seaboard. Taking a
transect from the road to the sea, including the posit ion of
sampling, there is f i r s t l y  the var iety  of dunes and sandhil ls  
mainly covered by heather (Calluna vulgar is) and bracken, then the 
Large slack deposit ,  and f i n a l l y  the foredunes. The coastal f r inge  
of foredunes has been stab i l ised by marram (Ammgghila arenaria) and 
sand couch-grass (Elymus fa rc tu s ) .  Between i t  and the slack, heath 
has developed in places, and elsewhere there has been colonisation  
by creeping willow (Sal ix  regens).
The broad d is t r ibu t ion  of vegetation types local ly  and the
posit ion of the coring s i te  mean that the composition of the pollen
prevail ing winds. I f  these were from the south of an approximate 
SW to NE l ine drawn through the coring s i t e ,  catchment of the rain 
from plants, on the foredunes would have been favoured, but when 
from the other hal f  of the compass, the bias would then be toward 
the high dune and inland vegetation. The slack vegetation would 
always have made a comparatively high contribution.
The pattern of vegetation found on dunes may be largely  
dependent on t h e i r  age, since dune formation tends to proceed 
towards the sea, with progressive s ta b i l i s a t io n  of the older dunes. 
Thus there may be a var ie ty  of vegetation types of d i f f e r in g  
maturity represented in the pollen and spore rain and the area of 
suitable ground available  for plant colonisation may increase (c f .  
Salisbury 1952, 297).  In addit ion,  the local level of the water 
table may be most s ign i f ican t  in determining the vegetation  
established.
The Torrs Warren dune system is mainly acid in reaction,  
though there is an area of calcareous shell-sand to the east of the 
bay near Ringdoo Point.  Much f u l l e r  descriptions of the vegetation  
may be found in Id le  and Martin (1975),  R a tc l i f f e  (1977,30) arid a 
map showing the d is t r ibu t io n  of broad types is given in Mather 
(1979, 324; 326).
I l l  Methods
i )  Sample Collection and Sediment Description (Troels-Smith 1955)
A single complete set of cores was extracted from the deepest 
part of the deposit that  could be found, using a Russian peat 
sampler. The individual cores were sealed in polythene and
l a tc e n y  siorea at c. L. Ihe top £?Ucm of loose l i t t e r  was not 
sampled.
Simply described, the sediment is a highly decomposed peat or 
mud, with varying amounts of macroscopic plant remains and f ine  
sand.
Depth (cm)
0 .0 -  2.0 Nig 2,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10YR 3 /1 ;
Sh 4 ,  Dh *  +,  Ga + .
2 .0 -  8.0 Nig 1,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10YR 3 /1 ;
Sh 3 ,  Dh + ,  Ga 1; lim sup 2 .
8 .0 -  16.0 Nig 2,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10YR 3 /1 ;
Sh 3 ,  Dh + ,  Ga 1; lim sup 2 .
16 .0-  30.0 Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 1 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10R 3 /1 ;
Sh 4 ,  Dh + ,  Dg +, Ga +; lim sup 1 .
30 .0 -  30.8 Nig 0 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10YR 7 /4 ;
Sh 2 ,  Ga 2; lim sup 3 .
30 .8 -  34.0 Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10R 3 /1 ;
Sh 4 ,  Dl + ,  Dh + ,  Ga +; lim sup 3 .
34 .0 -  52.0 Nig 3 / 4 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 1 ,  sicc 2 ,  colour 7.5YR 2 .5 /0 ;
Sh 4 ,  DL + ,  Dh + ,  Ga +; lim sup 2.  Fragment of
Betula (sp. )  wood found between 35-37cm**.
52 .0-  97.0 Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 1 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10YR 3 /1 - 3 /2
(from 71 cm).
52 .0 -  71.0 Sh 3 ,  Dl 1 ,  Dh + ,  Ga +; lim sup 0 .
Betula (sp. )  anthers found between 52-71 cm;
71 .0 -  81.0 Sh 4 ,  Dl + ,  Dh +, Ga +; lim sup 0 .
81 .0 -  97.0 Sh 3 ,  Dl 1 ,  Dh + ,  Ga +; lim sup 0 .
97.0-123 .0 Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 2 ,  colour 10YR 3 / 1 - 3 /2 ;
Tb + * * *  ; Sh 3 ,  Dl + ,  Dh + ,  Ga 1; lim sup 1 . 
99.3-110cm submitted for  radiocarbon dating.
123.0-143.0 Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 1 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10YR 3 /1 —3 /2 ;
Sh 3 ,  Dl 1 ,  Dh + ,  Ga + ; lim sup 0 .
143.0-150.0 Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 1 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10YR 2 .5 /1
Sh 4 ,  Dl + ,  Dh + ,  Ga +; lim sup 0 .
150.0-202.0 Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 1 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10YR 2.5 /1
Sh 3 ,  Dl 1 ,  Dh + ,  Ga +; lim sup 0 .
202.0-215.0 Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 2,  colour 10YR 2.5 /1
Sh 4 ,  Dh + ,  Ga +; lim sup 1 .
215.0-221.5 Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 2 ,  colour 10YR 2 .5 /1
Sh 3 ,  Dh + ,  Ga 1; lim sup 2 .
221.5-230.0 Submitted for  radiocarbon dating.
*  In this description Dh may contain remains that  should be designated 
Th, by s t r i c t  d e f in i t io n ,  being from underground parts of a p lan t ,  or 
connected to the root system.
* *  The wood was iden t i f ied  by means of transverse, tangen t ia l ,  and 
radial  sections.
* * *  This moss component (Turfa bryophytica) was only observed in the 
sieve washings.
n ;  Kaaiocaroon Dates
Two radiocarbon dates were obtained:
Lab Ref No. Depth (cm) Years (b .p . )  Mean B.P. Range B.P. (3 2 s .d . )
GU-1399 99.3-110 1480 +110 1450 1220-1690
GU-1355 221.5-230 2780 ±130 2960 2700-3370
From these, assuming the surface of the sediment to be 
undisturbed and assigned a date of 1980 A.D. ,  the following
deposition rates (calendar years/cm) were calculated:
Mean Rate Range (from errors 3 2 s .d . )
1450 B.P. -  1980 A.D. 14.2 11.9 -  16.4
2960 B.P. -  1450 B.P. 12.4 8.3 -  17.8
IV Zonation of the Pollen Diagram
Zone TW-1 (230-198.5 cm; 2800-2500 b.p./1100-700 B.C.)
The zone is characterized by an increase in Betula from <5% to  
<50% (TLP, unless otherwise specif ied the percentages quoted 
hereafter  have been calculated on th is  bas is ) .  Qyercus remains 
approximately constant at >10%, r is ing very s l ig h t ly  at the top of 
the zone. As Calluna declines there is a r ise then f a l l  in the 
Gramineae, and s im i la r ly ,  Sa lix .  The herbs reach a maximum value 
of c. 40% (TPS), with the Gramineae being the pr incipal  
contributor.  Comparatively high values of Rumex (5%), and 
P te r id i uqi (10%) are noteworthy, as is the presence of Anthoceros 
gunctatus. By the end of the zone, AP has reached a value of >70%
 ^ i r b ;.
Zone TW-2 (198 .5 -144 .25cm; 2500-1900 b .p . /700 -0  B.C.)
The high percentage of AP is maintained at roughly the same 
Level throughout the zone. I t  is mainly of Quercus, though there 
is a s l ight  increase in Aloys pollen from the previous zone. 
§ § iy la ,  by contrast ,  almost disappears from the record a f te r  two 
samples, as does Salix  and Calluna. The Gramineae values f luc tua te
a l i t t l e  around 10% and form most of the herb pollen count. The
presence of Potamogeton continues at low values comparable to the
previous zone, apart from the maximum (7%) at 196cm.
Zone TW-3 (144.25-125cm; 1900-1700 b .p . /0 -200  A.D.)
The f i r s t  spectrum of the zone shows a sharp drop in Qyercus 
pol len,  but with more Alnus and Gramineae than in TW-2. I n i t i a l l y ,  
these three types have roughly equal values. Of the herbs, 
Campanulaceae has i t s  maximum value (9%) and Plantagg lanceglata is 
at 4%. This marked change is seen in the summary diagram where for  
two samples to ta l  herb pollen is 46% and 28% (TPS).
Subsequently,the Gramineae values are lower, then s l ig h t ly  higher,  
following the trend of the Quercus values. The main feature of the 
zone is the predominance of Alnus (75% max) a f te r  the f i r s t  sample. 
L a t te r ly ,  as i t  declines, Quercus and Gramineae show a small
increase in th e i r  values. Salix is more prominent than in the
previous zone, as is Coryloid pol len,  though neither reach the
amounts recorded in Zone TW-1. The group of greater values of
F i l ic a le s  spores coincides.with the high Alnus values. Hydrocotyle 
takes i t s  maximum value (9%) at the level of the last sample in the 
zone.
The f a l l  in AP pollen continues as the Gramineae r ise .  The 
high values of Gramineae and low values of trees characterize the 
zone, in which compared to TW-3 and TW-5, there are greater values 
° f  CaiJrUna, Cyperaceae, and Sphagnum. The t ree pollen is almost 
uniformly low: Betula,  Quercus and Alnus are a l l  at c. 5%, with
Betula increasing just before the next zone. The highest record of 
Melampyrum (5%) is at 101cm, and of Sphagnum (18%) at 105cm.
Zone TW-5 (99.5-44cm; 1400-600 b.p. /600-1400 A.D.)
Tree pollen regains dominance at the s ta r t  of the zone, but 
although the percentage (TPS) is higher here than in Zone TW-2, 
there are markedly reduced percentages at 69cm and 53.5cm, and the 
trend is  for  tree pollen to diminish during th is  zone. Most of the 
tree pollen is  Betula. Quercus is  always present ( r is ing  to 34% at 
77cm) and so, to a lesser extent ,  is Alnus. The Gramineae values 
increase towards the end of the zone, with Coryloid contributing  
25% at i t s  maximum value, when Betula has i t s  lowest percentage in 
the zone. I t  la te r  recovers, as Coryloid becomes reduced. 
Sphagnum has a conspicuously high value (17%) at the last level of 
the zone.
Zone TW-6 (44-0cm; 600 b.p.-Present/1400-1980 A.D.)
The beginning of the zone is drawn before the rise in Calluna,  
Cyperaceae, Plantagg lanceglata,  Pgtent i I  l a ,  and the decrease of 
a l l  t ree types. In general there are comparatively high values of 
Calluna, Gramineae, Cyperaceeae and the tree pollen values are <15% 
(TPS) a f te r  the f i r s t  sample. The records of Plantagg lanceglata 
(36%), Lycgpgdium clayatum (13%), Lgtus (5%), are maximum values.  
Considering the zone as a whole, Pteridium is more noticeable in
th is  than in  any previous one, although remaining f a i r L y  low.
V In ferred Vegetational History and Discussion 
i )  Previous Work
a) SW Scotland
The sequence from Torrs Warren spans nearly the last 3000 
radiocarbon years. I t  has not been possible to correlate  this  
d i re c t ly  with the a c t i v i t y  represented by the f inds of the recent 
excavations (which include Late Neoli th ic  assemblages of pottery  
and associated f l i n t s  (Cowie, in preparation) .  However, by b r i e f l y  
reviewing some of the published work from SW Scotland (omitt ing the 
work from NE Ireland and NW England), i t  w i l l  be possible to 
combine e a r l i e r  conclusions with the results presented here and in  
this  way provide some insight in to  the environmental conditions  
that  may have prevailed on the dunes during the period 5000-3000 
years b.p. I t  was probably from about 5000 radiocarbon years ago 
that  the supply of sand for dune formation became ava i lab le ,  
fol lowing marine regression (see Section I I  i above). The Elm 
Decline, documented in many pollen diagrams in the B r i t ish  I s le s ,  
also occurred at approximately th is  t ime.
Unfortunately, the nearest si tes have been investigated with 
the aim of understanding the vegetation of Late -g lac ia l  times.  
L i t t l e  Lochans is about 11km away (see Map 1,  where an inset map 
shows most of the si tes referred to in th is  section) .  I t  produced 
a sequence star t ing in the Late Devensian continuing to the local  
zone, equivalent to the At lant ic  period (zone V i l a ,  of Godwin 
1975). The Elm Decline (At lant ic /Sub-borea l,  V l la /b  boundary of 
Godwin) was not thought to be represented, although as AP pol len
show increases towards the top of the sequence, which might have 
been due to the beginning of l imited clearance. The nearby s i te  of 
Culhorn Mains also has a record beginning in the L a te -g la c ia l ,  the 
short Flandrian (Post -g lac ia l )  sequence may well  belong to the 
la te r  of the two zones of the Boreal period (Godwin's zones V and 
V I ) ,  the e a r l ie s t  Flandrian being absent or recorded in highly 
compressed sediment, since i t  was not detected over the in te rva l  
sampled (Moar 1969a).
I n d i r e c t l y ,  the most relevant radiocarbon dated pollen diagram 
is that published by Turner (1965, also 1970, 1975) for Bloak Moss 
(2 5 0 f t ,  76m), Ayrshire.  The e a r l ie s t  levels are before the Elm 
Decline, but the in terest  l ies  in the evidence for l a t e r ,  Bronze 
Age, clearances between c. 1400-c.  1000 b .c .  These were the f i r s t  
to be noted in the diagram and were estimated to have lasted c. 50 
years, during which t ime, clearance, occupation, and regeneration 
of the forest  took place, corresponding to the stages in the 
'landnam' of Iversen (1949).  The s i te  is c. 150km from Torrs 
Warren and while d irect  cul tura l  corre lat ion  with such local  
changes in the vegetation would not be possible without good 
archaeological evidence, i t  shows the manner in which the 
vegetation was being a l te red .  Since such changes have been noted 
in subsequent work in th is  region of Scotland and compared to those 
at Bloak Moss (see below),  i t  may have been that  at Torrs Warren 
and i t s  environs local clearances were being made. The 
archaeological evidence indicates human a c t i v i t y  in the area in the 
late 2nd millennium b.c.  (Cowie, in preparation) .  Overlapping in 
time with the Torrs Warren sequence, 'extensive clearance' was 
inferred from the values of Gramineae c. 100% AP between 415+90 and 
580+90 a.d.  (1535-1370 b . p . ) ;  th is  succeeded an apparent
regeneration of trees which began at c. 425 b.c .  (2375 b . p . ) ,  and 
w i l l  be referred to in Section V i i .
Two si tes have been investigated by Nichols (1967) at Aros
Moss ( 3 4 f t ,  11m A.O.D .) ,  Kintyre and Racks Moss (4 9 f t ,  14m A.O .D .) ,  
near Dumfries, both between 130-150km from Luce Sands. At Aros
Moss there is evidence for an ear ly  opening of the tree canopy, 
part ly  shown by the birch pollen curve, which may have been caused 
by Mesolithic man (between c. 8000 and 7500 b . p . ) .  Both s i tes have 
evidence for more open ground a f te r  the Elm Decline. The Decline 
often occurs with changes in other values of the spectra,  which
point to some degree of human in terference.
The two diagrams were seen to have many p ara l le l  changes in 
t h e i r  pollen assemblages from the time of the Elm Decline and the 
principal  divisions in to  the zones followed below, are usually  
common to both s i te s ,  although they only re f le c t  changes within  the
catchment area of the indiv idual  s i te s .
After  the disturbance of elm growth at f i r s t ,  regeneration  
took place, to be followed by at least two fur ther  decreases
associated with increases in Plantagg lancegla ta ,  Gramineae, and 
Pteridium, suggesting pastoral a c t i v i t y  (Zone A). These phases of 
pastoral a c t iv i t y  were not succeeded by s im i la r  clearance, apart  
from a br ie f  one in the middle of the zone(B); rather th is  was a 
time of re -a f fores ta t ion .
I t  is the s ta r t  of the next zone (C) that  clearance was 
resumed at Aros Moss. In the absence of radiocarbon dates, the 
chronological framework was given with reference to the known 
presence of Bronze Age farmers in S Kintyre during most of the
period 2000-1000 B.C. ( a f t e r  Piggot 1962, although this span has 
not been rad ica l ly  revised s ince) ,  and the clearances at Bloak 
Moss, from c. 1400-1000 b . c . ,  mentioned above. At Racks Moss, the
pollen record and archaeological evidence argue against clearance 
and settlement at the beginning of the zone (C1).
The end of a subsequent phase of more forest  clearance
(subzone C2), allowing mainly pastoral farming, but also
ag r icu l tu re ,  is marked by a change in the degree of peat
humification at both s i te s .  This is correlated with the
Grenzhorizont (RY I I D  and thought to re f le c t  the onset of wetter  
climat ic  conditions. Similar changes in peat growth have been 
dated at  many s i te s ,  indicat ing a deter io ra t ion  in the cl imate that  
may be dated within the period 900-500 b .c .  However, a return to 
d r ie r  conditions has been suggested for  the slower rate of peat 
formation calculated at  Bloak Moss between c. 425 b .c .  and 415 
a.d.  (see Turner 1981, 251-261;261) .
Forest regeneration followed the Grenzhorizont (during subzone 
C3),  but hereafter i t  was not possible to t i e  any of the zones in to  
the context of the ' imperfectly-known archaeology of Scottish 
settlement in Roman and Dark Age times' (p.  182) .  I t  looks as i f  
at least 'extensive clearance' by Turner's (1965) d e f in i t io n ,  was 
carried out during periods from this time at both s i tes .
At Burnswark H i l l  ( 6 0 0 f t ,  183m) c. 17km from Racks Moss, 
deforestation may have begun at 2400 b .c .  This continued u n t i l  an 
apparent regeneration, as herb pollen decl ines,  which was assumed 
to have taken some centuries beginning at c. 460 a.d.  I t  reaches a 
climax represented by a tree pollen count of c. 50% TPS (less  
obl igate aquatics).  Charcoal was found in the sediment very close 
to both points at which trees decrease. The charcoal was probably 
blown onto the bog surface, whereas the mineral stripes described 
were more l ik e ly  the result  of inwashing from the steep slopes 
surrounding the basin and were found in greater  number during the 
period of deforestat ion.  The chronology is based on calculat ing
ine ra te  ot peat Tormation between two radiocarbon dates,  which 
though c. 3860 radiocarbon years apart are separated by only
c. 16cm of a sediment of very variable composition (Squires
1977-8).
Another upland s i te  to have been investigated is Airds Moss, 
Ayrshire ( 7 5 0 f t ,  230m), a much larger bog than the small basin bog 
at Burnswark H i l l .  The diagram has no clear  signs of human 
interference in terms of i t s  grass curve, u n t i l  recent times.  
There is an overa l l  gradual reduction in t ree pollen from the s ta r t  
of the Sub-atlant ic (Zone V I I I  of Godwin 1975) ,  as heath pollen
shows a general trend to increased values (Durno 1956).
Birks (1972a) acknowledges the d i f f i c u l t y  of comparing the
regional vegetational changes as inferred from the pollen and
macrofossil analyses of a raised bog (Snibe Bog 8 25 f t ,  251m) and a 
lake sediment (Loch Dungeon 1000f t ,  305m) in the Galloway H i l l s .  
However, such div is ion of the pollen diagram in to  'zonules'  (with in  
the regional zone Alnus-Quercus-Plantago-].ancec)lata as defined from 
both these s i tes)  has been possible from c. 5000 b.p. at Snibe Bog 
and some attempt made to re la te  these to cu l tura l  phases, although 
there are no radiocarbon dates. Indiv idual  clearances could not be 
distinguished fol lowing the Elm Decline and the combination of 
several small temporary clearances was offered as an explanation  
for the pollen spectra observed fo r  this period. The subsequent
drop in tree pol len,  with increases in that  of weeds and of bracken
spores argue for fur ther  deforestat ion.  As at si tes previously  
discussed this is thought to have been due to Bronze Age a c t i v i t y .  
Occupation seems to have continued u n t i l  la te r  'extensive  
clearance' ten ta t ive ly  correlated with that at Bloak Moss (i.e. in 
the period c. 415+90 to 980+90 a .d . )  and evidence for increased 
erosion at Loch Dungeon lends support to th is .
iner t;  is e v id en ce  ut e a r i y  T i r e  vcnarcoai at c. ruuu b.p. at 
Cooran Lane (900 f t ,  274m), in the Galloway H i l l s ,  one of three
si tes analysed as part of the invest igat ion of pine stumps in 
Scottish blanket peats (Birks 1975).  The burning was not
necessari ly started by Mesolithic man, but there are archaeological  
finds of this period in the area (Edwards et a l . ,  in press).  At
each of the si tes the same regional pollen assemblage zone a f te r
c. 5000 b.p. was distinguished as that  at the two other s ites in 
the same v i c i n i t y  (see above).
The mire between Torrs Warren and West Freugh A i r f i e l d ,  now 
Largely ploughed over,  was examined by Hulme ( in  Bown and Heslop
1979). The peat stratigraphy and macrofossil content were 
recorded, but there was no pollen analysis carried out. The
diagram from the nearest s i te  analysed in the same survey, at 
Glengyre Moss (250 f t ,  76m), is not s u f f ic ie n t l y  deta i led fo r  close 
comparison with the smaller div is ions made at some of the s ites  
already discussed. Nevertheless, i t  does show the general trend of 
reduced trees and increasing heaths during the Sub-a t lant ic ,  seen 
at Airds Moss for  the same period.
The West Freugh mire began accumulating on clay and is now at  
a maximum depth of approximately 2.5m from the undisturbed surface,  
which is s imilar  to the maximum depths so f a r  recorded in the main 
peat deposit of the Warren (DOE 1975).  The bottom of the mire 
basin at West Freugh is at a level of 8m (2 6 f t )  A.O.D. A general 
sequence has been deduced from seven sites on the mire and is given 
as follows.
The pioneer vegetation seems to have been a birch-rush carr ,  
on the basis of the wood and seeds found. The peat is highly  
decomposed and amorphous (2 .8 -2 .0m).  Remains of Molinia caerulea 
and sedge then become dominant, associated with a large number of
and frequent Sghagnum sect.  Acut i fo l ia  leaves ( 2 . 0 - 1 .6m). 
Subsequently, abundant Sphagna spp. remains were recorded, with 
those of Phragmites aus tra l is  (reed) occurring between 1 . 5 - 1 .2m, up 
to the present-day surface, which is dominated by Calluna, §r l£§  
t e t r a l i x  (cross-leaved heath) ,  Eriophorum yagjnatum (common 
cotton-grass, hare's t a i l ) ,  Myrica gale and loca l ly  Mgl in ia .  Where 
the l a t t e r  two species grow together in abundance, the surface 
vegetation is comparable to that  of the Torrs Warren sampling s i te .
b) At Torrs Warren
A pollen count has been made from each of three so i l  layers 
within the dunes at Torrs Warren. One, was made by Durno ( in  
preparation) ,  from a humus layer in a p ro f i l e  described by Bown. 
The p ro f i le  was taken independently of the recent excavations, but 
close by. By analogy with the archaeological s t r a t i f i c a t i o n ,  the 
humus layer is at least post-Late Neoli th ic  in date and represents 
a heath vegetation (the Ericoid pollen is approximately 75% TLP).
Two pollen counts were obtained from humus separated by blown 
sand in connection with the excavation of a hoard of 15th-century  
coins and other remains (Dimbleby, in Jope and Jope 1959, 278-9 ) .
The lower Layer yielded a result  of Calluna 33% ,  with Gramineae 
c. 44% (TLP); the upper, Calluna c. 45% and Gramineae c. 28% 
(TLP). I t  was inferred from the context of the coin hoard tha t  the 
upper heath vegetation had formed pr ior  to c. 1495 A.D.; and that  
the building remains and other associated f inds dated from the 
la te r -13 th  or ear l ie r -14 th  century. The structure may have 
continued to be used into the e a r l i e r  part of the 15th century 
( I b i d . ,  262) .  I t  was thought that the weak iron-pan formation 
within the sand separating the humus layers and the lowest humus
and permeable sand. The strongest i ron  pan was found a t  the base 
of the lowest humus laye r .
In both reports the comment is made that the soi l  p ro f i les  
were developed on te r ra in  that was of a d i f f e r e n t  topography than 
that seen in many parts of the dunes today. Exposures suggesting 
an undulating surface for  the e a r l i e r  p r o f i l e s ,  were noted; and 
the humus layers which developed before the beginning of the 16th 
century were seen to extend hor izonta l ly  several hundred fee t  from 
the s i te  to the north, east and west.
F in a l ly ,  there is a record of 'peat ,  brown, f ibrous and tree  
ro o ts ' ,  for a depth of 0 - 1 -8m, within the slack area,  about 320m NE 
of the sample s i te  (DOE 1975).
i f )  Inferred History of Vegetation
The chief d i f f i c u l t y  in making any inference about the past 
vegetation l ies  in deciding on the posit ion of the sources of the 
pollen rain.  Some consideration has already been given to th is  in 
Section I I  i i i ) .  The regional catchment from the SE is probably 
small because of the coastal s i tua t ion  of the dunes. I f ,  as seems 
l i k e ly ,  trees were growing near the s i t e ,  the regional component 
from the NW would be reduced in the record, p a r t ly  by f i l t e r i n g ,  
assuming that they would have spread from inland. I f  the trees  
were actual ly  growing on the slack then the representation of local  
plants would be even higher. In the account below i t  is assumed 
that most of the pollen has come from the vegetation of the dune 
system (i.e. i t  is the local and extralocal  components of the pollen 
rain (sensu Janssen 1966) that are mostly represented).
Zone TW-1 (230-198.5001; 2800-2500 b .p . /1 1 00 -7 0 0  B.C.)
I t  was not possible to sample the very bottom of the peat
deposit ,  although i t  is un l ike ly  that  more than 10cm is missing.
For there to have been s t a b i l i t y  for such peat i n f i l l i n g ,  the water
table must have been r e la t iv e ly  high and thus allowed colonisation
by plants character is t ic  of such hab itats.  Here Salix  repens may
have helped to s tab i l ise  the area of peaty sand, at f i r s t .  Salix
pol len  is  l i k e l y  to  be under-represented (c f .  Bradshaw 1981 and i t s
value from the surface sample from Site  2 ,  see Appendix 1 ) ,  so that
perhaps willow trees and bushes were growing at the s i te  in
addit ion to the creeping wil low. In any case, the dunes may not
have been e n t i re ly  without trees at the s ta r t  of the sequence,
since there may have been oaks present. The open nature of the
vegetation at the beginning of the peat formation is not only
suggested by low tree pollen values, but also by the comparatively
high values for  heather at the s ta r t  of the zone (c f .  the surface
sample results from Site 3 ,  Fig. 7 ) ,  and the amounts of grass and
ribwort (Plantagg lanceglata) pol len,  together with the peak of
Pteridiurn spores. Of the Campanulaceae, Campanula ro tund i fo l ia
(harebel l)  or Jasione mgntana (sheep 's -b i t )  are character is t ic  of
d r ie r ,  open ground and would perhaps have been growing on a higher
1
ridge of sand and gravel.
Potent! l_la (P. erect a, tormenti l ;  or P. pa lust r i  s,  marsh 
c inque fo i l ) ,  Lythrum (L. s a l i c a r ia ,  purple l o o s e s t r i fe ) ,  
f l I igendu la  ( f .  ulmaria,  meadowsweet), Hydrocgtyle (H. vu lgar is ,  
marsh pennywort) and Potamggeton (pondweed) pol len; a f r u i t  of 
Lycgpus eurggaeus (gipsywort); and Juncus sp. (rush) seeds 
represent plants typ ica l ly  of a damp hab i ta t ,  most l i k e ly  to have
1. The most or only likely species represented are 
given in this section.
water may be indicated by the generally small values of pondweed 
pollen.
By the end of the zone, the high percentage of birch pollen  
suggests that birch trees had reached the slack area and were 
probably growing on the shallow peat,  where they would compete with 
any willow trees or bushes. The high representation of birch
pollen may be in part due to bet ter  d ispersa l,  and production, when 
the trees became more numerous, but i t  would appear that  they grew 
so as to shade out the willows of whatever form. Their proximity 
to ,  or presence on, the s i te  is also indicated by the wood,
budscales, Betula sp. f r u i t s ,  and dicot .  leaf fragments recorded 
l a t t e r l y  in the zone.
I t  may have been that as today in most areas, the fr inge of
the dunes towards the sea was always t reeless and a suitable
habitat  for PLantagg lanceglata and Anthgcergs punctatus 
(hornwort) .  In th is zone, however, the records for  the l iverwort  
occur when Plantagg lanceglata takes higher values, before the 
temporary dominance of birch. From the three lowest samples the 
Juncus seeds that were iden t i f ie d  are referable  to J. effusus 
(soft  rush) or J. cgnglgmeratus (conglomerate rush). No seeds of 
rushes character is t ic  to a s p e c i f ic a l ly  maritime habitat  were 
observed.
The peat at West Freugh, as recorded in a single t ransect ,  has 
a maximum depth comparable to that  of the Torrs Warren slack 
deposit.  In contrast,  i t  is predominately a Sphagnum (bog moss) 
peat,  perhaps a consequence of the peat forming in a depression 
whose base may be mainly of clay (see Section V i a ) .  Drainage may 
then have been d i f f i c u l t  or slow, depending on the number and 
nature of the out le ts .  Nevertheless, i t s  change from a birch-rush
carr  to an OTten acia peat vegeta t ion  may nave oeen re la ted  to a 
regional  r ise  in the water tab le  at  the s t a r t  of the Su b -a t lan t ic  
period (see discussion of the Grenzhorizont in Section V ia  above),  
which, by the same argument, was a contr ibutory  fa c to r  in the  
establ ishment of the slack vegeta t ion .
Zone TW-2 (198.5-144.25cm; 2500-1900 b .p . /700 -0  B.C.)
For the next c. 700 years, oak became the dominant tree  
succeeding birch,  the pollen values of which f a l l  to  <5% for  the 
whole of th is and the following zone. The macrofossil assemblage 
recorded and the results of the surface sample analysis at S i te  1 
(see Fig. 7) provide good evidence that  the trees were growing on, 
or at least very close to ,  the coring s i te .  Grass pollen is low, 
having fa l l e n  as the tree cover became more complete at the end of 
the previous zone. I t  is inte resting to note how a high percentage 
of tree pollen is accompanied by a lower number of taxa in the 
pollen sum, a feature that  may be seen at each occurrence of t ree  
dominance in the pollen record. This might suggest p a r t ia l  
exclusion of the regional pollen component; or th is  factor  
combined with a reduction in the number of species able to l ive  in 
the more shaded local habitat .  However, i t  could simply be a 
s t a t i s t i c a l  e f fe c t ,  result ing from the much greater  amounts of t ree  
pollen arr iv ing at the s i te .
Alder trees were probably growing with the oaks in places, or 
perhaps with willows in wetter s i tuations nearby. The presence of 
Pgtamoggtgn pollen is maintained from the previous zone ,  
indicating poorly drained areas near the s i t e ,  a conclusion 
supported by the records of Glyceria f lu i ta n s  ( f lo te -g rass)  f r u i t s .
The absolute counts (see Table 4 ,  Appendix 2) show the 
increased tree pollen production as the oaks became dominant. The
scrub (which can produce very high oak pollen counts, see results  
from Site 1 ,  Fig. 7 ) ,  but i f  not,  i t  is reasonable to suppose that  
larger areas may have been covered with oak woodland. During th is  
t ime, considerable soi l  development and f ix ing  of dune sand could 
have taken place. The foredunes seaward of the slack may have 
remained an open landscape.
There is no obvious indicat ion of renewed interference of the 
vegetation during approximately the f i r s t  1000 years of the 
sequence, which perhaps re f lec ts  the fact of there being few 
archaeological finds from Luce Bay during th is  period. That the 
heath represented at the beginning of the zone TW-1 may have been a 
result  of e a r l i e r  clearance and subsequent grazing is discussed in 
the Conclusion (Section V I ) .
Zone TW-3 (144.25-125cm; 1900-1700 b .p . /0 -200  A.D.)
The greater values of alder pollen and the decline of those of 
oak suggest a replacement of values, the one by the other- The 
absolute counts show th is  to be the case. An absolute increase in 
Gramineae, Plantagg lanceglata and Campanulaceae pollen accompanies 
the replacement. These last indicate areas of d r i e r ,  unshaded 
ground; the former, at least a more open canopy. There was thus 
s t i l l  a component of the pollen rain coming from plants preferr ing  
a dr ie r  s o i l ,  such as may have covered any ridges of sand and 
gravel as was suggested in discussing Zone TW-1 above, or from 
areas of open dunes. Using the calculated sediment deposition  
ra te ,  a time of about 30 years separates the highest oak value and 
the beginning of the rise in alder.
There is no good evidence for a gradually r is ing water table  
during the previous zone (TW-2), although i t  has been seen that
dune system, however, p a r t ic u la r ly  perhaps towards the sea, allows 
the p o s s ib i l i ty  of sudden f looding due to a change in a local water 
course. This could have been su f f ic ie n t  to k i l l  o f f  a number of 
oaks and temporarily open the tree canopy, which may then have 
permitted a larger alder pollen rain from an established stand 
nearby, formerly screened by oaks.
A l te rn a t ive ly ,  a rapid spread of alder because of the wetter
ground, thereby screening the oaks, i f  they continued to f lo u r is h ,  
would cause i ts  contribution to the pollen rain to be increased.
The or ientat ion of a small stream or f lush through the slack might 
be expected to have run p a ra l le l  to the axis of the slack (c f .  the 
course of Red Burn, Map 1 ) .  This may have carried alder seed from 
a more distant  lo c a l i t y  and deposited i t  on so i l  now suitable  for  
successful germination and seedling growth (see Appendix 3 ) .  The
outer trees of any oak stands may then have died and t h e i r  new
l im its  bordered by alder t rees. In any event,  i t  would seem that  
the water table was now higher and the increase of willow and
probably bog myrtle pollen favours th is  in te rp re ta t ion .
I f  the oaks were cleared by man, i t  was not a complete
clearance and there is no /evidence for  burning, nor of occupation 
that  can be d e f in i t e ly  dated to th is  t ime.
Zone TW-4 (125-99.5cm; 1700-1400 b .p ./200-600 A.D.)
The inference from the values of Sphagnum spores and 
Hydrgggtyle pol len,  together with the macrofossil assemblage, is 
that there was perhaps increased surface water on the slack
compared to the previous zone; also that the water may have been 
poor in nutr ients ,  more acid in reaction,  possibly stagnant and 
thus anaerobic. The increased sedge pollen values are probably
re ia te a  to a wet te r  regime on tne s lack.  This change would appear 
to  have begun by the time of the las t  leve l  in the preceding zone,  
when movement of sand w i th in  the dune system may have caused any 
f low of water through the slack to  become impeded in  some way.
The decline in t ree pollen is not recorded in d e ta i l  on the 
diagram, but during this zone nei ther  the pollen ,  nor the 
macrofossil evidence point to there having been sizeable stands of 
any tree species by the slack. Lacking a flow of water and 
adequate supply of nutr ients i t  is un l ike ly  that  alder would have 
continued to grow on the slack or at i t s  edge. With the e f fects  of 
f i l t e r i n g ,  or over-representation due to nearby t rees ,  removed, the 
pollen component from the dunes was almost cer ta in ly  higher during 
th is  zone.
Heather prefers a d r ie r  soi l  than could have developed on the 
slack,  unless there were raised areas, proud of the surface water.  
The heather pollen values may then represent i t s  presence on the 
dunes, which seem to have been subject to some erosion, given the 
increased quantity of sand in the slack sediment. A proportion of 
the grass pollen was probably coming from the dunes too, and not 
a l l  from Molinj.a, for instance, on the slack. These percentages 
for grass and heather may mean that there was grazing on the dunes 
preventing the establishment of birch.
Both the oak and alder pollen percentages are reduced from 
TW-3 to TW-4, so i t  is possible that  trees were cleared during the 
time between these zones. During the period (TW-4) when i t  is 
suggested that a part of the Warren could have been in use as 
pasture land, the only evidence of f i r e  is the very small fragments 
of burnt plant remains at one le v e l ,  which were probably blown onto 
the slack.
Roman finds from approximately 200m west of Horse H i l l  (see
A.D. fo r  the cremation associated with them, and fo r  th is  a 
qua nt i ty  of wood was required.  Mrs C.A. Dickson i d e n t i f i e d  
charcoal  of a ld e r ,  b i r c h ,  oak,  wi llow and elm from the s i t e .  There 
are few other Roman a r te fa c ts  from the area (Breeze and R i tc h ie
1980).
Addit ional indications of a c t iv i t y  on the dunes during the 
zone are the rim sherd of *E• ware from near Mid Torrs (Thomas 
1981, 22) and two bronze ring brooches. The f i r s t  of the brooches 
was found some 800m to the north of the coring s i t e ,  the second 
approximately 200m NW of th is  (Rynne 1965, 1968).  The class of
pottery has been given a date range of 525/50 A.D. to c. 700 A.D. 
or s l ig h t ly  la te r  (Laing 1975, 273).  The brooches are thought to 
belong to the periods of the 5th to 8 th ,  and 5th to 7th centuries  
respectively; the author preferr ing the e a r l i e r  hal f  of the longer 
span for  the f i r s t  of the brooches to have been discovered.
The picture that emerges a f te r  considering the archaeology of 
the Rhinns is a complicated one, involving several l ines of 
enquiry. Gaelic settlement may be implied in certain place-names, 
and the name 'Dunragit'  has invi ted speculation as to whether i t s  
fo r t  was of importance in the native kingdom of Rheged. There are 
early  Christian monuments in this area of Galloway (see Thomas 
1971, 1968; also Rynne 1965, 111-113) .
The 'extensive clearances' seen in the regional pollen  
diagrams are believed to date to a time which par t ly  coincides with 
the period of Zone TW-4.
Zone TW-5 (99.5-44cm; 1400-600 b.p. /600-1400 A.D.)
At the s ta r t  of TW-5, as during the f i r s t  zone of the 
sequence, there is invasion by birch of dwarf-shrub and herbaceous
communities. ine nme-scaie t o t  secnment deposition indicates that  
i t  took less than 50 years for this t ra n s i t io n ,  which had taken a 
much Longer time in TW-1. This may be a t t r ibu tab le  to f i l t e r i n g  by 
willow trees or bushes, i f  any there were, or a damper s o i l ,  in the 
e a r l i e r  case. The f i r s t  three levels of th is  zone have the highest 
records of t ree pollen of any zone and the number of taxa (TLP) at 
these, levels is correspondingly low. From the small amount of sand 
in the sediment, wood and dicot .  leaf fragments, budscales, and 
especia l ly  birch f r u i t s  and catkin scales, i t  is clear  that  the 
s i te  was covered by a canopy of birch t rees.
These shaded out heather and grasses whether growing on the 
peat or the sand dunes. The slack may have been d r ie r  now, and 
birches' able to spread onto parts of i t .  There was no competition 
from alder in occupying open areas. The record of oak is  more 
pronounced than that of alder and i t  may have grown more 
extensively than is at f i r s t  apparent, being under-represented on 
account of the very local cover of birches. Certain ly at 77cm i t  
has a value that suggests that i t  could have provided competition.  
The now re la t iv e ly  deep and acidic peat of the slack would have 
favoured birch local ly  and i f  the so i l  had been impoverished during 
the time of possible grazing in Zone TW-4, birch would have tended 
to grow bet ter  than oak elsewhere. At the present day, the oak 
scrub at High Torrs is growing much less strongly than the birch 
that  is spreading in other places (see Photos. 2 and 3 ) .
For something l ike  500 years birch was dominant close to the 
s i t e ,  nevertheless at 69cm there is a hint of some disturbance to 
the tree cover, where i t  looks as i f  succession to oak may have 
been deflected,  and a much clearer  sign at 52 and 53.5cm. At the 
second occurrence, more open ground allowed expansion of grasses 
and bog myrtle.  A s igni f icant  reduction in birch pollen takes
piace, pernaps par t ly  due to the proportional representation of the 
diagram. Further absolute counts would aid the in te rp re ta t ion  
here, although i t  is unl ikely  that bog myrtle,  grasses, dock and 
also bracken would show increases simultaneously, unless areas 
nearby had become less shaded. A higher water table might have 
favoured bog myrtle over birch on the slack. Most of the grains of 
Coryloid type at 52cm were iden t i f ie d  as being probably those of 
bog myrtle on the c r i te r io n  of pore morphology (see Moore and Webb 
1978, 53 ) .
I t  is inte resting to note that the beginning of higher grass 
values from between 66cm and 52cm belongs to a period between 
c. 1050-1250 A.D.,  using the estimated t ime-scale ,  since the Warren 
is believed to have become part of the Glenluce Abbey holdings,  
being founded in 1129 A.D. ( Id le  and Martin 1975, 10) and set t led  
i n  1190 A.D. (Rusk 1930, 69 -70 ) .  Part of the dunes may have been 
used for  grazing then, though there is s t i l l  a f a i r l y  high 
represenation of b irch,  and some oak. The bui ld ing,  found whilst  
excavating the coin hoard, may have been in use throughout the 
period 1200-1400 A.D. and was interpreted as possibly a hunting 
lodge b u i l t  on a surface that  was o r ig in a l ly  supporting a grassy 
heath (Jope and Jope 1959, and see above,Section V i b ) .
Zone TW-6 (44-0cm; 600 b.p.-Present /  1400-1980 A.D.)
I t  has been supposed throughout the discussion of the above 
zones that  the land surface of the dunes may well have been 
r e la t iv e ly  regular,  i f  undulating, and during times of an 
apparently stable vegetation cover, appreciable so i l  development 
took place. This is based on f i e l d  observations of some, not a l l ,  
foss i l  soi ls  having approximately horizontal s t r ike  or dip (see 
Photo. 4 ) .  They may have a large depth of overburden on top of
tnem ana as Tar as can De seen, Tormea on several metres or sana. 
Similar observations have been made by others, as mentioned above 
(Section V i b ) ,  and there is sometimes more than one foss i l  so i l  in 
a section (c f .  Smith (1908, 37 -38 ) ,  who recorded fo u r ) .  The coin 
hoard of c. 1495 (re ferred to above, Section V ib) was found cut 
in to  an approximately horizontal humus layer ,  and the depth of the 
sand overlying the hoard must post-date i t .  The excavators'  
proposition that the high dune area had been b u i l t  up r e la t i v e ly  
recently is accepted here. I f  the str ipe  of sand recorded in the 
core at 3 0 .0 -3 0 .8cm is a result  of a catastrophic sand blow (or a 
series of such) on the Warren, then th is  occurred, as could be 
expected, when the landscape was essent ia l ly  t ree less.
There is no obvious reason why birch trees,  at leas t ,  should 
not have continued to grow with oaks from the end of Zone TW-5, 
unless the dunes were being grazed. Following clearance perhaps, 
grass and heath covered the dunes and the overa l l  landscape was 
probably l ike that of TW-4, only i t  appears that  heather was now 
more important. The diagram indicates an association of Po teD t i l la  
(presumably P. erecta) with the heather. D i f fe ren t  in te n s i t ie s  of 
grazing are possibly shown in the absolute concentrations of herb 
and dwarf-shrub pollen grains during Zones TW-4 to TW-6 (see Table 
4 ,  Appendix 2 ) ,  or i t s  absence during the former. I f  the pollen  
record is mainly showing local changes, heavy grazing or burning 
would result  in much reduced f lowering of grass and heather.  Their  
concentrations shortly before 30 .0 -3 0 .8cm are very low.
There is evidence of burning recorded in the macrofossil  
diagram in this zone (TW-6) and i f  frequent i t  would prevent mature 
Calluna bushes being established. This would encourage the spread 
of because of the reduced dwarf-shrub canopy, and at
16cm, a correspondingly low value of PotentiLJLa (<1%) is associated
percentage of Lycgggdium c lavatum (stag 's  horn clubmoss), a plant  
of heathy habitat .  These assemblages may imply a resistance to 
f i r e  by tormenti l  and would support the idea of a succession with
no human interference in Zone TW-1, where Po ten t i l la  is also <1%. 
The peak of Plantagg Lanceglata must be par t ly  due to local 
over-representation, but i t  s t i l l  indicates open ground, probably 
maintained by grazing. This could also explain the smaller peak of 
Lgtus (probably therefore L. cgrniculatus, birdsfoot  t r e f o i l ;  or 
L- yi lSinosus, large birdsfoot  t r e f o i l )  recorded at the same leve l .
Id le  and Martin (1975, 5-6) c i te  two documentary sources of 
1560 and 1572, which both include references to the two farms 
"Hiddir" (High) and "Over" (Low) Torrs,  and they therefore in fe r  
that the high dunes were b u i l t  a f te r  the second date.  There was 
clear ly  some form of land management pr ior  to 1560 A.D. The th in  
sandy layer in the sediment occurs at a date close to the middle of 
the 16th century on the estimated t ime-scale: i t  is probable that
over-grazing and wind storms combined to cause sand blows of 
s u f f ic ien t  severity and frequency to form the i r reg u la r  dunes that
are the most conspicuous feature of the Landscape now. That
blow-outs and widespread dispersion of sand happened e a r l i e r  is 
shown, by the obervations of sand separating layers of soi l
development. An example on a small scale is the sand between the 
humus layers described in Jope and Jope (1959, 261).
Of the recently catalogued "Mediaeval" objects from Luce
Sands, generally belonging to the 13th to the 16th centur ies, there
are many whose precise location is unknown. The nearest location  
to the coring s i te  is Knockdoon, some 660m north of High Torrs 
Farm, a f ind of pottery fragments. S l igh t ly  fur ther  away are the 
locations at "Mid Torrs",  and Horse H i l l  or thereabouts (Williams
1976-7).
A br ie f  account of the land-use history from the 16th to the 
19th century by Id le  and Martin (1975, 6-7) includes a reference to 
a vio lent  sandstorm in 1756, and the complaint that good pasture 
was lost because of sand deposition. The ea r l ie s t  mention of a 
rabbit  warren given is that  in the S t a t is t i c a l  Account of 1791. 
Rabbits would l ik e ly  have been a s ign i f icant  influence in grazing 
grassland and heath. The same Account t e l l s  of land being drained,  
manured and enclosed.
The vegetation in Zone TW-6 was probably very s im i la r  to that  
at present,  with erosion and blow-outs continual ly changing the 
topography. There is s l ig h t ly  more grass and less heather pollen  
in the last two levels than e a r l i e r  in the zone, but th is  may only 
be a var ia t ion  in the vegetation near the coring s i te .  Most of the 
sedge pollen was perhaps from common cotton-grass (Erigghgrum 
angustjifgJLium) which f r u i t s  p r o l i f i c a l l y  in parts of the dunes, 
where there is a wet peaty s o i l ,  rather than Carex arenaria  (sand 
sedge).
VI Conclusion
The depth of peat that was cored for  the pollen analysis is 
the most that  could be found in the area of the slack, which has 
now almost certa in ly  been so disturbed that  any s im i la r  
invest igat ion in the future w i l l  be impossible. The analysis  
offered the only hope of providing an environmental background to 
the a c t i v i t y  represented by the finds of the recent excavations,  
from a s i te  near to them. Of equal importance perhaps, th is  would 
inev i tab ly  provide some insight into the vegetational history of 
Torrs Warren for  as long a period as possible.  The results make 
the f i r s t  contribution towards understanding how the dunes may have
been vegetated from la te r  prehistor ic  times to the present, in a 
continuous sequence. This understanding is also thought to bear 
some extension to the e a r l i e r  prehistory of the dunes.
The pollen analyis has shown that the vegetational change at  
Torrs Warren has been marked. The d i f f i c u l t y  of assessing how 
widespread these changes might have been on the the dunes has 
already been referred to.  However, at least lo c a l ly ,  f luctuat ions  
from heath to woodland, a reversion to some heath perhaps, then 
woodland to heath can be inferred from the pollen assemblages. The 
possible a c t i v i t y  of man in ef fect ing  these changes has also been 
considered in the discussion of each zone; although this was
deferred u n t i l  now, in the case of Zone TW-1.
There are no indications that  the sea was close to the slack 
at the beginning of the sequence and since stands of trees could 
develop l a t e r ,  there may have been some form of woods before the 
period of TW-1. The i n i t i a l  presence of heath may therefore have 
been due to e a r l i e r  clearance, and when the area was abandoned or 
the pressure of grazing re l ieved,  i t  was eventually colonised by 
birches. The suggestion that  there were trees on the dunes before 
the beginning of the sequence is supported by the conclusion of 
Romans and Robertson ( in  preparation) ,  that  a stable so i l  could 
have supported oak trees and perhaps other species, the charcoal of 
which was not id e n t i f ie d .  By analogy with the stratigraphy of the
nearby excavations, th is tree cover would have been present before
Late Neolith ic  times (i.e. before c. 2000 b . c . ) .  The pollen
analysis of the humus layer of the podsolised s o i l ,  that  was
probably the result  of clearance, shows that i t  supported a heath 
vegetation (Durno, in preparation; see Section V ib above). I t  
would appear that the sea had regressed beyond the s i te  
s u f f ic ie n t ly  far  for the trees to grow, some time before c. 2000
distance from the sea, which produced pottery belonging to the 3rd 
to 2nd mil lennia B.C. (Mclnnes 1963-4) .
Having reviewed some of the conclusions reached from the
regional diagrams, i t  can be said that there is good evidence for
human disturbance of the forest  in existence at 5000 b . p . ,  but that  
clearance on a large scale was probably not widespread u n t i l  within  
the last 2000 years. I t  may have been that at Torrs Warren 
clearances were made between c. 5000 b.p. and c. 3000 b.p. and i t  
has been demonstrated by th is  work that  parts of the dunes could 
have been wooded and that  trees were able to regenerate a f te r
periods of open landscape. The composition of such woods or scrub 
could have been dominated by b irch,  oak, or lo ca l ly ,  a lder .  Hazel 
or elm would not be expected to grow on an acidic sand-dune system. 
The a l lu v ia l  lowlands between Luce Bay and Loch Ryan now have 
mainly 'brown forest s o i l s ' ,  reclaimed from podsolised so i ls .  
These, in turn,  were probably derived from b e t te r ,  ancient soi ls  
which developed under comparatively undisturbed forests ,  but with 
clearance, they became more prone to leaching. The wetter cl imat ic  
conditions thought to have prevailed from around 2500 b . p . ,
discussed previously,  would have contributed to so i l  
impoverishment. The increase in Ericoid pollen at Glengyre Moss 
and other si tes is seen as evidence of this (Bown and Heslop 1979, 
53 ) .  The natural forest at about 5000 b.p. in the area of 
Glengyre Moss (250 f t ,  76m) was of a lder ,  b irch,  oak and elm, with 
hazel being important,  but l i t t l e ,  i f  any, pine (Durno 1979,  
190-194).  The At lant ic  (zone V i la )  forest  at L i t t l e  Lochans was 
probably composed s im i la r ly  (Moar 1969a; c f .  Birks 1977, 125-126).
The use to which the cleared ground was put is largely a 
matter for speculation, without adequate evidence for  the
prehistor ic  economy, though some s t a b i l i t y  of society may be 
indicated by the chambered cairns at Mid-Gleniron, perhaps an 
upland r e l i c t  of a larger d is t r ib u t io n  (Corcoran 1969, and see Map
The grain impressions in pottery and carbonised cereal  
fragments and weeds, found at Luce Bay (Jessen and Helbaek 1944) do 
not necessari ly imply that cereals were grown on the dunes
themselves, and the i n f e r t i l i t y  and i n s t a b i l i t y  of the dunes would
suggest that i f  they were, i t  would not have been for  any length of 
time (c f .  Romans and Robertson, in preparation) .  The problems 
associated with ident ify ing one or two pollen grains as being those 
of cereal grasses has been outl ined above (p. 18; also see 
Appendix 4 i ) .
In whatever way the dunes at Torrs Warren were to be u t i l i s e d ,
i t  is l ik e ly  that  i f  the Bay was f i r s t  approached from the sea or
along the shore by Mesolithic man, a wooded coastline was before 
him. Later a r r iv a ls  may also have been par t ly  a t tracted by trees  
on the dunes, which were formed as a supply of sand became 
available with marine regression. The combination of potent ia l  
f ish ing,  land for  grazing, i n i t i a l l y  trees for  providing a means of 
shelter  or source of fu e l ,  and perhaps fresh water flowing along a 
course not traceable today, or from a w e l l ,  may acount for  the 
abundance of archaeological f inds for certain periods in the 
prehistory of Torrs Warren.
The landscape as seen today is no doubt par t ly  due to the 
overa ll  cl imatic conditions character is t ic  of the L i t t l e  Ice Age, 
whose main phase dates to c. 1550-1700 A.D. (Lamb 1977, 449-473) .
By way of comparison, in 1413 A.D.,  according to local legend
(Gimingham 1964, 106-112) and documentary evidence suggests by 1600 
A.D. (Walton 1966, 42 ) ,  a large movement of sand overwhelmed a
v i l lage  on the Forvie Sands on the north east coast of Scotland. 
However, Torrs Warren was perhaps more inv i t ing  to e a r l i e r  peoples; 
the po s s ib i l i t y  of there having been a re la t iv e ly  stable dune 
system, that may have been to some extent wooded, o f fers  an 
explanation for  th is .
CHAPTER 3
POLLEN STRATIGRAPHY OF A BLANKET PEAT AT SHESHADER, ISLE OF 
LEWIS, IN RELATION TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PREHISTORIC
FIELD WALL BURIED IN THE PEAT.
I  Background
A survey of archaeological si tes p r inc ipa l ly  on the 
coast of Harris and Lewis was conducted under the d irect ion  
of T G Cowie in the summer of 1978. During the course of 
th is ,  the occurrence of a collapsed stone wall  buried under 
peat was reported to him. Since the peat was being cut at 
the point where the wall  disappeared in to  the face, to a 
depth that threatened to disturb the stones, i t  was decided 
to take a peat column from the face close to the wall  for  
future study by pollen analysis.  The exact s tra t igraph ica l  
posit ion of the wall  was unknown at that  stage. The peat 
cutting is continuing at the bank and a further  section of 
the wall  has been uncovered.
There were two main problems to  be tackled in the 
subsequent study: to  t r y  to  date the period of construct ion
and use of the w a l l ;  and to  i n f e r  the pat tern  of local
vegetat ion during th a t  t ime, as w e l l  as before and a f t e r  i t .  
To do th is  i t  was necessary to  carry out a l im i ted  amount of 
excavation to ascerta in  the s t r a t ig r a p h ic a l  pos i t ion  of the 
w a l l ,  which also gave an opportunity to  take f u r t h e r  small  
samples of peat d i r e c t l y  beneath the w a l l  and of the peat 
tha t  had completely covered i t .
I I  The S i te
i )  Posit ion, Strat igraphical  Context, Consideration of 
Chronology
The buried stone wall  is situated within an area of 
moorland to the north of Sheshader v i l lag e  (NB 555348), 
which is c. 13 km east of Stornoway, on the Eye Peninsula,
Is le  of Lewis. The ground at the s i te  slopes convexly
towards the Dibidale Burn, which eventually flows 
approximately west to east to the sea, where i t s  mouth is 
less than 1 km from the s i te  (see Map 2 and Photo. 5 ) .
The solid rock of the eastern end of the Eye Peninsula 
is grey gneiss, as i t  is for the majority of Lewis, apart
from the most western seaboard, which is predominantly
granite or gneiss and small outcrops of 'dominantly 
metasediments and associated basic rocks',  with my Ionite  
elsewhere. There is ,  however, a small region of sandstones 
and conglomerates known as the 'Stornoway Beds' which 
separates the eastern end of the Peninsula, geological ly ,  
from the rest of the grey gneiss (see Map 2 ) .  The Beds
extend some 10km further  north than is shown on the map to 
form a s t r ip ,  c. 3.5km at i ts  widest,  which runs roughly
para l le l  to the coast (Smith and Fettes 1979).
Most, i f  not a l l ,  of Lewis was covered by ice during
the last g lac ia t ion .  According to von Weymarn's theory, the 
Eye Peninsula would have been transgressed by ice coming
from a local ice cap on Lewis and Harr is ,  rather than from 
the d irect ion of the mainland as previously proposed;
'chambered
Map. 2. Simplified solid geology of the Eye Peninsula; the sampling 
site at Sheshader and archaeological sites are also shown. Inset 
maps show the topography of the site in more detail (i), the course 
of the field wall and the sites of previous palaeoecological 
investigations (the zones a, b and c are those*;.of McVean and 
Ratcliffe (1962), see Fig. 2). (Sources: O.S. 1:2500, 2nd Series. 
Sheets NB 33/43 NW* ,NEf SW* SE. Geology from Smith and Fettes (1979) . 
Field wall survey provided by T.G. Cowie).
mainland ice may have reached Tolsta Head and the north end 
of Lewis (von Weymarn 1979).  Glentworth (1979) considered 
that mainland ice may also have reached the eastern end of 
the Peninsula. The mainland ice front  would have caused the 
flow of ice from the in te r io r  of the island to have been 
deflected towards the north and west. I t  is accepted by 
Flinn (1978) that  ice may have come from east of Lewis 
during a previous g lac ia t ion  to the last one, but he 
independently arrived at s imilar  conclusions to von Weymarn 
that  there had been a local ice shed during the f in a l  
glac ia t ion  and the direct ions of ice flow radiated from 
th is .  The northern part of the is land, including the Eye 
Peninsula, was probably covered by a ' r e l a t i v e l y  inact ive  
outer part of the local ice cap'.  However, for the same 
period, Synge (1977) considered that much of this northern 
part of Lewis and the eastern end of the Eye Peninsula were 
i ce - f ree .
At the s i t e ,  the parent material  for subsequent soi l
development is one made up of stones of fragmented rock
within a matrix of sand. The soi l  that formed has been
buried by blanket peat. I t  is l i k e ly  that  the buried soi l  
is comparable to the type described as a 'peaty podzol with 
iron pan' (Glentworth 1979, 132-3);  the leached layer has 
been stained with humus, but the mineral grains above the 
iron pan are white when washed, in contrast to the
orange-yellow of the grains beneath the pan. A recently 
exposed p ro f i le  near to the s i te  is shown on a photograph 
(Photo.6 ) .
The chronology of the deglaciat ion is not understood in 
any de ta i l  (von Weymarn 1979, 102),  neither is there a
concensus view as to the probable extent of the ice on this  
part of the Eye Peninsula during the last g lac ia t ion .  
Nevertheless, i t  may be assumed that  the fragmented rock and 
sand as seen today has been ava ilable for the development of 
a mineral soi l  at least since the beginning of the
Post-g lacial  u n t i l  the onset of blanket peat formation. The 
date obtained from the lowest peat collected in the 1978 
suggests that th is was some 3700 radiocarbon years ago.
The s tra t igraph ica l  context of the stone wall  was 
ascertained by a series of small excavations, which are not 
described in d e ta i l  here. The essential  results are shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5,  and Photo. 7.  The base of the wall  was
found to be resting on c. 20cm of peat,  which contained
\
darker layers,
i i )  Climate
The cl imate of the Outer Hebrides is ' in  essence ...........
decidedly w.indy, often cloudy, and with frequent though not
exceptional amounts of r a i n f a l l  on the low ground'. The
winter temperatures are high for the la t i tude and severe 
frost  is re la t iv e ly  uncommon. The maximum and minimum mean 
dai ly  temperatures as recorded at Stornoway a i rpor t  (at  
approx. sea level)  from 1941-1970 are 1 2 .9 °  C ( fo r  J u ly ) ,  
4.1 0 C ( fo r  January). The average number of days of f rost  
per year (1956-75) was 47, at the same station; the number 
of 'days with gale'  (1931-60) was 50 (Manley 1979).
The cl imate of the in te r io r  of the Eye Peninsula is 
characterized as ' f a i r l y  warm and w e t ' ,  and as ' f a i r l y  warm 
and moist' for the very low-lying ground and coast. Most of 
the Peninsula l ies between the contours of 1000 and 1200mm 
of annual r a i n f a l l  (Hudson et a l .  1982).
i i i )  Present-Day Vegetation
The vegetation around the excavated s i te  is growing on 
disturbed peat. To the west of the peat bank where the wall  
has been exposed, the peat has been cut away to a level  
close to the mineral soi l  and in the past,  turves thrown 
down from the top of the bank then being cut has formed an 
i r regu la r  surface, which has caused the drainage to be 
local ly  impeded (see Photo. 8 ) .  There are some peat hags 
upstanding from this surface. A general description of the 
vegetation here is one of a 'moorland' type, having Calluna 
vulgaris (heather) ,  §rigphgrum §D9y§t i fo l ium (common 
cotton-grass) ,  Jricgghorum cespitgsum (deer-grass) and 
Molinia caerulea (purple moor-grass) as the dominant 
species; with Erica t e t r a l i x  (cross-leaved heath),  E. 
vaginatum (cotton-grass, h a r e ' s - t a i I ) ,  Po ten t iKa  erect a 
(common to rm e n t i l ) ,  Nartheciurn ossifragum (bog asphodel), 
2§ctylgrchis maculata (spotted orchid) and Pedicularis  
sylvatica (lousewort) occurring commonly. The last four 
species may be loca l ly  abundant. There are frequent patches 
of moss including Sphagnum (bog moss) spp. and Racgmitrium 
lanuginosum within the mosaic. Lichen (Cladgnia cf .  imgexa) 
is also frequent.
To the east of the peat bank the vegeta t ion  is broadly 
comparable and in  places is  c le a r ly  growing on peat th a t  has 
been previously  cut over.  Hummocks of Calluna are often  
capped by Racorr)itrium lanugingsum and there  are g u l l i e s  
caused by erosion.  Continuing f u r t h e r  east to  the c l i f f  
edge, the moorland is fr inged by a grassy sward in  which 
there is abundant Succia gratensis  ( d e v i l ' s - b i t  scabious),  
with P o te n t i I  la erecta and Legntgdgn autumnalis (autumnal 
hawkbit) .  Plantagg lanceglata  ( r ib w o r t )  and P. maritjrria 
(sea p la n ta in )  are present along sheepwalks.
The banks of D ib ida le  Burn and part  of the sloping  
ground on e i t h e r  side are predominantly covered by grass;  
Ranunculus acr is  (meadow b u t te rc u p ) ,  T r i fg l iu m  repens (white  
c lo ver ,  Dutch c lo v e r ) ,  Cardamine pratensis  (cuckoo f lo w e r ,  
lady's smock), Euphrasia o f f i c i n a l i s  s . I .  ( e y e b r ig h t ) ,  
Plantagg lan ceg la ta ,  Prunel la  vu lgar is  ( s e l f - h e a l ) ,  Galium 
s a x a t i l e  (heath bedstraw),  rushes ( Juncus spp.) and Blechnum 
spicant (h a rd - fe rn )  were observed in  th is  h a b i t a t .  CaI luna 
occurs in d is c re te  patches.  On the north side of the burn,  
the moorland has been re-seeded to  make grass pasture.  At 
the mouth of the burn where i t  is f lanked by steep creviced  
rock, Plantagg marit ima is common, with Sedum anglicium 
(English stonecrop) and Armeria marit ima ( t h r i f t ,  sea-pink)  
present.  On a south-facing slope of the c l i f f  edge having 
mainly a cover of short grass,  Plantagg cgrgnopus 
(buck's-horn p la n ta in )  is common.
I l l  Methods
i )  Sample Collection and Sediment Description (Troels-Smith 
1955)
The main p ro f i l e  was collected in metal boxes measuring
50 x 15 x 10cm. The peat samples were then wrapped in
polythene.
The f i e l d - w a l l  p ro f i le  was collected a f te r  excavating a 
part of the wall  to leave a section in the extant peat bank 
(see Fig. 4 ) .  The samples were taken by cutting the peat 
v e r t i c a l l y  at the required width and then removing the peat 
from the section using a large knife and a p lasterer 's  leaf  
trowel.  They were wrapped in polythene for storage.
The main p ro f i l e  comprises fragmented rock at the base
with a foss i l  podsol with iron pan above, which is overlain
by blanket peat.
Main pro file
Depth (cm)
0,.00 - 2,.50 Nig 3, st r f 0 ,  elas 1 , si cc 3, colour 10R 2 .5 /1 ;
Sh 4,, Tl° + , Th°+
2,.50 - 32,.00 Nig 2, st rf 0 ,  elas 0 , si cc 3, colour 2.5YR 2 .5 /2 ;
Sh 3,, Tb + * , Th° +, Th'31; lim sup 1.
32,.00 - 119..50 Nig 3, st rf 0 ,  elas 1, si cc 3, colour 2.5YR 2 .5 /0 ;
Sh 2 t, Th22 * * ; l i m sup» 1.
119..50 - 178,.00 Nig 3, st rf 1,  elas 1/ si cc 3, colour 2.5YR 2 .5 /0 -2
Sh 3,, Th31; lim sup 1 .
178,.00 - 186,.25 Nig 3, st rf 0,  elas 1, si cc 3, colour 5YR 3/2;
Sh 2,, TbJ1, Ga 1,  Gs +; lim sup 2.
186,.25 - 194,.00 Nig 1, st rf 1,  elas o, si cc 3, colour 10YR: 5 /8;
6a 1,.5,  Gs 0 -5 , Gg 2; l i m sup: i ron pan
(c. 0.5cm th ic k ) .
*  This moss component was only observed in the sieve washings.
* *  Including cf .  Erjpphorum sp. remains.
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Fig. 4. Elevation of the peat bank at Sheshader (in 1981) showing the 
stones of the field wall in section and the positions of the samples 
taken for pollen analysis. The principal units of peat stratigraphy 
(a, b, c). noted in the field are drawn schematically and broadly 
correspond to the three largest units identified in the main profile.
F ie ld -w a l l  p r o f i l e
Depth of peat above mineral so i l  (cm)
40 -  19 
1 8 - 0
Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 3 ,  colour 2.5YR 2 .5 /0 -2 ;
Sh 3 ,  Th?1, Gs +.
Nig 3 ,  s t r f  0 ,  elas 0 ,  sicc 3 ,  colour 2.5YR 2 .5 /0 -2 ;  
Sh 4 ,  ThA+,  Gs + .
i i )  Radiocarbon Dates
Three samples from the main p r o f i l e  were submitted for  
radiocarbon dating and one from d i r e c t ly  beneath the f i e l d  
wall  (GU-1665, see Fig- 5 ) .
Lab Ref No. Depth (cm) Years (b .p . )  Mean Date B.P. Range B.P. (32s.d.)
GU -  1454 38 .5 -  40.0 685 ± 6 5
GU -  1455 119.0-120.0 1840 ± 60
GU -  1456 175.5-178.0 3671 ± 65
GU -  1665 20.0-  22.0 2900 +100
(above mineral 
soi I )
620
1760
4070
3130
540
1650
3780
2850
.780
1950
4400
3430
Deposition rates (calendar years/cm)
Mean Range (32 s .d . )
620 B.P. -  71980 A.D. 716.7 14.9 -  20.6
1760 B.P. -  620 B.P. 14.1 10.8 -  17.5
4070 B.P. -  1760 B.P. 40.4 32.1 -  48.0
4070 B.P. -  3130 B.P. 747.9 17.9 -  78.7
The top of the main p ro f i le  may have been disturbed and so 
the assumed date of 1980 A.D. may be erroneous. The last  
rate has been calculated assuming the same date for the base 
of the blanket peat under the f i e l d  wall  at  the posit ion of 
sampling ( for  GU-1665) as at the base of the main p r o f i l e .
Humose mineral soil \  * o
\  o . o
Peat
Peat bank
Sections
NE
a -a
SW
GU-1665Large stone 
removed
NW
i
b-b
SE
i
. o
Darker'bands'within the peat
Fig. 5. Plan and sections of the field wall at Sheshader as 
revealed by excavations (in 1981, eastern part; and 1982, western 
part) with the position of the sample submitted for radiocarbon 
dating also shown. The course of the wall is interrupted due to 
the removal of a large stone during peat cutting in 1978.
IV Zonation of the Pollen Diagram
Zone S-1 (194-182.75cm; before 3700 b .p ./2200 B.C.)
The values for  Coryloid, Betula and Betula/Coryloid are 
comparatively high (50, 18 and 28% respect ive ly ) ,  as are
those for Polygodium and F i l i c a le s .  These f ive  types 
together characterize the zone. By contrast ,  the values for  
Calluna, Gramineae and Cyperaceae (where present) at levels 
187.5 and 185cm are 5%, although the lowest spectrum 
(190.5cm) has higher percentages of Calluna (19%) and 
Gramineae (14%). Po ten t i l la  is also recorded (5%).
Zone S-2 (182.75 -  178cm; before 3700 b .p ./2200 B.C.)
There are marked increases in the percentages of 
Gramineae and Plantagg lanceglata from the previous zone (34 
and 40% are the respective maxima in the zone); whilst the 
percentages of Betula,  Coryloid, Betula /Coryloid,  Polyggdiurn 
and F i l ica les  are considerably reduced. There are 
s ign i f icant  percentages of Compositae pollen (6 and 3%) and 
a rise in Calluna values has begun at the top level of the 
zone, to be continued in the next.
Zone S-3 (178-Ocm; 3700-?Present/2200 B.C.-  71980 A.D.)
In this zone e i ther  Calluna, Gramineae ( including  
Cerealia -  type) ,  Cyperaceae, or P o te n t i l la  has the highest 
percentage at any level .  The zone is divided into six 
subzones.
Subzone S-3a (178-150.25cm; 3700-2800 b .p . /2200-1100 B.C.)
Calluna rises to 35% at the f i r s t  level of the subzone 
and thereaf te r  i t s  values are greater than those of 
Gramineae, reaching 65% at the top level of the subzone.
percentages are high (19,  27 and 36%) when
Calluna percentages are comparatively low (38, 41 and 31%); 
but they are reduced to < 5% when Calluna is >60%.
Ranunculus grains are commonly present; Cerealia -  type,  
Jri fg l ium and L ig u l i f lo ra e  grains also appear. Overal l ,  the 
amount of t ree and shrub pollen 7%) is much less than in 
the previous zone, as is the number of fern spores.
Subzone S-3b (150.25-144 .25cm; 2800-2600 b . p . / 1 100-800 B.C.)
The three highest Gramineae values dominate this  
subzone. Calluna pollen is <8% with P o ten t i l la  14-19% and 
there are two high values (6 and 7%) of Plantagg lanceglata.  
Other possible indicators of agr icul ture  (Cerealia -  type,  
Rumex acetgsa/acetgsella,  Ranunculus, Caryophyllaceae and 
I r i fo l iu m )  are represented. Tree and shrub pollen is <£5%.
Subzone S-3c (144.25-127.5cm; 2600-2100 b .p . /800 -0  B.C.)
This is dominated by the three maxima of Calluna pollen  
(68-74%). Gramineae pollen is <18%, Cyperaceae <4% and 
Potenti I  la <6%. Plantagg lanceglata is >2%. Possible 
indicators of agr icul ture :  Cereal ia - type,  ByQ!§3
acetgsa/acetgsella,  CaryophyIlaceae, Lotus and L ig u l i f lo ra e  
are present. Tree and shrub pollen continues to be low 
(^3%).
Subzone S-3d (127 .5 -43 .5cm; 2100-700 b .p . /0 -1400  A.D.)
The percentages of Calluna range from 35-43%, those of 
Gramineae are consistently higher than previously,  apart  
from the single e a r l i e r  high value (19%) at 150cm, and 
Sghagpum is more abundant. P o ten t i l la  varies from 4 to 33%. 
Plantagg lanceglata percentages decline towards the end of 
the subzone, whilst Betula and Coryloid increase s l ig h t ly  
a f te r  the f i r s t  two levels of the subzone to to ta l  between 3 
and 7%. The highest to ta l  for tree and shrub pollen in the 
zone (S-3) is 11%, at level 84cm.
Subzone S-3e (43.5-12.75cm; 700-7200 b.p./1400-?1800 A.D.)
This subzone is defined on the basis of the two highest 
values for Cyperaceae pollen (58 and 54%) with a 
corresponding reduction in Calluna (now 23 and 24%), 
Gramineae (7 and 12%) and Po ten t i l la  (2%) compared to 
subzone S-3d. Plantagg lanceglata is <1%. Tree and shrub 
pollen (mainly Betula and Coryloid) declines from 8 to 3%.
Subzone S-3f (12.75-0cm;?200 b.p.-?Present/?1800-?1980 A.D.)
The values of Cerealia -  type are very high (11 and 
30%). These are associated with r e la t iv e ly  high percentages 
of Rumex acetgsa/acetgsella and Artemisia pollen and smaller  
amounts of Plantagg lanceglata.  The presence of Polygonum 
pers icar ia ,  c f .  Rumex-crispus type, and CaryophyIlaceae 
pollen are recorded at the top level  of the subzone. The 
percentages of Cyperaceae pollen are much lower than 
previously (subzone S-3e) ,  but Gramineae has increased, as
has Calluna at the lowest of the two levels (6.5cm). Tree 
and shrub pollen is >£1%.
V Inferred Vegetational History and Discussion
i )  Previous Work
a) NW Scotland
Following Birks (1977),  i t  is convenient to discuss the 
Post-g lac ia l  history of the vegetation of NW Scotland 
within the context of the p o ten t ia l ly  dominant vegetation 
types as distinguished by McVean and R a tc l i f f e  (1962) for  
the present cl imatic regime and without the influence of man 
(see Map 2 ) .  More a t tent ion  w i l l  be given to mainland si tes  
at comparable la t i tude to Lewis and to the invest igat ions  
carried out on the Inner and Outer Hebrides.
Within the zone of predominantly oak fo re s t ,  ; oak with 
birch was the main woodland type at least as fa r  north as 
Argyll  and Perthshire (Birks 1977, 126);  but at no time was 
oak important in southern Skye (Birks and Williams 1983, 
284),  where the si tes of Loch Meodal and Loch Ashik l ie  
close to the hypothetical boundary between the predominantly 
oak and predominantly birch forest zones.
The pollen evidence from Loch C la i r  (3 0 0 f t ,  92m;
Pennington et a l .  1972) and Loch Maree (sea level;Birks  
1972b) within the predominantly pine forest  zone, shows that  
the birch and hazel woodland established in the f i r s t  part  
of the Post-glacia l  was replaced .by pine from c. 7900 b.p.
and 8250 b.p. respect ively.  This woodland was fe rn -r ich  
and l a t t e r l y  an open canopy is suggested by the presence of 
Pteridium (bracken) spores and at Loch Maree, by Sorbus 
aucuparia (rowan, mountain ash) pol len.  Alder became 
established a f te r  6500 b.p. The pine pollen percentages 
begin to decrease from c. 7000 b.p. at Loch Maree and 
c.6000 b.p. at Loch C la i r ,  but there is a more pronounced 
decrease, p a r t ic u la r ly  at Loch Maree, at 4000 b .p . ,  when the 
increases in Calluna values point to the growth of blanket  
peat in the region. There are carbonised plant fragments 
recorded from the Loch Maree sediment before the rise in 
pine pollen and subsequently there is an almost continuous 
record to the present day. Charcoal is recorded at Loch 
Cla i r  at c.5500 b.p. and shortly before 5000 b.p.
Pollen analysis at three s i tes lying within the 
predominantly birch forest  zone has shown the course of 
vegetational development during the Post-g lac ia l .  The 
sequence from the most southerly,  Loch Sionascaig (2 4 0 f t ,  
74m; Pennington et a l .  1972),  indicates that  from c.8000
b . p . ,  birch and pine forests largely replaced the 
birch-hazel woods previously established, but that the birch  
and hazel woods seen today are u l t imate ly  from the e a r l i e r  
d is t r ib u t io n .  The amounts of iron and manganese ions 
accumulated in the sediment suggest increased erosion in the 
catchment area and the s ta r t  of blanket peat formation from
c.5000 b.p. Although pine and birch continued to grow on 
the peat, the percentage of pine pollen declines suddenly at 
c.4000 b.p.,when peat growth was rapid. There was probably
clearance of pine and birch at c. 3500 b . p . ,  a f te r  which
there has been no regeneration of trees to the present.
Further north, by Loch Assynt ( 3 9 0 f t ,  120m),
birch-hazel  wood developed from 8950 b . p . ,  with alder pollen  
becoming abundant at 6500 b.p. (a t  the same time as at Loch 
Sionscaig) and pine migrating in to  the area to be present 
from c.5300 b.p. u n t i l  c. 4000 b.p. I t s  decline at this  
time is associated with the spread of blanket peat. There 
is a s ign i f ican t  reduction in birch pollen from c. 1500
b . p . ,  probably due to clearance (Birks 1980; pollen 
analysis by Birks H.H. 1973-4).
At An Druim, E r ib o l l  ( 7 0 f t ,  20m) birch-hazel  woods or 
scrub were forming from c. 10 000 b.p. and loca l ly  elm was 
present between c. 7250 b.p. and 5500 b.p.  The 'a lder  
r ise '  ( to  c. 40 -  >50% TLP) occurred soon a f te r  c. 6000
b .p . ;  the pine and oak pollen was probably transported from 
some distance away. Clearance o f ‘ the woods proceeded from
c. 5000 b.p. The presence of Plantagg lanceglata,  
Ranunculus acris and Urtica (n e t t le )  pollen and Pteridium 
spores in the record is associated with the clearance (Birks 
1980; pollen analysis by Birks H.H. 1974-5).  The 
birch-hazel woods at both these last s i tes  were rich in 
ferns and herbs (Birks 1977, 129) and as noted above, with 
respect to the si tes in the predominantly pine forest zone, 
the occurrence of Sgrbus aucugaria pollen and Pteridium 
spores implies a re la t iv e ly  open canopy.
By Loch Meodal (360 f t ,  110m), southern Skye,
birch-hazel woodland, also rich in ferns ,  was established
from about 9700 b.p. and associated with this were 
communities of t a l l  herbs, including fi_lipendula ulmaria 
(meadowsweet), Angelica sy Ivestr is  (wild angelica) and Rumex 
a££tosa ( s o r r e l ) .  The presence of oak is recorded from c. 
9000 b.p. but i t s  percentages never increased to those at 
the mainland si tes (Birks and Williams 1983).  At Lochan 
Doilead (13 0 f t ,  40m), for  instance, the percentages of oak 
pollen were highest between c. 5500 b.p. and 3600 b . p . ,  
reaching a maximum of c. 15% TLP (Birks 1980; pollen  
analysis by Williams 1974-5) .  But at both si tes pine was 
never a s ign i f icant  t ree  in the woodlands; alder pollen 
became frequent at c. 6500 b.p. in the two sequences. The 
e a r l ie s t  clearance at the f i r s t  s i te  occurred at c. 5200
b . p . ,  which allowed grasssland and heath to expand during 
the next mil lennium.
There was no appreciable change in the vegetation 
pattern of a s t i l l  largely wooded catchment area (but with 
the open communities of grassland and heath and the growth 
of bog) un t i l  c. 2700 b .p . ,  when the Coryloid and alder  
pollen percentages begin to decline fu r ther  and those of 
grasses rise to a value of c. 25% TLP, which is sustained 
u n t i l  c. 300 b.p. ( ie.  c. 1650 A.D . ) .  This date marks the 
f in a l  major vegetational change when the percentage of 
grasses increases to >35% at the expense of heather and 
almost a l l  remaining b irch,  alder and hazel were cleared.
Some 12km to the north and about 3.5km to the east of 
Loch Meodal, Loch Ashik (130 f t ,  40m) has provided a pollen  
record for the Post-g lac ia l  showing that  birch-hazel woods,
again rich in t a l l  herbs and ferns,  developed from c. 9000
b.p.  Oak and elm were probably a minor component of the 
woods from 9000 b . p . ,  as was the case at Loch Meodal. Alder 
expanded at c. 6300 b.p. Differences with the more 
southerly s i te  are the probable presence of blanket bog, 
heath and grassland from 9000 b .p . ;  there is no sign of 
human interference at 5000 b .p . ;  and there is an increase 
in pine pollen between 4600 and 3900 b . p . ,  when at th is last  
date i t s  abundance rapidly decreases, a feature noted in the 
discussion of the mainland diagrams. Heath and grass
expanded fol lowing this development of pine, which was 
perhaps only local; although the pollen values of birch 
(5-10% TLP), hazel (c.  10-20%) and alder (c.  10%) and 
possibly oak (<5%) suggest that  there was s t i l l  some
woodland remaining in the area. From c. 2750 b . p . ,  a f t e r  a 
br ie f  increase of Coryloid pollen,  the reduced amount of 
t ree  pollen and higher* percentages of heather pollen imply 
only scattered occurrences of b irch,  alder and perhaps oak 
in the region, now dominated by bog. An essent ia l ly  
t reeless landscape has prevailed during the last c. 250 
radiocarbon years (i.e. from c. 1700 A .D . ) .
The most norther ly s i te  investigated on Skye is Loch 
Cleat (10 0 f t ,  30m). Here the Post-glacia l  record shows that  
birch,  hazel and willow scrub had formed by 8900 b.p. The
rise in alder is dated at  6300 b . p . ,  the same date as at
Loch Ashik. Alder was never as important as i t  was at the 
other two s i tes .  However, at Loch Fada (4 9 0 f t ,  150m), there  
is apparently more alder represented than at Loch Ashik
(Vasari and Vasari 1968).  The amounts of pine, elm and oak 
pollen also indicated that these trees were not s ign i f ican t  
in the vegetation. Their low pollen percentages are 
corroborated by the pollen analysis at Loch Cuith i r  (5 9 0 f t ,  
170m) and Loch Fada in northern Skye, although there may be 
perhaps twice as much oak and elm being represented at Loch 
Cuith ir  and Less alder and hazel compared to Loch Fada, the 
more southerly of the two si tes (Vasari and Vasari 1968; 
see Map 2 ) .  From a l l  three analyses, i t  is suggested that  
the woodland was never closed in north Skye during the 
Post-g lac ia l  and that  exposure to wind was an important 
reason for  this (Birks and Williams 1983, 284; 286).  The
westerly posit ion of Loch Cleat and a prevail ing wind from 
that  d i rect ion  may mean that the regional pollen rain from 
the east is '  under-represented at that  s i te  ( c f .  below, 
p. 85 ) .  As by Loch Meodal, human clearance of birch and 
hazel began at c. 5000 b.p. at Loch Cleat.  The herb pollen  
assemblages point to there having been both pastoral and 
arable agricul ture  practised from this time u n t i l  700 b.p.  
The landscape remained largely cleared throughout this  
period, with birch and hazel being somewhat fur ther  reduced, 
on average, from 2600 b.p. (650 B .C . ) .  The r e l ic t  birch 
and hazel were f i n a l l y  destroyed during the last 700 
radiocarbon years.
With one exception ( L i t t l e  Loch Roag, Is le  of Lewis; 
Birks and Madsen 1979),  the other pollen analy t ica l  work 
carried out on si tes of the Inner and Outer Hebrides is 
without a series of radiocarbon dates. In addit ion to this
work there are records of foss i l  tree remains or th e i r  
f r u i t s  from the Islands. In only one instance (Borve,  
Benbecula; Ritchie 1966) has a radiocarbon date been 
obtained. Also, h is to r ica l  reports of formerly wooded 
areas, place names, inference from the present fauna and 
foss i l  faunal assemblages, molluscan assemblages, 
archaeological discoveries of charcoal and artefacts  
contribute to the body of evidence by means of which the 
e a r l i e r  pattern of vegetation, p a r t ic u la r ly  the extent of 
any woodland or scrub, may be reconstructed.
The work of Blackburn ( in  Heslop Harrison 1948, 89-90;
Godwin 1943, 229) on sediments from near Loch Mor (sea
l e v e l ) ,  I s le  of Soay, demonstrated the Post-g lac ia l  date of 
the marine transgression represented by clay and mud, about 
a metre th ick ,  that  overlay Sphagnum peat.  Near the top of 
th is  peat,  dated by reference to Godwin's (1940) zones to 
the end bf the Boreal (zone V I ) ,  the amount of hazel pollen 
is apparently >65% TLP 04000% AP), with birch pollen at
c. 6.5% TLP and that of pine at 10%. Such a value of hazel 
pollen would seem to imply i ts  presence near the s i t e .  
Later ,  at the level above the zone V I I / V I I I  boundary, 
arboreal pollen is c. 40% TLP, birch pollen contributing  
32% TLP. Generally,  however, the non-arboreal pollen counts 
indicate the predominance of heath or grassland. Total  
arboreal pollen has been used as the basis for expressing 
the re la t ive  percentages of the pollen taxa. This common 
feature of the early work means that  indiv idual  values have 
to be read o f f  the diagram and the percentage calculated
with to ta l  land pollen as the sum for comparison with more 
recent diagrams and to assess the importance of trees in the 
vegetation more eas i ly .
I t  was found impossible to divide the two diagrams 
prepared from invest igat ions on Canna (3 0 0 f t ,  90m; Flenley 
and Pearson 1967) into  zones, with any certa inty  and 
therefore the sequences can only be very ten ta t iv e ly  dated, 
in the absence of radiocarbon determinations. I t  is 
suggested that the sequences together may be a complete 
record from before the Boreal/At lant ic  (zones V l /V I I a )  
t ra n s i t io n  to the present day; during which period, there 
must have been an almost, i f  not e n t i r e ly ,  t reeless  
landscape, though willow scrub is l ik e ly  to have been 
present on the s i te  at times; local hazel may also be 
represented.
As for the calculations of the pollen analysis from 
Loch Mor, Soay, Blackburn (1946) has used the sum of 
arboreal pollen to calculate the re la t ive  percentages of the 
taxa recorded from a 4 f t  deep peat p r o f i l e  at Lochan nam 
Faoileann (100 f t ,  30m), Barra. The p ro f i l e  may be
truncated, the most recent peat having been cut away. 
Within the humose mineral s o i l ,  which is approximately 5cm 
th ick ,  at the base of the p r o f i l e ,  the values for hazel 
pollen are c. 30% TLP at two levels .  That birch was loca l ly  
present is indicated by the remains of birch twigs within  
the next approximately 30cm of overlying peat.  Generally,  
however, throughout the record, thought to begin in the 
Boreal (zone V I ) ,  the re la t iv e ly  high Ericoid and grass
pollen values suggest that any birch and hazel woodland was 
not extensive but co-existed with open heath and grassland.  
I t  is not stated how many t ree  pollen grains were counted at  
each leve l ,  but i t  is implied that i t  was su f f ic ien t  to 
allow zonation, par t ly  on the basis of the tree pollen  
p r o f i l e s .
Results from two pro f i les  from South Uist (on the Is le  
of Calvay, at sea level ;  and near Stoneybridge, 5 0 f t ,  15m) 
were f u l l y  published by Blackburn (Heslop Harrison and 
Blackburn 1946) fol lowing the discovery of a nut of Traga 
natans (water chestnut).  The 2m sequence from Calvay was 
judged to have begun in the Boreal (zone V I ) .  The highly 
humified ( 'b u t t e r y ' )  peat of this zone contained birch 
twigs, with birch pollen at the lowest level amounting to a 
maximum of nearly 90% AP (c. 16% TLP). Here hazel pollen is 
133% AP (c.  24% TLP). Apart from one le v e l ,  where there
appears to have been a local growth of willow scrub, the 
Ericoid values are >100% AP throughout the p r o f i l e ,  which 
extends in to  the Sub-atlant ic  (zone V I I I ) .  I t  seems that  
the landscape was open, with local stands of trees or shrubs 
accounting for  the instances of comparatively high values of 
birch,  hazel, or alder pollen. The evidence from near 
Stoneybridge perhaps supports th is .  The 'a lder  r ise '  is not 
as pronounced on the published diagram from one s i te  in the 
area, where birch twigs occur in the sediment at that le v e l ,  
as i t  is recorded from another s i te  nearby. In th is  
instance, no birch twigs were found. The peat stratigraphy  
at the f i r s t  s i te  is comparable to that  at Calvay, although
there are Phragmites (reed) remains associated with the 
birchwood peat, common to both s i te s ,  which occurs from a 
depth of c.45cm. The p ro f i le  i s ,  however, only 75cm deep in 
t o t a l .  The lowest sample taken from humose mineral so i l  
within zone VI gave a spectrum with birch pollen c. 35% TLP, 
hazel pollen c. 45%, Ericoid and grass pollen each c. 10%. 
Non-arboreal pollen is more than arboreal pollen throughout 
the sequence and may reach very high amounts compared to 
those of the l a t t e r .
Branches and twigs were found in organic deposits 
within coastal sand at Borve on Benbecula (Ri tchie 1966).  
The wood was not id e n t i f ie d .  Pollen analysis from an 
organic layer (c.  4cm thick) separated by c. 7cm of sand 
from an organic deposit containing wood within the top 5cm, 
dated to 5700 + 170 b . p . ,  showed that  t ree  pollen was c.
30% TLP. At two other levels the percentages of tree pollen  
were less (5-8% TLP), although wood remains were present. 
I t  is suggested that the debris had e i th er  dropped into  
marsh or open water, or had been washed in .  The pollen 
evidence would perhaps favour the last suggestion.
'Pabbay was not always t reeless'  (Elton 1938). The 
submerged trees o f f  the west coast of th is  island in the 
sound of Harris were noted at the turn of the 17th century 
by Martin Martin (1703) and by S inc la i r  (1794).  Elton found 
traces of these remains in the i n te r t id a l  zone and fragments 
of birch bark CBetula pendula). A trunk and small branches 
of the same species were also retrieved.  'Abundant* birch 
pollen was recorded from the associated peat,  among other
pollen and spores, but not hazel pol len,  and the only other 
t ree  to be represented was oak (one g r a in ) .  He ci tes other 
reports of submerged peat and tree remains from south 
Harr is ,  in p a r t ic u la r ,  K i l legray (Jehu and Craig 1927) and 
from North U is t ,  on the Is le  of Vallay; also the record of 
submerged peat at Kilphedir  (Beveridge 1911; and MacRae 
1845, wri t ing of V a l la y ) .  An invest igat ion in 1937 showed 
that  the tree remains in the Vallay deposits had e i ther  been 
washed away or inundated by sand. I t  is not clear from the 
reference to the Vallay deposits observed in 1924, whether 
any tree  remains were then extant Jehu and Craig (1926).  
They give other instances of submerged peat o f f  Benbecula, 
North Uist and Berneray (Sound of H a rr is ) .
Inland on Pabbay, Elton recorded rhizomes of Eguisetum 
(water horseta i l )  and hazel bark at the junct ion  
of the present-day grassy tu r f  and thick f ibrous peat that  
became more humified towards the mineral substratum. Pollen 
analysis through this lower peat revealed that  ' t r e e  pollen 
was scarce' with b i rch ,  pine and hazel present.  Ericaceous 
pollen was 'very abundant'. The author provides addit ional
r
records of hazel bark and birch wood from Achmore, Lewis; 
e a r l i e r  id en t i f ic a t ions  of wood species in the S t a t is t i c a l  
Accounts (v iz .  those instanced by Niven 1902),  may not be 
re l ia b le .
The place-name evidence for the existence of former 
woods assembled by Elton and his observation that the 
present fauna of the Outer Hebrides 'has a pronounced 
woodland character, especial ly in the birds and mammals'
support the idea that Lewis and Harris may have had at least  
scrub woodland in places. Some of the ske le ta l  remains from 
the ' I ro n  Age' midden at Galson (Baden-PowelI and Elton  
1936-7) s im i la r ly  suggested an in te rp re ta t ion  of there 
having been woodland on Lewis. That red deer,  an animal
natura l ly  of woodland hab ita t ,  was also represented, is 
in terest ing  in this respect. Henshall (1972, 155) c ites
Dean Munro's mentions, in the 16th century, of the orchard 
of Macloed of Lewis on an island in Loch Er isort  and the 
forests on the ' e is t  wist '  of Uist;  also of there being 
some forest  on Lewis and North Harr is .
Lewis (1906) reported foss i l  birch remains from the 
lowest level of peat sections in southern and central Skye 
and these were sometimes associated with hazel and alder
remains. Small birch stems and compressed bark were found 
in basal layers of a section on the west side of North U is t .  
The same author (1907) also noted birch remains from early
layers in peat at four sections in north Lewis and again
hazel remains came from the same levels at two si tes and 
those of alder from one. The f indings of Samuelsson (1910) 
confirmed that birch and hazel grew in this part of Lewis 
ear ly  on in the period of peat formation; and a f te r  the 
peat had become about a metre deep, in one instance, there 
was a further  growth of .birch. The number of records of 
foss i l  tree remains is l ik e ly  to increase i f  i t  is known 
that  such information is of interest  to palaeoecologists and 
recently more have been reported. Pine stumps were reported 
by Peacock in Birks and Madsen (1979); and 40 s ites of
foss i l  wood (of wil low, birch or pine) were recorded by 
Wilkins (1984),  mainly from the central  part of the is land.  
The ranges of dates from a to ta l  of 11 radiocarbon 
determinations were Sa l ix ,  9140-8550 b .p . ;  Betula,
7980-5030 b .p . ;  and Pinus, 4870-3910 b.p.  (see Fig. 6 ) .
Pine stumps were abundant at two si tes and resembled the 
remains of former woods.
The pollen analysis by Erdtman (1924) was restr ic ted to 
recording the re la t ive  proportions of tree and shrub pollen  
and thus cannot be used to evaluate the former tree cover in 
Lewis. Birch pollen was generally the most abundant t ree  
type, often having several times the percentage of any other  
tree pollen. The 3m sequence from the va l ley  mire at L i t t l e  
Loch Roag, however, provides a record with radiocarbon dates 
from early Post-g lacial  times u n t i l  the present day (Birks 
and Madsen 1979).  Since i t  is the only such record to be 
published, i t  is worth summarizing the authors' conclusions 
in a table for easier comparison with the sequence to be 
described below (see Fig. 6 ) .
The predominantly t reeless character of the landscape 
inferred from the L i t t l e  Loch Roag sequence apparently 
contradicts the conclusions from the analysis of molluscs 
found at Northton, Harris (Evans 1971).  I t  was suggested 
that  at times the s i te  had been wooded during a period from 
before 2461 + 79 b.c .  (4411 b .p . ;  Burleigh et a l .  1973)
to the Iron Age. Even i f  i t  is simply a local stand of 
trees that is being represented, i t  is s t i l l  questioned 
whether the ecological requirements of the molluscan species
oft
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are s u f f ic ie n t l y  well  understood to make val id  
reconstructions of the former tree cover (Birks and Madsen 
1979).  The dates of the small maxima of S a l ix ,  Betula and 
Pious pollen at L i t t l e  Loch Roag broadly correlate  with the 
ranges of dates for the wood remains of those genera 
recorded by Wilkins (Fig.  6 ) .  The impression gained of pine 
woodland overwhelmed by peat growth at two of the s i te s ,  
makes i t  probable that  the pollen sequence is mainly 
representing the r e la t iv e ly  local vegetation around the 
s i t e ,  p a r t ic u la r ly  to the west, since the wind was no doubt 
always predominantly from that d i rec t ion .
Charcoal of tree species has been found on various
sites in the Outer Hebrides, eg. hazel,  b irch,  wil low, oak
and pine (Henshall 1972, 115) ,  but the dangers of
inte rpreting these f inds as deriving from local trees has 
been pointed out by Godwin and Tansley (1941) and re i tera ted  
by Pi lcher (1974) and Birks and Madsen (1979),  for instance.
A number of stone axes have been found on Lewis, of a 
type belonging to a period dated as beginning in the la te  
4th millennium b . c . ,  with perhaps the industry at i t s  height  
in the 3rd millennium b.c.  (Smith 1974, 105-106).  They 
include two porce llani te  axes of group IX (Ritchie 1968, 
123-126).  Their use for r i t u a l  may be l i k e ly  i f  several are 
found together (as at Ba la l lan;  Cowie 1982) and are in an 
unworn condit ion, but t h e i r  or ig in  must l ie  in the
manufacture of a tool suitable for cutt ing wood. A recent 
f ind at Shulishader is notable for the well  preserved wooden 
haft .  The s i te  is c. 2km from Sheshader (see Map 2 ) .
b) Pollen Analysis related to Prehistor ic  1Field-Boundaries1 
in  Scotland
Pollen analysis of deposits re la t ing  to prehistor ic  
f i e l d  walls has given an indicat ion of the contemporaneous 
surrounding vegetation at two sites in west Scotland, at 
Achnacree, Argy llshire  (Ri tchie  et a l .  1974; Barre tt  et  
a l .  1976) and at Callanish,  I s le  of Lewis (Bohncke, in 
preparation) .  A comparable invest igat ion was made of a s i te  
on Shurton H i l l ,  Shetland by Whitt ington (1977-8) .
The radiocarbon date obtained from the uppermost
horizon (Op of the foss i l  so i l  d i r e c t ly  under the bank at
Achnacree ( 7 0 f t ,  20m) is 1359 + 50 b .c .  (3309 b . p . ) .  At
another part of the Moss the basal peat was dated to 980 +
80 b .c .  (2930 b . p . ) .  The pollen spectrum from the 0,
horizon was one of 7% tree pol len,  with Er icoid , mainly
Calluna, being 66% (Total Po l len) .  There was no evidence
1
for c u l t iva t ion  in the spectrum.
Three prof i les  in the Callanish area have provided a 
sequence for the inferred vegetational history in the 
v i c in i t y  seaward of Callanish, at Leobag (approx. sea 
l e v e l ) .  Excavations of the f i e l d  walls buried by peat in 
this lo c a l i ty  have given the opportunity of sampling the 
peat for pollen analysis in order to t ry  and establish the 
period in the vegetational sequence in which the walls were 
constructed and in use.The main sequence so fa r  deduced 
begins in the 8th millennium b.p.
Pollen analyses of two short p ro f i les  on Shurton H i l l  
(56 0 f t ,  170m) have been carried out. One, of 8.5cm depth,
1. See footnote on page 88.
came from beneath the side stones b u i l t  up adjacent to the 
larger upright stones of the w a l l .  The top is  therefore  
dated to the time of the w a l l 's  construction. The results  
show that  a treeless environment pertained during the 
history of the p r o f i l e ,  with Calluna and Gramineae pollen as 
the most abundant types ( f luc tuat ing  between c. 40-55% and
c. 10-40% TLP respect ive ly ) .  The soi l  may have been subject 
to some disturbance when the wall  was constructed and also 
the pollen may not be in i ts  or ig ina l  s tra t igraph ica l  
posit ion due to  la te r  movement through the s o i l .  The 
radiocarbon date from the soi l  under the dyke is 2800 b.c .  
(4750 b . p . ,  UB 2122). The second p r o f i l e ,  taken from a
point away from the w a l l ,  includes the mineral soi l
(c.  8.5cm) and the lowest peat (c.  16.5cm). A s imi lar
spectrum for the mineral so i l  was obtained, but a f te r  the
peat began to form a rise in the amount of Calluna (from
c. 50 to c. 75%) and Cyperaceae pollen (from <1% to c. 15%) 
is simultaneous with a marked decline in Gramineae pollen  
(from a maximum of c. 35% to a minimum of c. 2%). The 
concentration of charcoal covering the period from the top 
5.5cm of the mineral so i l  to the f i r s t  9cm of peat suggested 
that  perhaps the heath may have been de l ibera te ly  burnt, and 
that u l t imately  the burning almost el iminated the grass as 
heather and sedges became dominant.
In a l l  three cases, as fa r  as information is ava i lab le ,  
the vegetation of the landscape that was being divided by 
f i e l d  walls was moorland, with communities of heather,  
grasses or sedges in varying proportions as the dominant
1
elements of the vegetation. The walling at Leobag was 
always found to l i e  on some depth of peat (up to c. 45cm). 
In one case the wall  had a core of peat,  which was d i f fe re n t  
from that which had buried i t .  The sections at the other 
two sites showed that  the walls were constructed on 
weathered bedrock or mineral s o i l ,  l a te r  to be covered by 
peat.  The form of construction at Shurton H i l l  was one of 
large (70cm) uprights set into the weathered bedrock and 
between small stones stacked at each side on the mineral 
s o i l .  There was perhaps a large capping stone resting on 
the uprights.  The longer face of the uprights appear to be 
set at r ight angles to the d irec t ion  of the course of the 
dyke. The three Achnacree sections showed that two walls 
were b u i l t  having a core with overlying stones, one of which 
had a single quarry ditch for some distance along one side; 
the other had a ditch on both sides for  some of i ts  length,  
but elsewhere was apparently without ditches. The th ird  
wall  seemed to have neither of these features.  As indicated  
above, for one example, a l l  the walls were found to be 
resting on a foss i l  podsol developed within the g lac ia l  
outwash gravels (Soulsby 1976).
1. It has recently been suggested, from more 
detailed absolute analyses of a nearby profile 
under the bank at Achnacree, that the Ericoid 
pollen may have been derived from later vege­
tation; and that a spectrum having more Gramineae 
and especially Plantago lanceolata pollen was 
contemporaneous with the building of the bank 
(Whittington 1983) .
i i )  In fe rred History of Vegetation
a) Main P ro f i le
Zone S-1 (194-182.75cm; before 3700 b .p ./2200 B.C.)
In spite of the possible misrepresentation of the 
contemporaneous pollen rain due to d i f f e r e n t i a l  preservation  
or mixing of the surviving pollen grains, i t  seems clear  
that during the time of th is zone, there must have been a 
hazel with birch scrub, r ich in ferns,  growing on the slope 
of the small val ley down which the Dibidale Burn f lows.  
That the Coryloid pollen is almost cer ta in ly  of hazel may be 
argued from the type of vegetation to be inferred from two 
of the pollen spectra of the zone, indicat ing a low 
percentage of pollen from heathland or bog plants; from the 
l ikel ihood that  the topography of the s i te  promoted good 
drainage; and perhaps from the observation that bog myrtle 
(Myrica gale) is rare on Lewis today (Birks and Madsen 1979, 
828) ,  in spite of there being widespread bog and heaths. 
The records of Calluna and Plantago lanceolata pollen 
throughout the zone suggest that the canopy was e i ther  not 
closed, or that there were discrete stands of trees.
Two of the three spectra of the zone are from soi l  that  
is beneath the iron pan. The lowest has s ig n i f ican t ly  
larger amounts of Calluna, Gramineae and Potenti lj.a pollen 
and the percentage of Betula is about a quarter that at the 
two levels above i t .  The predominance of fern spores made 
the counting of a greater pollen sum proh ib i t ive .
Nevertheless, the sum of 95 probably means that the 
differences noted are to be accounted for  in other ways than 
as a result  of i t  being too small.  The survival of such a 
high proportion of fern spores is presumably a re f lec t ion  of 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  preservation (see Table 1 ) .  I t  was observed 
that  the almost e n t i re ly  mineral soi l  ( loss on ign i t ion  
2.6%) at th is depth did contain small pockets of humic soi l  
and these may have separated from la te r  humus development or 
be remnants of humic soi l  forming at the time corresponding 
to the spectrum at this leve l .  The sieve residues contained 
occasional Sphagnum sp. leaves, which might imply that  
there was a component from the more organic constituent of 
the s o i l ,  or possibly even some more recent contaminant 
introduced when sampling in the f i e l d ,  although the poor 
preservation and high Coryloid value perhaps discounts this  
as being an important fac tor .  After  scanning part of the 
slide i t  was impossible to say whether, in general,  Calluna 
was s ig n i f ic a n t ly  bet ter  preserved than r e la t iv e ly  
uncorroded Coryloid grains. Gramineae and Po ten t i l la  grains 
appeared to be well  preserved; but equally ,  often thinned 
and broken F i l ica les  spores could also be r e la t iv e ly  
uncorroded.
From the evidence reviewed in the preceding section i t  
would appear quite l ik e ly  that both birch and hazel could 
have grown on Lewis. The over-representation of Betula or 
Coryloid pollen compared to Alnus or Pinus seems unl ikely  
(see Table 1 ) .  The inference made here is in agreement with 
the reconstruction of McVean and R a tc l i f f e  (1962, Map B),
but the exposed s i tuat ion  of the peat cutt ing from which the 
peat column was taken raises the question of how 'shel tered'  
(Birks and Madsen 1979) a suitable location for  the growth 
of birch and hazel needed to have been. The val ley  on i t s  
southern side slopes r e la t iv e ly  steeply down to the burn and 
th is  probably afforded s u f f ic ie n t  shelter  for the trees to 
become established. Once this had occurred the trees would 
then o f fe r  shelter to la te r  saplings and by this process a 
general cover of at least scrub resulted. The presence of 
burnt plant remains at each level in the zone implies that  
already any natural scrub may have been affected by man's 
a c t i v i t i e s ,  but there is no t ime-scale by which to date the 
spectra here. The local stands of hazel and birch inferred  
from the pollen record at L i t t l e  Loch Roag were formed by
c. 7700 b.p. (5750 b . c . ) ;  the f i r s t  occurrence of
carbonised plant material  was at c. 3900 b.p. (1950 b . c . ,  
Birks and Madsen 1979 and see Fig. 6 above). The ear ly  
beginning for the consistent record of such remains at Loch 
.Maree ( jus t  pr ior  to c. 8250 b . p . ,  6300 b .c . ;  Birks 1972b) 
has been referred to above (pp. 72-73 ) .
The sum of the Betula, Coryloid and Betula/Coryloid  
percentages at the lowest level is 59%; at the two above, 
both are 91%. These, together with the high amounts of fern 
spores, make i t  most l i k e ly  that the woodland or scrub was 
growing at least close to the sampling s i t e ,  ce r ta in ly  in 
the case of the upper two levels .  The CalJ.una pollen  
probably originated e i ther  from cleared areas supporting 
heath vegetation or from ground too exposed for tree growth.
The Plantago lanceglata that is represented may have been 
growing along the c l i f f  edge, but since there is no other 
pollen type in the record which may have derived from that  
habitat  s p e c i f i c a l ly ,  i t  may indicate pastoral farming. The 
pollen percentages are r e la t iv e ly  small ( 2 . 1 ,  TLP=95; 1 .4;
and 1.0%), but comparable to those of the continuous record 
interpreted by Johansen (1978) as anthropogenic and local to 
Shetland, that i s ,  not the result  of long-distance 
t ransport.
The landscape around the s i te  during the time of zone 
S-1 may be envisaged as mainly of scrub or woodland, perhaps 
with heath and grassland in the v i c i n i t y .  I t  would have 
di f fered  from the vegetation surrounding L i t t l e  Loch Roag 
before c. 4000 b.p. (c .  2000 b .c . )  in that  at Sheshader i t  
would appear that  the sampling s i te  is closer to ,  or 
possibly covered by, hazel and birch scrub rather than at  
some distance from such vegetation. The beginning of the 
continuous Plantago lanceglata curve at L i t t l e  Loch Roag was 
dated at 5300 b.p. (3350 b . c . ) .  There had been an
expansion of Calluna heath at 7700 b.p. (5750 b .c . )  and
although the percentages of Calluna pollen f luctuate  
th e rea f te r ,  being more and less than 10%, u n t i l  3900 b.p.  
(1950 b .c . )  a f te r  which date i t  is generally never less than 
th is value, i t  could c lear ly  have been an important 
component of the vegetation before the 4th millennium b.p.
Zone S-2 (182.75-178cm; before 3700 b.p ./2200 B.C.)
The vegetational change inferred from the two spectra 
of th is  zone marks a t rans i t ion  between the scrub or 
woodland thought to have existed during the period of the 
f i r s t  zone and the s tar t  of blanket peat formation with i t s  
character is t ic  communities at the beginning of zone S-3.  By 
the end of zone S-2 the amount of scrub or woodland had been 
very much reduced, the extent of heath was increasing and 
grassland used for grazing was apparently the most common 
vegetation type around the s i te .
As during the time of the previous zone, the record of 
carbonised plant remains hints at human a c t i v i t y  in the area 
and because the very high percentages of Plantago lanceglata 
pollen and also the small peaks of Compositae pollen suggest 
that  animals were grazing at the s i t e ,  believed to have been 
formerly wooded, the case for de l iberate  clearance has good 
supporting evidence. The chambered cairns north and east of 
Stornoway and on the Eye Peninsula (see Map 2 for the 
la t ter ) ,  perhaps indicate sett led occupation in this part of 
Lewis in the 5th millennium b.p. (3rd millennium b . c . ,  
Henshall 1974, 162).  The porce llani te  axe head found at  
Shulishader (see p. 85 and Map 2) probably belongs to 
approximately the same period (c f .  Smith 1979, 19 -20 ) ,  and 
i t  is possible that the standing stone at Bayble is of 
simi lar  age. Other finds that may be approximately dated to 
th is time are the Cushion mace head from Knock (Smith 1979, 
14-16) and the sherd (probably Neo l i th ic ,  Cowie, 
pers.comm.)from Aignish. The chambered cairn at Flesherin
may be, in some way, associated with a recently discovered 
f i e l d  wall system (Cowie, pers. comm.). Whether the scrub 
was de l ibera te ly  cleared or diminished due to factors of 
grazing and adverse cl imate, the so i l  conditions would have 
been al tered so as to favour the process of podsolisation.
Without a t ime-scale for the deposition of pollen  
during zones S-1 and S-2 i t  is not possible to deduce the 
rate of vegetational change. Nor is i t  possible to deduce 
the status of the soi l  at the time a pollen assemblage was 
being deposited. However, accepting the argument of 
Dimbleby (1961a, see above, p .1 5 ) ,  that  where there are 
d i f fe re n t  pollen spectra c lear ly  s t r a t i f i e d ,  there is a 
consistent record of changing vegetation patterns (c f .  
Keatinge 1983, by im p l ica t ion ) ,  then the reconstruction 
offered seems a plausible one. Even i f  the so i l  was at some 
stage s u f f ic ie n t ly  basic to support an earthworm fauna, the 
process of pollen bur ial  has resulted in there being 
d is t in c t ive  pollen assemblages, comparing those of zone S-1 
to those of S-2. The assemblages immediately above the iron  
pan (185cm) and below i t  (187.5cm) are almost id e n t ic a l ,  
with the spectrum representing more open vegetation  
occurring at only 3.5cm above the upper one, at 181.5cm. 
The to ta l  thickness of the humose mineral so i l  above the 
iron pan is on average only about 7.5cm th ick.  Since there 
is a similar  assemblage below the iron pan in a matrix of 
unbleached mineral grains, podsolisation must have begun 
a f te r  the scrub was established. Unless most of the 
predominantly mineral soi l  above 185cm within the leached
part of the p ro f i le  has accumulated a f te r  the reduction in 
scrub, which is most un l ik e ly ,  the assemblage of 185cm has 
reached i t s  present depth by perhaps a combination of 
processes result ing in downward movement. The assemblages 
of zone S-2 have subsequently been buried and are also now 
found in a matrix of bleached mineral grains. I t  cannot be 
stated with certa inty  e i ther  that the podsolisation began 
a f te r  the change to a grassland environment, or during the 
period of hazel and birch scrub. I t  may not have begun 
u n t i l  the moorland with heather as an important plant in the 
community, started to develop at the end of this zone. The 
process would have been accelerated s ig n i f ic a n t ly  by the 
spread of heather.
Zone S-3 (178-Ocm; 3700 b.p.-?Present/2200 B.C.-?1980 A.D.)
In contrast to the assemblages of the preceding two 
zones, a l l  the analyses of zone S-3 are from samples taken 
from blanket peat. The term 'blanket peat'  is not used as a 
precise description (see Chambers 1982, 37-38);  here i t  
describes the peat that has acumulated above the mineral 
s o i l .  There are d i f f i c u l t i e s  in dating the i n i t i a t i o n  of 
blanket peat growth in a given region. F i r s t l y ,  there is 
the p o s s ib i l i ty  that highly humified and compressed peat at 
the base of a deposit may make the dating of a thickness of 
peat imprecise; and secondly, that  the basal peat may not 
be representative of the ea r l ie s t  blanket peat in the region 
(see Edwards and Hirons 1982, Chambers 1982).
For the present discussion i t  is inte resting to note
(3671 + 65 b .p . )  is r e la t iv e ly  shortly a f te r  the date for  
the decline of pine (c.  4000 b .p . )  at Loch Maree, Loch
C la i r ,  Loch Sionascaig and Loch Assynt on the mainland and 
at Loch Ashik. in SE Skye, which was associated with the 
growth of blanket peat,  or an increase in the rate of i t s  
formation (see above Section V i a ) .  The pine remains at  
Achi l t ibu ie  ( 5 0 f t ,  15m; Lamb 1964) and on Lewis (Wilkins  
1984); and the decline of pine pollen values at Duartbeg 
( 5 0 f t ,  15m; Moar 1969b) are of broadly s im i la r  date.  Also,  
the f i r s t  carbonised plant remains to be recorded from 
L i t t l e  Loch Roag on the west of the island occur at about 
this time (c.  3900 b .p . )  and from then, the percentage (TLP) 
of Calluna pollen is t y p ic a l ly  more than 10% (Birks and 
Madsen 1979, see Fig. 6 above). I f  there had been 
del iberate  clearance which promoted podsolisation and the 
development of a hard iron pan in the soi l  between the time 
of the spectra of zones S-1 and S-2,  then part of the reason 
for the s ta r t  of blanket peat growth is probably accountable 
to man.
Since a l l  the samples for the pollen analyses of zone 
S-3 were taken from a blanket peat i t  is not surprising to  
f ind that throughout the zone various types of moorland (as 
loosely defined by Pearsall  1971, 140) are represented. The 
growth of pine, birch or willow could possibly have occurred 
i f  the peat was s u f f ic ie n t ly  dry and the moorland nei ther  
grazed nor burnt,  but a l l  the indications are that both 
these processes may have been important factors in producing
tne aiTTerent  assemoiages groupea as suDzones b - o a - T .  wnere 
heather was growing as the dominant species a 'swamping 
e f fe c t '  (Tinsley and Smith 1974, 555) may have caused i t s  
over-representation,  but i t  is thought that most of the 
pollen arr iv ing  at the s i te  during the period of zone S-3 
would have been derived from at least the area represented 
in Map 2 i .  The pollen rain f a l l i n g  onto the s i te  would
therefore consist of the local ,  extra local  and regional
components ( a f t e r  Janssen 1966),  with the f i r s t  two
components being r e la t i v e ly  more represented than the las t .
Subzone S-3a (178-150.25cm; 3700-2800 b .p . /2200-1100 B.C.)
The t rans i t ion  to moorland with heather, grasses and 
tormenti l  (presumably represented by the Po ten t i l la  pollen)  
is ref lected in the f i r s t  assemblage of the subzone. The 
abundance of tormenti l  appears to be inversely proportional  
to that  of heather during the zone (S-3) as a whole,
probably indicat ing a reduced canopy of the heather plants  
due to grazing or burning. Generally the carbonised plant  
remains are very small and could well  have blown onto the 
peat surface from the surrounding moorland, rather than 
necessari ly being the result  of burning at the sampling 
s i te .  Occasionally small pieces of wood charcoal' were noted 
in the sieve residues (see Diag.2 ) ,  but at only one level of 
the main p ro f i le  (169.5cm) during this subzone was there,  
evidence that burning had occurred very local ly .  At this  
level a darker band about 2cm thick was discernible in the 
peat. By the time of the end of the subzone, heather had
established dominance over grass, but a mosaic of areas 
having heather or grass dominance may be a truer description  
of the moorland vegetaion in the v i c i n i t y  at any one t ime.  
In th is  respect,  the reciprocal behaviour of the percentages 
of grass and heather pollen in samples collected at random 
from moorland of which areas had been burnt the year before,  
may be par t ly  analogous (Tinsley and Smith 1974). The 
presence of Cerealia-type grains (see Appendix 4 i i a ) ,  the 
records of Plantago lanceglata,  Rumex acetgsa/acetgsella  
(sorrel /sheep's  s o r r e l ) ,  Ranunculus (buttercup),  Tri fgl ium  
(clover) and Compositae (daisy family) could a l l  be '  the 
result  of farming having been practised near to the 
moorland, which i t s e l f  would probably have been used for  
grazing.
The to ta l  pollen concentration is at i t s  maximum value 
at the end of the subzone, the majority is Calluna pol len,  
but as also indicated by the re la t ive  percentages, the 
amount of grass pollen (per ml of sediment) has increased by 
th is  time.
Subzone S-3b (150.25-144 .25cm; 2800-2600 b.p./1100-800 B.C.)
The marked increase in the percentages of Gramineae 
pollen on the re la t ive  diagram is accompanied by a decrease 
in the absolute concentration of Calluna; whereas the 
highest concentration of Gramineae in this subzone is not 
much greater than the last values of the previous.one, when 
the concentration of Calluna was about twice that value.  
The change to moorland dominated by grasses, represented
here, was completed within 40 years on the basis of the 
estimated t ime-scale.  The data are s l ig h t ,  but they suggest 
that  the spectra are re f lec t ing  management that favoured 
grasses by causing the growth of heather to decline with in a 
comparatively short t ime. Perhaps an explanation for  t h is ,  
i f  the grass then present was the second choice ( a f t e r  
heather) of the sheep or c a t t l e ,  is that  the heather was 
se lec t ive ly  reduced by over-grazing ( c f .  Gimingham 1972,  
184).  At two of the three levels in the subzone (147 and 
151cm, the levels of the two peaks of Plantago lanceglata) ,  
no carbonised plant remains were recorded, so that  the 
reduced burning, or i ts  absence, may have made the heather 
e f fe c t iv e ly  less competitive.  The modal size of the 
Gramineae grains at the level of the highest Gramineae 
percentage ( leve l  148cm) was c. 30pm (maximum diameter,  M+), 
having an annulus of c. 6pm. However, th is  is in s u f f ic ie n t  
.information to distinguish whether the species of grass in 
question was of r e la t iv e ly  good grazing qua l i ty  or of poor 
(e.g. perhaps Festuca gvina (sheep's fescue); or Molinia  
caerulea, Nardus s t r ic ta  (mat grass) or Deschamgsia flexugsa 
(wavy-hair grass); see Table 2 ) .  The single high value of 
Cyperaceae pollen may point to wetter soi l  conditions at the 
s i te .  The buried f i e l d  wall  was possibly in use during th is  
period (c.  300 years) of dominant grass and so associated 
with the prehistor ic  heath management inferred above (see 
also pp. 110-113).  The spectrum of herbs, including
Cerealia-type grains, is s imilar  to the previous subzone, 
implying the same sort of land use nearby. The two peaks of
Plantago lanceglata pollen could be due to grazing more 
loca l ly  to the s i t e ,  now that the shade of many heather 
plants had been reduced.
Subzone S-3c (144.25-127.5cm; 2600-2100 b .p ./800-0  B.C.)
By the time of the f i r s t  assemblage of the subzone the 
moorland vegetation has reverted to one dominated by 
heather. The estimated t ime-scale indicates that th is  
occurred within 200 years (compare the marked change to 
grass domination at the opening of the .previous subzone). 
The re la t ive  percentages of Calluna pollen are the highest 
of any zone and the two absolute values are s l ig h t ly  less 
than the maximum of subzone S-3a, but higher than the rest  
of that subzonq. As noted above, when the Calluna 
percentages are very high, the percentages of P o ten t i l la  are 
correspondingly lower. The growth of sedges was l imited and 
no Sphagnum spores were recorded. Taken together,  the 
evidence suggests d r ie r  soi l  conditions with heather growing 
w el l ,  to the p a r t ia l  exclusion of tormenti l .  The heather 
dominance could have been del iberate ly  sought by burning 
and, once again, the presence of carbonised plant remains in 
the peat probably re f lec ts  th is .  There are two records of 
Cerealia-type pollen (found by scanning the sl ide and not 
included in the pollen sum, see Appendix 4 i i a ) .  El iDl§92  
JLanceolata continued to grow in the grazed areas of the 
v i c i n i t y .
Considering subzones S-3a-c as a whole, the pollen 
record may perhaps be regarded as showing that whilst some
sort of heath management contributed to the f luctuations  
between Calluna, Gramineae, perhaps Cyperaceae and 
E2ientlL_La pollen; the comparatively high percentages of 
Plantagg lanceglata,  the record for  Rumex acetgsa/acetgsella  
and a number of other herbs (B^DyDSylys, CaryophyIlaceae 
( ' p i n k 1 fam i ly ) ,  I r i f o l i u m ,  Lotus ( t r e f o i l )  and Compositae) 
most l ik e ly  re f lec t  agr icu l tu ra l  a c t iv i t y  elsewhere 
( c f .  Behre 1981). This may have included some cereal
cu l t iva t io n  (see Appendix 4 i i a ) .
I t  is almost certain that  the construction of the f i e l d  
wall  belongs to this period (subzones S -3a -c ) ,  on account of 
i ts  s tra t igraph ica l  posit ion ,  the pollen record from the 
peat beneath and above i t ,  and from the radiocarbon date of 
peat taken from d i re c t ly  under a basal stone (see
sub-section i i b ,  below).
Subzone S-3d (127.5-43.5cm; 2100-700 b .p ./0 -1400 A.D.)
There are few herb pollen types for the period 
represented by this subzone, apart from Gramineae,
Cyperaceae, Plantago lanceglata and Pgtenti I  l a . Overall ,  
Cyperaceae pollen has increased in comparison with the
previous three subzones, at the expense of Calluna, which 
may imply that the peat was wetter than before. The 
abundance of Sphagnum spores is on average greater than 
previously.  By in terpola tion between the mean calibrated  
dates at 119.5cm and 39.25cm, the rate of peat growth during 
most of th is subzone is more than 2.5 times the e a r l i e r  rate  
(i.e. 14.1 years/cm, as opposed to 40.4 years/cm). The
percentage of Plantago lanceglata,  declines from 3.8%, at 
the f i r s t  level of the subzone, to 0.5% at i t s  last .  There 
is a small increase in tree and shrub pol len,  mainly Betula 
and Coryloid respectively.
The lack of herb pollen types indicating possible 
ag r icu l tu ra l  a c t i v i t y ,  except for Plantagg lanceglata,  
perhaps s ign i f ies  that  the degree of grazing in the region 
nearby was less than before; but th a t ,  nevertheless, the
Plantago lanceglata,  was growing on land that was
progressively less u t i l is e d  for  grazing towards the end of 
the subzone. Being a species whose pollen seems to disperse 
widely ( c f .  Tinsley and Smith 1974, 564),  i t s  representation 
may re f lec t  grazing in a wider area than the other indicator  
herbs. A s imilar  argument may apply to the small increase 
in Betula and Coryloid pollen and therefore that  birch and 
hazel were able to establish themselves in other areas where
perhaps grazing was now less intensive.
A wetter cl imate may have prevailed so that  the rate of 
peat formation was more rapid and sedges more common. The 
record of burnt plant remains persists and so even i f  less 
productive for feeding than at the highest values for  
£§!!yD§ pollen in subzones S-3a and S-3c, intentional  
burning of the moorland was probably s t i l l  practised.
I t  is not known for which period, or periods, the duns 
of the area (see Map 2) provide evidence of occupation, but 
they probably date to within the time represented by the 
l a te r  part of the subzone S-3c, and S-3d (c f .  Feachem 1977, 
175; 177).
Subzone S-3e (43.5-12.75cm; 700-200 b .p . /1400 -1800 A.D.)
The time-span of th is  subzone, i f  correctly  deduced, 
approximately corresponds to the L i t t l e  Ice Age (Lamb 1977, 
449- 473) ,  of which an increased r a i n f a l l ,  compared to 
e a r l ie r  centuries, was character is t ic .  The dominance of 
Cyperaceae pollen is pronounced and the growth of heather is 
apparently somewhat reduced. Tormenti l,  however, does not 
seem to have benefit ted from this reduction, perhaps because 
sedges now occupied some the herb canopy space formerly 
dominated by heather. The record of Erica t e t r a l i x  seeds 
indicates the actual presence of the species at the s i te  and 
coincides with ericaceous pollen (other than that of 
heather) found at that level (20cm). I t  is l i k e ly  that th is  
species was present where ericaceous pollen is recorded at  
previous levels in subzone S-3d and is a sign that the peat 
was comparatively wet at these times.
The peat during the greater part of th is subzone is 
l ig h te r  in colour and thus perhaps less humified ( in  spite  
of the 'humo' value of the sediment description) with the 
probable remains of Erigghgrum sp. (cotton-grass) more 
abundant than previously.  The q u a l i f i c a t io n  with regard to 
the rate of peat growth must be included because i t  may be 
that the top of the sequence has been cut away or disturbed 
(see Photo.8) .  The rate between the uppermost radiocarbon 
date and the surface (assuming i t  to be the natural one at 
c. 1980 A.D.) is 16.7 calendar years/cm, which is close to 
the e a r l i e r  rate of 14.1 calendar years/cm.
As before, the presence of carbonised plant remains
suggests that some form of moorland management may have been 
practised,  but the percentage of Plantago lanceolata pollen  
has become minimal at the level of the last  assemblage of 
subzone S-3e.
Subzone S-3f (12.75-0cm;?200 b.p.-?Present/?1800-?1980 A.D.)
The comment concerning the p o s s ib i l i t y  of the peat 
having been disturbed applies equally to th is  subzone as to  
the previous one. The two assemblages of subzone S-3f are 
separated by only hal f  a centimetre and the term 'subzone1 
is re a l ly  used as a way of describing the d iv is ion ,  mainly 
made for convenience of discussion. I f  the t ime-scale is 
v a l id ,  then i t  may be said that  the assemblages belong to a 
time within the last three,  possibly even one, hundred 
years.
Ecologica lly ,  two components are combined in both 
spectra.  There are s t i l l  the spectra from the moorland, as 
throughout the zone; but there are again several pollen 
types character is t ic  of f lo ra  associated with agr icu l tu ra l  
a c t iv i t y  ( c f .  subzones S-3a-c ) .  In addit ion, the pollen  
rain from trees and shrubs, perhaps coming from a wider 
area, is almost neg l ig ib le .
Of the moorland component, sedges are no longer 
important; heather seems to be dominant with a high 
re la t ive  pollen percentage at 6.5cm and a percentage that is 
depressed by the peak of Cerealia-type pollen. Of the 
' a g r ic u l tu r a l '  component, the percentage of Cerealia-type  
pollen is very high and with i t  are re la t iv e ly  high values
for Rumex acetosa/acetoseIlaz Artemisia (mugwort); cf .  
Rumex crispus (presumably dock), CaryophyIlaceae, Polygonum 
B§I§i£§r i§  (pers icar ia )  and Compositae (both L ig u l i f lo ra e  
and Tubulif lorae)  pollen are present.  The percentage of 
Plantago lanceolata is more than for a considerable time 
previously (since approximately the f i r s t  ha l f  of subzone 
S-3d) at 5cm, but not as great as the highest percentages in 
subzones S-3a-d.
The v i r tu a l  absence of tree pollen makes i t  reasonable 
to compare the cereal percentages with those obtained by 
Vuorela on the basis of NAP at a s i te  chosen in order to
study the behaviour of the agr icu l tu ra l  pollen record in
re la t ion  to the history of c u l t iva t ion  on the Island of 
Retula,  Finland (Nunez and Vuorela 1979).  The Sphagnum peat 
bog there is almost encircled by f ie ld s  whose edge is from 
between 100 and 320m from the sampling s i te .  The vegetation  
of the bog surface today is dominated by Sphagnum with heath 
( Caliuna vulgar is ,  Vacciniurn uliginosum (bog whortleberry) ,  
and V. oxycoccus (cranberry))  of increasing importance 
towards the edge. At the sampling s i te  the bog is  without  
t rees ,  whereas the growth of stunted pine trees surrounding 
the clearance gradually becomes dominated by birch and pine 
towards the fr inges of the bog. The f ie ld s  are then around 
these. By considering the f luctuations of cereal pollen as 
the percentage of NAP, for an analogy with the treeless
vegetation at Sheshader, i t  is seen that during the f i r s t
part of the 19th century ( i f  correctly in te rp re ted ) ,  the 
maximum peak of cereal pollen is 35% NAP (7% NAP + AP). I t
is thought that  the peak of cereal pollen may to some extent 
be a t t r ibu tab le  to the cu l t iva t io n  of rye (Secale cerea le ) ,  
'which was s t i l l  the dominant grain during the f i r s t  ha l f  of 
the nineteenth century ' ,  and is a wind-poll inated species.  
The least distance between the sampling s i te  at Sheshader 
and the v i l lage  f i e l d  boundary separating the in f i e ld  from 
the common grazing is about 25m.
A sample of 25 cereal grains from level 5cm were 
measured and the results are given in Appendix 4 i i b .  Bere 
(Hordern vulgare) ,  oats (Avena sativa and A. strigosa) and 
rye have a l l  been cult ivated on Lewis; and in the recent 
past a r t i f i c i a l  f e r t i l i s e r s  may have been added to the soi l  
(see Reports in Moisley 1961 and Caird 1959).  Bere, rye and 
the b r is t l e  oat (A. strigosa) are t ra d i t io n a l  crops of the 
machair (Grant 1979, 530);  the last was perhaps sown on
more acid soils in the past (Findlay 1956, 18) and was grown 
on lazy-beds (Darling and Boyd 1969, 64 ) .  The pollen of rye 
is charac te r is t ica l ly  'p ro la te '  in form Faegri and Iversen 
(1975, 256),  with the pore positioned l a t e r a l l y  and
distinguishable from other cereal types. Bere is excluded 
as a p os s ib i l i ty  here, having grains whose overa l l  size and 
annulus are too small. The cul t ivated oat ,  or b r i s t l e  oat 
are more probably represented than the wild oat (Avena 
fa tu a ) ,  which is unl ikely  to have grown in such profusion so 
as to give the very high percentage at 5cm. The
measurements of annulus and pore size f i t  those of the 
cult ivated oat ,  although the average 'pollen size'  and
maximum diameter (M+) are larger ,  which may be due to
crumpling.
Perhaps the best in te rp re ta t ion  of the spectra of 
subzone S-3f is that whilst the moorland remained
predominantly of heather and grass the area around the 
v i l lag e  was used for arable or spade c u l t iva t ion  and both 
pollen of oats and weeds of agr icul ture  were blown onto the 
moorland. The cereal pollen percentages are very high and 
so some other explanation may be the true one for these 
assemblages. The very small percentages of t ree and shrub 
pollen compare with the recent ( la s t  c. 300 years)
vegetational history inferred from sites on Skye (Birks and 
Williams 1983, see above pp. 74-77.
b) Field-W all Analyses and th e ir  C orrelation with those of 
the Main P ro file
The posit ion of the samples taken for  pollen analysis 
from the peat under, around and above the stones of the 
w al l ,  as sectioned during excavation, is shown in Fig. 4 and 
less c lear ly  on the pollen diagram. The samples analysed 
from beneath the base of the wall are assumed to be from 
undisturbed peat. At higher leve ls ,  the peat may have been 
disturbed during the construction of the wall  or during any 
subsidence of the stones a f te r  that time. I t  is not known
exactly how the wall  was constructed, but i t  appears that  i t
was b u i l t  without any core of s o i l .  The peat surrounding 
the stones is therefore in i ts  present posit ion re la t ive  to 
the stones, e i ther  due to subsidence or peat growth. I f  
peat growth was occurring before the wall  collapsed then
th is  peat may have been disturbed subsequent to such an 
event. However, the cover of stones most l ik e ly  prevented 
much plant debris being lodged within the stone construction 
and thus there may be no peat sampled that is 
contemporaneous with the use of the w a l l ,  or at least whilst  
i t  was standing in ta c t .
In attempting to correlate the short sequence obtained 
from the f i e l d  wall  section, there are four pr incipal  l ines 
of evidence: the re la t ive  pollen percentages, the absolute
pollen concentrations, the radiocarbon dates from both
p ro f i les  and the loss on ig n i t ion  values.
There is a peak of CalJ.una at the 23cm level (the
levels given here are the measurements from the top of the 
mineral so i l  to the base of the pollen sample), which could 
correspond to e i ther  of the high Calluna percentages of 
subzones S-3a or S-3c of the main p r o f i l e .  Compared to the 
spectrum . from the darker band analysed in the main p ro f i l e  
the spectra of re la t ive  percentages from the dark band 
analysed th is  p ro f i le  ( levels  6 and 7.5cm) have higher 
percentages of Gramineae and Cyperaceae, with Sphagnum 
spores at a much greater value at one level ;  but less 
Calluna and Potenti Ij.a pollen. Whether they may be 
considered as being from the same layer in the peat depends 
on how the pollen record is affected by the pollen rain from 
very local plants,  but since the sequences are presumed to 
be from si tes within 3m of each other,  bet ter  agreement
might be expected i f  they were contemporaneous. The 
re la t ive  pollen frequencies from the basal samples of each
sequence are most d i f fe re n t  in the higher percentage of 
Calluna and lower percentage of Gramineae pollen in the 
f i e l d - w a l l  p r o f i l e .
The to ta l  pollen concentrations in the peat below the
base of the wall  ( the lowest four samples) are greater than
at any level subsequently. This is most l i k e ly  due, in
par t ,  to the peat being more compressed under the w a l l ,
although eventually the addit ional weight of the stones
would become a smaller proportion of the to ta l  weight of the
peat that had accumulated above that leve l .  At the four
lowest samples of the p ro f i le  the to ta l  pollen
concentrations are more than at any level of the main
p r o f i l e ,  but thereaf te r  they range from 12.7-46.1 x 10^
grains/ml,  compared to the range from the main p ro f i l e  of 
4
11.2-36.3 x 10 grains/ml.  There are very high pollen 
concentrations, of Gramineae pollen in p a r t ic u la r ,  within 
the darker bands analysed ( leve ls  6 and 7.5cm). This may 
mean that  the darker colour is an e f fec t  of a slower rate of 
growth and higher degree of humification, as well  as a 
result  of there being carbonised plant remains present in 
the peat.
The posit ion of the peat submitted for radiocarbon 
dating is shown on Fig. 5. The level corresponding to that  
date (2900 + 100 b .p . ;  cal ibrated mean, 1175 B .C . ) ,  obtained 
by in terpola t ion  between two dates on the main p r o f i l e ,  is 
marked on the pollen diagram. A di fference in levels would 
be l ik e ly  as the result  of the greater amount of compression 
of the peat under the wall compared to that between the
dated levels of the main p r o f i l e .  I t  is also possible that  
the wall  may have sunk in to  the peat,  but i f  b u i l t  on dry 
moorland, any subsidence was probably not appreciable.  In 
th is  case, the posit ion of the date on the f i e ld - w a l l  
section is 4cm lower than i t s  equivalent calculated for  the 
main p ro f i le  (see Diag. 2 ) .  The agreement between 
expectation and actual results is surpr is ingly good, 
considering the few dates and assumption of constant 
deposition rate.  The deposition rate from interpola t ion  
between the lowest two dates on the main p ro f i l e  is 40.4 
calendar years/cm; assuming the same basal date of 3671+ 65 
b.p. (2122 B.C. ,  cal ibrated mean) for  the f i e l d  wall
sequence (although the discrepancy in basal pollen 
assemblages noted? above should be r e c a l le d ) ,  the deposition  
rate is 47.9 calendar years/cm (see Section I I I  i i ) .
Accepting the v a l id i t y  of corre lat ion between the 
pro f i les  based on the radiocarbon dates'alone,  given that  
some degree of compression of the peat under the wall  has 
occurred, the peak of Calluna pollen in the f i e l d  wall  
p ro f i l e  probably belongs to subzone S-3a of the main 
p r o f i l e .  On the basis of the pollen spectra,  the 
percentages of Gramineae following the Calluna maximum are 
higher than those of the main p ro f i le  following the Calluna 
maximum of subzone S-3c; and the discrepancy between the 
level of the subzone S-3c/S-3d boundary (50.5cm) and the 
level halfway between the CalJ.una peak and i ts  subsequent 
level in this p ro f i le  (24.5cm) is too great to be accounted 
for by the factor of compression. The corre lat ion of
assemblages above the Calluna maximum of th is  p ro f i l e  is not 
obvious. Here the Gramineae percentages are higher than 
those of S-3c but not as great as the percentages of S-3b,  
whose maxima of Gramineae have not been detected in the 
f i e l d - w a l l  p r o f i l e .  This would be expected i f  the a c t i v i t y  
represented by S-3b belonged to the time when the wall  was 
standing. Another di fference is the higher Cyperaceae 
values in th is  p r o f i l e  compared to those of S-3c. The 
assemblages of herb pollen types which are possible 
indicators of agr icu l tu re ,  including Cerealia-type pollen,  
recorded in the f i e ld - w a l l  analyses suggest that  they a l l  
belong within the period of subzone S-3a-c.
Apart from the p os s ib i l i ty  of the peat being disturbed,  
some of the differences might be due to very local e f fe c ts ,  
which i f  marked would inva l ida te  any corre la t ion  based on 
the representation of local plants.  In the region 
generally ,  any trends in the proportions of tree and shrub 
pollen record might be s ign i f icant  i f  a large enough amount 
of pollen was arr iv ing at  the s i te .  Absolute t ree and shrub 
pollen concentrations would not be affected s t a t i s t i c a l l y  by 
the local pollen rain f luc tuat ions,  and have been plotted at  
a magnified scale (x10, see Diag. 2 ) .  Ignoring the results  
from the lowest four samples of the f i e l d  wall  sequence 
whose high concentrations are probably par t ly  due to peat 
compression, there is no common trend in the concentrations 
(which are low and calculated from small numbers of pollen 
grains) suggesting any corre lat ion .
Lastly ,  the loss on ign i t ion  values give no consistent
record of s ig n i f ic a n t ly  lower percentages due to mineral 
input.  Vuorela (1983) has found that  small changes (of the 
order of 2% within values ranging from 0 to 7.5% for three 
s i tes)  due to increased mineral erosion do re f lec t  regional  
a c t i v i t y ,  and in th is  case, with the main p ro f i l e  being so 
close to the w a l l ,  mineral par t ic les  in the peat might have 
resulted from the weathering of the stones in the w a l l ,  or 
even deposited at i t s  construction. Sl ight  def lect ions in 
the curve compared to the values above level 124cm may be 
noted below that level down to level 169.5cm.
VI Conclusion
Three general conclusions may be drawn from the results  
of the invest igat ion.  F i r s t l y ,  the data provide addit ional  
evidence to that  already published for there having been 
areas of natural woodland on the Outer Hebrides; and 
secondly, that  i t  is l i k e ly  that  the a c t i v i t i e s  of man have 
contributed to i t s  destruction and hence, in d i re c t ly ,  
promoted the growth of blanket peat.
On the same theme, i t  also seems l i k e ly  that human 
a c t iv i t y  continued to be an important factor  in the 
modification of the vegetational pattern near Sheshader for  
the duration of the sequence presented above. At one stage,  
the form of moorland use, evidently required the 
construction of a f i e l d  w a l l ,  which could be part of a much 
more extensive system (see Map 2 ) .
Without fur ther  detai led pollen analysis i t  is not
possible to be more certa in as to the type of moorland in 
existence during the period when the wall  was in ta c t ,  
however, i t  looks as i f  i t  may have been b r i e f l y  dominated 
by grass (subzone S-3b) . Even with fur ther  analysis an 
accurate correlat ion between the f i e l d  wall  and main 
pro f i les  would not necessari ly mean that  the vegetation at 
the time of construction of the wall  could be deduced, 
because of the p os s ib i l i ty  of the stones having sunk into  
the peat. A more precise dating of th is  time would require  
such corre la t ion ,  but i f ,  as is suggested above, the amount 
of subsidence was small,  then the basal date of 2900 + 100
b.p. (1175 B.C.) is a good indicat ion of the date of 
construction, given the error on the mean determination and 
the rate of peat accumulation.
APPENDIX 1
Surface Samples from Torrs Warren
The three samples were collected from: Site 1 ,  under oak
scrub growing on a dune to the north of High Torrs Farm (see Photo. 
4 ) ;  Si te  2 ,  about 50m from Site 1 towards the sea, an open 
h ab i ta t ,  p r inc ipa l ly  grassland; Site 3 ,  about 200m from Site 1 in 
the same d i rec t ion ,  loca l ly  an area of open heath, with Calluna 
vulgaris being dominant. The plants observed in the 5 x 5m plots 
sampled at  each s i t e ,  and some nearby, are recorded in Table 3 with 
t h e i r  estimated cover abundance. The results of the pollen 
analysis are given in Fig. 7.
There is a high percentage of Quercus pollen deriving from the 
small scrub of < oak. The percentage 4s much higher than those of 
CaJ,luna (5%) and Gramineae (13%), even though both heather and 
grasses are local ly  abundant. In spite of there being grazed 
grassland in the general area inland, Plantagg lanceglata is <1%.
The results from the second s i te  show Gramineae at 65%, 
Quercus by contrast is down to 1% and is less than the contribut ion  
of Pinus pollen from surrounding plantations. Calluna is at 9%. 
The highest value.of Salix (3%) for the three sites is in keeping 
with the estimate made of i ts  abundance. Although there are 
sallows on the main slack area growing in dense clumps, here i t  is 
Saliy repens pollen that is giving rise to the higher value.  
However, the values for  this sample are somewhat distorted due to  
the large number of crumpled grains (34%), most probably Gramineae.
Lastly ,  the heath s i te  has 86% Calluna pollen, Gramineae takes 
i t s  lowest value (6%), as does Quercus (<1%). There are stands of
Table 3. Cover Abundance (Domin Values) of 5x5m Plots near 
High Torrs Farm, Torrs Warren.
Site Description: 
Site No.
Oak Scrub 
1
Grassland
2
Heath
3
n, nearby; c, catkins;+, present 
Calluna vulgaris 8
Erica cinerea n . .
Quercus robur c . .
Rubus fruticosus s.l. 
Salix repens
4
5 3
Gramineae 6 m
Air a praecox + . .
Festuca ovina . 8
Poa annua • •
Carex arenuaria 3 3
Juncus cf. articulatus . 3
Luzula s. p. 3 n 3
Campanula rotundifolia n # 4-
Cirsium palustre . 3
Galium saxatile 3
Hyacinthoides non-scripta n 5
Oxalis acetosella n . .
Potentilla erecta . 3
Ranunculus sp. 
R. acris n
3
Rumex acetosa . 3
R. acetosella agg. n .
Senecio jacobaea 3 3
Urtica dioica n .
Veronica chamdedrys 3 .
V. officinalis 3 3
Viola sp. 3 3
Pteridium aquilinum 5 • 4
Campylopus introflexus 
Ceratodon purpureus 5
•
Dicranum scoparium 
Eurhynchium praelongum 
Hypnum cupressiforme 
Pleurozium schreberi
Cladonia sp.
9
3 3
8
Bare ground 4 5
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birch trees in parts of the dunes, but in each of the surface 
samples Betula pollen is <2%.
APPENDIX 2
Absolute Pollen Counts
i )  Torrs Warren
I n i t i a l l y  tablets  of exotic pollen or spores were not 
available  for this work. Later i t  was possible to analyse cer tain  
levels with exotics added. The concentrations of pollen and spores 
are tabulated (Table 4) under the headings of the main groups of
plants as they are divided on the pollen diagram, and calculated as
described above (pp. 12 and 22) .  For levels 149.7,  145 .4 ,  143.2
and 138.0cm, the concentrations of each pollen and spore type are 
shown on the diagram.
i i )  Sheshader
Absolute counts were only made a f te r  a diagram of re la t iv e  
percentages had been drawn up for the main p ro f i le  and addit ional  
samples had been obtained from peat at the posit ion of the 
f i e l d - w a l l .  Selected absolute concentrations from a l l  the levels  
subsequently determined from both pro f i les  are plotted on the 
diagram. The exotic used was Ly copodi urn c lava turn (see
specif icat ion  below Table 4 ) .
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APPENDIX 3
Pollen Stratigraphy of a 25cm 'Monolith* Sample from Torrs Warren 
In June 1979, S J P Bohncke took a sample in a metal box (25 x 
15 x 10cm) from the base of the same dune-slack deposit as that  
from which the main sequence has been obtained- The sample was 
'from the bottom of a trench dug by an earthworking machine'- The 
exact depth is unknown 'because shortly a f te r  sampling, the p r o f i l e  
face collapsed'.  However, i t  was estimated that  the to ta l  depth of 
the p r o f i l e  was about 2m. The location of the s i te  was only a few 
metres from the la te r  coring s i te  (Robinson, pers. comm-), whose 
stratigraphy was not af fected by the excavations (see Photo. 1 ) .  
I t  was noted that  the p ro f i le  contained much wood and 'because of 
the presence of wood in the whole section, the local presence of 
carr vegetation right from the beginning is  l i k e l y 1- The bottom 
part of the sample is sand.
The pollen sequence (see Fig- 8) appears to show an open 
community of sedges, grass and heather,  with other herbs, growing 
on the sand- I t  may therefore have been a pioneer community with 
sand sedge predominant- As the peat began to form, alder trees  
became established nearby, perhaps with the seed coming from a 
r e la t iv e ly  local source- Gramineae pollen is at around 20%,
although Calluna becomes reduced from i ts  e a r l ie s t  two values- The 
Gramineae and Calluna percentages, with those of Pi antago
lanceo.lata C£3%) and Rumex acetosa/acetosella 0^2%) and the
presence of Lotus* I r i fg l iu m  and Campanulaceae, amongst other types
from herbs charac te r is t ica l ly  of open hab ita ts ,  suggest that the 
alder canopy was not closed, or that the vegetation of areas
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peripheral to the alder trees is  being represented. Birch was not 
important loca l ly ,  though oak may have grown with a lder ,  or 
elsewhere in the v i c i n i t y .
The posit ion of th is sequence in re la t ion  to the main sequence 
is not c lear .  The highest values for  Alyus pollen point to 
corre la t ion  with zone TW-3. Against th is  are the lower values for  
Calluna and Gramineae, and the higher values for Quercus in TW-3 
than here. Also, i f  the spectrum from the top of the sand in the 
short sequence precedes a zone equivalent to TW-3, the Quercus 
value, being smaller than at any time before TW-6 ,  makes a 
corre lat ion with TW-3 less l i k e ly .  Both Quercus and Alnus may be 
reduced due to over-representation by pollen from local sedges; 
nevertheless, a greater percentage of Quercus would be expected in 
view of the proximity of the s i te s .  The remaining p o s s ib i l i t y  is 
to place this short sequence pr ior  to the main sequence. To do so 
implies another major change in the history of the vegetation  
around the s i te .  The estimate of the depth of the p r o f i l e  would 
perhaps allow this and since the junction between sand and peat is
c. 10cm from the bottom of the sampling box, this means that  a 
sample has been taken which includes the peat at the base of the 
i n f i l l e d  depression.
APPENDIX 4
Cerealia-Type Grains
In the fol lowing discussion none of the measurements has been 
standardised with respect to Cgrylus grains (c f .  Andersen 1979b).  
The de f in i t io ns  of the various dimensions measured and of 'pollen  
size* are given in Table 2 above.
i )  Torrs Warren
The maximum measurements (M+) of the few large Gramineae 
grains in the Torrs Warren p ro f i le  are l is ted  in Table 5.  No note 
was made of th e i r  state of preservation.
Inspection of the size ranges tabulated in Beug (1961, see 
Table 2) shows ,that  those of three of the l is ted  grasses commonly 
found on dunes: Leymus arenarius (lyme grass),  Elymus farctus
(named Elymus arena rius and Agrgpyron jiunceum respectively in the 
table) and Ammgghjla arenaria may overlap with those of cereals.  
This also applies to the size range of Glyceria f lu i t a n s .  From 
these ranges i t  is perhaps most l i k e ly  tha t  the f i r s t  two might be 
confused with Jrit icum dicgccum .(emmer wheat) and Avena sat iva  
(cu l t iva ted  o a t ) ,  rather than the la s t ,  whose average size is 
closer to those of T. mgnocgccum (einkorn wheat) and the barleys:  
Hordeum vulgare (bere) and H. distichon (two-row bar ley ) .  Hordeum 
murinum (wal l  bar ley ) ,  Elymus repens ( l i s t e d  as Agrgpyron 
cf .  repens, couch-grass), or Avena fatua (wild oat) could also be 
represented. Secale cereale has a d is t in c t iv e  form (see the 
discussion of subzone S-3f in Chapter 3 above). The actual  
measurements are possibly exaggerated due to mounting in glycer ine
Table 5. Measurements of Cerealia-Type Grains (>40ym)
Recorded in the Main Profile from Torrs Warren.
Level (cm) Size (M+), 
No. of Grains
Graticule division: 
R,3.6ym;W,2.8ym
9.5 54 R
16 42 W
24 43.2 R
53.5 54 R
61 46.8 R
113 46.8 R
135 43.2, 2 R
141 42, 2 R
143.2 43.2 R
152 43.2 R
185 43.2 R
217 43.2 R
224 44.6 R
j e l  ly (Beug 1961).
i i )  Sheshader
a) Subzones S-3a-c
During analysis of levels w ithin subzones S-3a-c a record was 
made of Gramineae grains, which were larger than most. When i t  was 
realised that th e ir  occurrence might be of value as an ' in d ic a to r  
type1 for correlating the f ie ld -w a l l  sequence with the main 
p r o f i l e ,  some of the slides already analysed were scanned by more 
closely spaced traverses. These records, the ones from routine  
pollen analysis and any other records noted when not scanning 
methodically, or from counts not otherwise used for the diagram 
have a l l  been included on the pollen diagram and are given in Table 
6.
The c r i te r ia  used in attempting to distinguish cereal pollen  
grains from other Gramineae grains has been b r ie f ly  discussed above 
(pp. 17 -18 ).  Here only the measurements M+, anl-D, pore-D have 
been made; thus the 'po llen  s ize ' of Andersen (1979b) cannot be 
calculated. The measurements were determined using a g ra t icu le  
having one d iv is ion calibrated as equivalent to 1.51 jjm, at a 
magnification of x 520; and recorded to the nearest whole d iv is io n  
in most instances. The sum of the annuli measurements may 
therefore be larger than was actua lly  so, because those measuring 
closest to 5 divisions (=7 .6pm) have been recorded as being 8.0pm.
Most of the grains are less than 45pm (M+); the three which 
are more than 44pm are crumpled (see Table 6 ) .  Although there is a 
range of sizes for any given species, lower l im its  of 38 and 8pm
Table 6. Measurements of Cerealia-type Grains Recorded
in the Main and Field-Wall Profiles from Sheshader.
Level (cm) M+ Comments anl-D pore-D
Main profile 137.5 39 - 9 3
39 - 9 2
142.5 38 - 8 3
148 38 crumpled 8 3
38 crumpled 8 3
150.5 42 broken 8 3
41 - 9 3
155 42 - 9 5
158.5 42 - 9 3
42 crumpled 9 3
162 50 crumpled - -
Field-wall 39 42 - 10 4
profile 
(Levels are 34.5 45 crumpled 8 2
in cm above 
mineral soil) 30 38 - 8 3
26 39 crumpled 8 3
38 - 8 3
22 42 crumpled 9 3
19 42 - 8 3
16 38 - 9 3
41 broken 11 3
51
crumpled 
& broken 9 3
44 8.5 3
Table 7.
Summary of 
Measurements of 
25 Cerealia-type 
Grains Recorded 
from Level 5 cm of 
the Main Profile 
from Sheshader.
Mean Min - Max
M+, max.diameter 47.2 41.5-53.6
(M+ + M+)/2,
pollen size 44.2 39.3-48.7
anl-D 11.8 9.1-13.6
anl-W 3.6 2.3- 5.3
pore-D 4 . 6 3.0- 6.0
M+/M-,
pollen index 1 . 15 1.02- 1.35
for M+ and anl-D have been chosen fo r inclusion on the diagram. 
The mean value for M+ of 12 grains, not noted as being crumpled or 
broken, is 40 .3pm; the mean value fo r anl-D is 8.7pm. For a l l  the 
grains, the mean value for anl-D is 8 . 8pm.
From the species of Gramineae l ik e ly  to have been growing at 
Sheshader and having large pollen gra ins, e ith e r  Elymus regens or 
Hordeum yulgare is probably represented (see Table 2 ) ;  but on the 
c r i t e r ia  of the mean size measurements, i t  is not possible to 
choose between them.
b) Subzone S-3f
Due to there being a large number of Gerealia-type grains at 
the levels of th is  subzone a sample of 25 grains was measured a f te r  
the manner of Andersen and the pollen size calculated (but not 
standardised). The same g ra ticu le  was used at the same 
magnification as previously, but the measurements were recorded as 
those corresponding to the nearest h a lf  d iv is ion  of the g ra t ic u le .  
The mean values with th e ir  ranges are given in Table 7 . A ll  but 
one of the grains were crumpled to some extent.
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Photo.1. To the left (east), sand and peat are being spread 
to make even ground; to the right the bog is still intact. 
The cores were taken from a position close to the figure. 
The made ground now extends to the line of the fence posts 
approximately.
Photo.2. Birch trees colonising open heath. Beyond (to the 
north) is a section of the Forestry plantation.
Photo.3. Dilapidated building of High Torrs Farm. Oak scrub 
is growing on the dunes in the background (to the north).
Photo.4. Eroded dune showing a fossil soil profile.
Photo.5. View of peat bank from the SW. The dried-out face 
has been cleaned where the wall occurs. The occasional stones 
in the middle ground mark the line of an unexcavated wall; 
those near the cleaned face have been removed from their 
original context during excavation. An area of re-seeded 
moorland can be seen in the middle background.
Photo.6. Soil profile showing a thin layer of peat overlying 
a humus-stained podsol formed in a parent matrix of fragmented 
rock and sand. The scale is 2 5 cm high.
Photo.7. Elevation of wall (as excavated in 1981) from the 
north. The stones are resting on a plinth of peat c.20 cm 
deep; elsewhere the top of the mineral soil has been exposed.
Photo.8. Closer view of the peat bank extant in 1983 and 
shown in Photo.5. The uneven surface of the ground at the 
level of the top of the bank is shown; in the foreground the 
upper ground is made up of turves thrown down from the top of 
the bank whilst it was being cut. The scale is 25 cm high.
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Map li. Location of coring site in detail. 
The co-ordinates refer to the National Grid; 
the eastern edge of the map is on line 13300 
The area from the western edge of the spread 
sand eastwards is now level ground, though 
all details apart from the road and made gr­
ound on this map describe the area before the 
work undertaken by the Ministry of Defence. 
(Sources: a,c and d: drawings of surveys
made for the Property Services Agency, DoE: 
S1577/76 (Nov. 1976), CKG 2/4 and CKG 2/2 
(both April 1977), respectively; b: field 
notes recording the most conspicuous compon- 
nts of the vegetation (June 1981). The sou­
theastern limit of the marsh is indicated as 
lying behind the ridge of high foredunes at 
the back of the beach (CKG 2/4). To the sou­
thwest of the road the details of the veget­
ation and extent of the spread sand have been 
sketched on this map; the limit of peat in 
this part has been projected from drawing 
CKG 2/4.
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Map 1. Simplified solid and drift geology of Torrs Warren and its 
environs; the coring site and archaeological sites are also shown. 
Insert map shows sites of previous pollen analytical investigations 
in SW Scotland (Little Lochans is on the larger map) and a transect - 
illustrates the topography of the dunes of the Warren.
(Sources: 0. S. 1:2500. 1st. Series. Sheets NX05, NX15, NXL6.
I.G.S.1:63,360. Scotland. Sheets 3 and 4 (solid and drift editions). 
Soil Survey Scotland. 1:63,360. Sheets 1,2,3,4 and part 7. Transect 
from DOE (1975)). The area of recent archaeological excavations is 
indicated by a rectangle on the transect line a-a.
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Map. 2. Simplified solid geology of the Eye Peninsula; the sampling 
site at Sheshader and archaeological sites are also shown. Inset 
maps show the topography of the site in more detail (i) , the course 
of the field wall and the sites of previous palaeoecological 
investigations (the zones a, b and c are those:of McVean and _ 
Ratcliffe (1962) /  see Fig. 2). (Sourcesi O.S. Ii2500/ 2nd Series.
Sheets NB 33/43 NW, NE, SWf SE. Geology from Smith and Fettes (197 9) 
Field wall survey provided by T.G. Cowie).
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